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PREFACE

This study evaluates the socioeconomic impacts of the
Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project of the United
States Bureau of Reclamation, comparing that project with the
alternatives of importing water from Nevada areas somewhat
removed from the Las Vegas Valley and^of ] caving the water supply
of the Valley basically as it is,.the no project alternative.
The study follows, with adaptations and extensions,
the general methodology for socioeconomic impact studies as
developed and still being evolved in successive socioeconomic
analyses of Bureau of Reclamation water projects.

The method-

ology recognizes that the complexity of modern society and water
impacts requires that water project analyses extend beyond the
dollar cost benefit approach, which usually is the most reliable
guide to decision, to considerations of qualitative effects,
which often arc of dominant importance despite their difficulty
of measurement.

Such analysis requires the tools of economics,

sociology, engineering, law, political science and other related
fields.

It also dictates a step-by-step process which insures

comprehensive consideration of the direct and indirect impacts of
water projects on all of the social sectors which command public
interest and concern.

Such a step-by-step process constitutes

the six chapters of this report.
Chapter 1 covers the water related history of the area
affected by the prime project, including the already developed
First Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project.

Chapter 1 also

surveys the water needs of the area and sets forth the main
i

features of the prime project and its alternatives.

As a found-

ation for later analysis, Chapter 1 concludes with an overview
of the different alternatives as they can he expected to support
and condition the Las Vegas Valley community.

In this overview

particular attention is given to the prospect that the no project
alternative, combined with the inevitability of economic and
population growth for several decades, could change the Las Vecras
Valley from a spatially open community^ to one with high populatio
density.
In Chapter 2, the constituent elements of the prime
project and of each of its alternatives are identified and their
costs stated, as best they can be estimated by engineering and
planning sources.

In accordance with Bureau terminology, these

project elements are identified as project activities.

They

include not only the Bureau project and its elements but those
projects of other agencies which arc concomitants of the Bureau
project, e.g., local distribution systems of Bureau supplied
water.
Chapter 2 next provides an evaluation of the positive
impacts which the prime project and its alternatives have on
each of the several functions served by water projects.

These

impacts are appraised as high, medium or low for each alternative with respect to each water project function.

For convenient

^As used throughout this study, "open community" refers
to land use patterns yielding low population density and a
resulting life style which is essentially that of the Las Vegas
Valley currently and not greatly different from that of suburban
areas generally in the United States.

comparison, the activities of each alternative, their costs and
their impacts on each of the functions served by water projects
are assembled in a single table at the end of Chapter 2.
To provide a basis for further evaluation of the socio
economic impacts of each of the alternatives, Chapter 3 describe
the social and economic characteristics of the areas.

Chapter 3

includes somewhat more information than is used directly in this
analysis, with the intent that it will be useful to those whose
different interests or perspectives enable them to add to the
appraisals made in this study.
Chapter 4 contains analyses of the alternatives'
impacts from the perspectives of the various social sectors
which command public interest and concern.

In a few instances

these impacts are directly derived from the project activities ,
as for example, when the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada
Water Project or water importation from elsewhere in Nevada
affects the recreation and leisure function by providing water
for parks and golf courses.

In most cases, however, the impacts

of the alternatives as viewed from each of the social sectors
studied are derived indirectly through the impacts of the altern
atives on the functions water projects are intended to serve, as
evaluated in Chapter 2.
Each sector analysis in Chapter 4 begins with a statement of the scope of concern.

The first part of this statement

establishes that the sector is one of social importance, worthy
of attention in evaluating any public project.

The second part

of the "scope of concern" considers the importance which water
has, or may have, to the sector under study in the impact area.

The "scope of concern" for each social sector is
followed by a review of the data relevant to that sector in the
Las Vegas Valley.

As in the case of Chapter 3, these reviews

are not confined to information needed for the analysis later
developed, providing instead a general data base usable in other
approaches and studies.

On the basis of the concerns expressed

and the information set forth, the analysis of Chapter 4 then
considers both the direct and the indirect impacts of each
alternative on each social sector.

This consideration is

systematic, requiring for appraisal of direct impacts an evaluation of the effect of each activity of each alternative on the
sector of interest.

For indirect impacts it is necessary to

consider the extent to which each of the functions directly
served by water projects is affected by each alternative

(high,

medium, or low) and the additional effect this has on the sector
under study.

Each direct and indirect impact is evaluated in

terms of whether it is positive and relative large
and relative small
small

(+), neutral

(++), positiv

(0), negative and relatively

(-) or negative and relatively large (-—).
Chapter 5 combines the impacts developed in Chapter 4

through a matrix, wherein both the positive and negative effects
of each alternative in each sector can be seen in summary form.
While each of the elements of this summary analysis is necessarily subjective at least in part, the procedure through which
it is developed insures that the comparison of the alternatives
is both orderly and comprehensive.
The analysis of the socioeconomic effects of the

alternatives is completed in Chapter 5 with an integration of
the sectoral impacts, with all th^ir subordinate effects and
nuances, in terms of three socioeconomic categoreis which are
of major scope.

These larger categories which meaningfully

combine previously noted impacts for still better consideration
of socioeconomic effects of the alternatives, are: the quality
of life, social well being, and relative social relationships
or social equity. . The analysis is at least in part subjective,
but is orderly and logically derived from the whole of the
evaluations which preceed it.

Chapter

6 contains a report

summary and a recommended choice among the alternatives from the
viewpoint of their socioeconomic impacts.
There are two considerations which merit special introductory attention in this study.

The first is that construction

per se, which for many water projects is a major source of socioeconomic impacts, does not in the prime project or in its alternatives involve sufficient activity or expenditures to be of
socioeconomic importance within the impact area.

This conclusion

derives in part from a preliminary estimate that the total construction work force involved as the project is constructed will
2
number 100 or less.

This would add less than 0.06% to the

existing work force of 160, 000. ^

Even if the work force needed

for the project proved to be triple the above estimate, there
^Informally estimated by officials of the Bureau of
Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region in meetings with the authors,
April, 1975.
^See Chapter 3, Table 3.8 for information on the total
work force of the Valley.

still would not be a significant direct contribution to the
income of the Las Vegas Valley from the construction process.
A second consideration is that non-labor expenditures, such as
those for pumps, pipe and other equipment or materials largely
will involve purchases outside the Valley with little or no
local effects.
The second consideration which merits introductory
attention is the rapid growth of the Las Vegas community.

As

this study proceeds, the accomodation of economic and population
growth emerges as the dominant socioeconomic problem in the
impact area.

Correspondingly, the effects of the different

alternatives on the community's options and constraints in
accomodating growth emerge as by far the most important of the
socioeconomic impacts deserving attention in the decision-making
process.

Because of their importance it is useful at this point

to present the main elements of the growth-water relationships.
These are:

(1) There are no legal or other institutional means

of directly limiting Las Vegas Valley population to any specific
level which might be considered consistent with available water
supplies;

(2) Accordingly, a lack of water to accomodate growth

while preserving present life styles and levels of per capita
water use, would not directly stop growth but instead force
changes to existing life styles with lower per capita water
uses;

(3) The changes which would be brought about by any severe

future water constraint will impact principally on the character
of residential living;

(4) The continued growth of resort hotels

and the resulting population growth in the absence of major new
vi

water supplies would cause a significant portion of nt-w residential development to assume a water impacted character as car]
as 1980.

This condition would continue until it becomes the

dominant pattern of residential living in the Las Vegas Valley.
The principal characteristics of this residential pattern would
be the predominance of multiple family dwellings and high population density;

(5) The socioeconomic effects of a severe 'water

constraint, such as that which would evolve from the no project
alternative are those which would accompany the conversion of
the significantly inhabited areas of the Las Vegas Valley to a
high population density community;

(6) Economic and population

growth of the Valley eventually would cease a level well below
its economic potential with a non-constraining water supply.
As shown in Chapter 3, the momentum of economic growth could
carry area population far behind that which would be possible
were no project implemented to increase potable water supplies.
The proximate cause of this cessation of growth forced by water
scarcity would be an increasingly unattractive quality of life
4
in the area

affecting both the resort industry and, to a large

extent, the prospect of attracting inmigrations of retired
persons.
The authors wish to emphasize that this study is
directed toward socioeconomic impacts of the water alternatives
considered.

While engineering and cost information relative to

^For the purposes of this report, references to such
terms as "Las Vegas Valley," or "Valley" refer to the total
geographical impact area which includes Las Vegas, North Las
Vegas, Nellis AFB, Henderson, and Boulder City.
vii

the three alternatives is necessarily included, it was not
developed by the authors, but instead derived from other source
as cited, which should be consulted before further use of this
information-
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guidance in its preparation.
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORY OF THE LAS VEGAS VALLEY AND THE SOUTHERN
NEVADA WATER PROJECT .

f
1.1

Water Needs of the Area.
The Las Vegas Valley community began its development

as a water source drawing on natural springs and an underground
reservoir recharged at a rate variously estimated at 15, 000 to
35,000 acre-feet annually.^

The Valley became successively a

water stop on the Spanish Trail, a 19th century Mormon outpost
with limited agricultural development on the Utah-California
route and, in 1905, a water stop for the San Pedro, Los Angeles,
and Salt Lake Railroad.
The later growth of the community and the resulting
increase in its use of water was stimulated by a series of

,/

Federal government projects and installations.

These began with

the construction of Hoover Dam in the 1920's and 193 0's, and
continued with the 1941 opening of the Las Vegas Aerial Gunnery
School

(now Nellis Air Force Base), the development, also in

1941, of Basic Management Industries in Henderson and the opening
of the Nevada Test Site in 1951.

Closed briefly after the end

of World War II, Nellis AFB since reopening has been expanded
into a major USAF weapons center and a major component of the
economic base of the Las Vegas Valley.

^Master Water Plan, Las Vegas Valley prepared for the
Las Vegas Valley Water District by Boyle Engineering,Auqust,
1 970, p. 23.

(

Legalized gaming and the resort industry began in the
early 1 93 0's and after World War II expanded to become the
dominant industry in the Las Vegas Valley, as further explained
in Section 3.3.1.
As the population of the Valley grew, the amount of
water taken from the underground basin began to exceed considerably its recharge rate, reaching as much as 87,000 acre-feet in
2
1 969, an overdraft condition.

Under such circumstances,

initiation of the Southern Nevada Water Project to make water
from Nevada's annual 3 00,000 acre-feet allotment of Colorado
River water available to the Valley became urgent, and the First
Stage of the project was completed in 1971.
Operating mechanisms, control agency limitations and
the basin's role as a reservoir in meeting summer peak loads have
permitted the continuation of basin overdrafts, despite the fact
that 3 0,000 to 34 0,000 acre-feet of the First Stage capacity
remains unused.

Basin drafts are being reduced, however, toward

a goal of 50,000 acre-feet per year.

Completion of the Second

Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project, with peaking capacity
well above average annual loads, will allow a significant part of
the reservoir function now served by the basin in meeting the
summer peak loads to be shifted to Lake Mead.

Together with

improved information concerning recharge rates and possibly with
2lbid.
^Based on trend analysis, see Facilities Plan, Annex A,
Las Vegas Wash/Bay Pollution Abatement Project prepared by Nevada
Environmental Consultants. July, 1 974 , Table 111-1.
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some injection of Colorado River water into the basin at times,
the Second Stage should make it possible to keep the water table
at or near desired levels.
1.2

The Prime Project
The project evaluated in this report is the completion

of the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project.

As set

forth in more detail in Chapter 2, this project principally
involves the development by the Bureau of additional pumping
capacity and the extension of main pipelines to the water distributing entities at a total cost to the Bureau of approximately
$92,000,000.

For a socioeconomic impacts analysis, the project

must be considered as including the facilities which the State of
Nevada and local water using entities will require to distribute
the additional water provided as further described in Chapter 2.
The Southern Nevada Water Project was approved by the
Congress on October 22, 1965.

Public Law 89-202, 7 9 Stat. 1068

authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to construct, operate,
and maintain the Southern Nevada Water Project for the principal
purpose of delivering water for municipal and industrial use.
The law provides that the project include intake facilities,
pumping plants, aqueduct and laterals, transmission lines, substations, and storage and regulatory facilities required to provide Lake Mead water from the Colorado River for distribution to
industrial and municipal centers within Clark County, Nevada.
By law, the project is to be federally funded initially
with the federal government reimbursed in total, except that the
portion of the construction costs which are allocated to furnish

water to Nellis Air Force Base or other defense installations
need not be reimbursed.
The use of Colorado River water is subject to and
controlled by the Colorado River Compact, the Boulder Canyon
Project Act
Treaty

(45 Stat. 1057; 43 U.S.C. 617t), the Mexican Water

(Treaty Series 994; 59 Stat. 1219) and by law is not to

affect the satisfaction of the "present perfected rights" as
set forth by the decree of the United States Supreme Court in
Arizona vs. California 37 6 U.S. 340.

Public Law 89-292 author-

ized approximately 81 million dollars (based on 1965 price levels)
for the Southern Nevada Project.

First Stage costs required use

of approximately $50 million in 1971 prices.

The Second Stage

of the project will enlarge and expand capacity as originally
envisioned.
1.3

The Alternatives to the Prime Project
The State Engineer has examined and evaluated the feasi-

bility of importing water to the Las Vegas Valley from other
Nevada areas.

Such importation of water is considered and

evaluated as Alternative 2.

Several subalternatives with different

sources for the water to be imported are considered.

When the

water importation alternative is evaluated in terms of its costs
in comparison with those of the prime alternative, it is found
to be more expensive than the prime project.

In terms of socio-

economic effects, however, it is largely considered to be
equivalent to the prime project, water being delivered

in the

amount needed for growth unconstrained by water in either case.
One important exception to this socioeconomic equivalence of the

prime project and Alternative 2 is that the latter would have
serious negative effects on the recreational value of the areas
from which water is removed for importation to the Las Vegas
Valley while Valley population will have grown so that it has
considerable recreational dependence on such areas.
It is, of course, possible that nothing will be done
to increase the water available for us& in Las Vegas Valley.
This alternative, the no project alternative considered here as
Alternative 3, is somewhat difficult to visualize for a community
expected to use all presently available water by 1 980 and to
continue to grow thereafter to something on the order of three
times its present size.

Nevertheless, the alternative of no

project requires consideration, particularly in view of the
possibility that national macroeconomic considerations could
cause the Federal Government to restrict or at least seriously
delay expenditures for water projects regardless of their individual merit and their reimbursement.
1-4

Overview of the Alternatives and the Future of the Las
Vegas Valley
Las Vegas economic and population growth is anticipated

well past 1990 in response to growing national and worldwide
demands for the area's exports, particularly services provided
by the Las Vegas resort industry.

Population projections in the

absence of a water constraint would place the area's 1980 population between 435,000 and 460,000 persons, its 1990 population
between 600,000 and 650,000 persons and its year 2000 population
between 750,000 and 850, 000 persons.

The variety and range of

area population projections are surveyed in Section 3.2, where
5

the logic of using the above-stated projections for planning
purposes is established.

At present usage rates, however, avail-

able potable water is sufficient to support a population of only
443,000 persons.
The first two of the alternatives as set forth would
accommodate the Las Vegas Valley population growth propelled by
economic factors.

Except for the damage to nearby recreational

areas that water importation involves, these two alternatives are
viewed as differing only in their costs.

The no project altern-

ative would force Las Vegans to initiate water reclamation,
conservation, and redistribution measures as the citizenry deems
reasonable to accommodate economic growth.

Despite these measure

and in part because of them as they force reductions in the area'
quality of life, long-run population growth in the Las Vegas
Valley would fall short of its economic potential.
In order to gauge the socioeconomic impacts of each
alternative, the actions and responses precipitated by its
adoption ideally would be identified precisely.

These include

actions by water and land management agencies, industrial and
residential water users,
workers.

land developers, businessmen, and

Prediction of exact responses is not possible, however,

given the number of players involved, the variety of options
available to each of them, and the complex interactions between
their responses.

^Nevada State Engineer, Division of Water Resource,
Alternative Plans for Water Resource Use, Colorado River Basin
Area, V. p/ C-ll, April, 1 974 /"'

This socioeconomic impact analysis therefore proceeds
on the basis of reasonable response scenarios.

The assumed

reactions of area resource management agencies are kept as simple
as possible so that attention can be focused on socioeconomic
impacts rather than engineering and regulatory details.

These

response scenarios should not be interpreted as recommended
courses of action.

TO the extent that* more appropriate reactions

to the alternatives are devised, any negative impacts associated
with the alternatives will be lessened.

To the extent that any

of the reactions assumed in the scenarios proves apolitic and
that less efficient measures are implemented, negative impacts
will be amplified.
The general natures of assumed responses to the Second
Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project and its alternatives
are outlined in sub-sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2, and 1.4.3.

Section

1.4.3, dealing with the no project alternative, includes estimates
of the additional water that reclamation and economization would
make available to accommodate growth beyond the 443,000 person
ceiling cited earlier and of the population increase that this
would permit.
1.4.1

Scenario of Responses to Implementation of the Second
Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project
Implementation of the Second Stage of the Southern

Nevada Water Project would accommodate Las Vegas S.M.S.A.
growth 5up to a population of 669,000 at present water usage
rates.
Growth beyond that level, propelled by growth in demand

Slbid.

*,7

for the area's exports, would require implementation of measures
considered as Alternatives 2 and 3 in this study or other response
made possible by advancing technology.
Project costs will be recapturcd through user chargehigher but not much higher than those presently in effect.

In

this scenario, Las Vegas development will proceed along its
historic path for many years, with substantial single-family
residence construction in suburban areas of the Valley.

For this

period, recreation facilities, public services, and commercial
services will increase in pace with growth in Las Vegas' economic
base and population.

However, as the limit population of 669,000

is approached in the 1990's, conservation measures will begin to
be adopted just as they are adopted much earlier in the no project
scenario, and/or new sources of potable water for Las Vega? will
be sought.
1.4.2

Scenario of Responses to Water Importation from Nevada
Valleys
Water importation would accommodate area growth, but at

higher per unit water costs than the Second Stage of the Southern
Nevada Water Project.

It is assumed that these higher costs will

be passed on to water users primarily in the form of increased
monthly hookup fees, although other user charge mechanisms are
of course possible but not different in ultimate effects.

Once

the availability of water is assured by importation average costs
per unit supplied will decline with quanity used.

There will be

no economic incentive for water conservation after an expensive
import pipeline system has been constructed.
8

Las Vegas growth and development will proceed in the
same manner as envisioned were Alternative 1 adopted
1.4.1'.

(see Section

The higher charge paid for inserted water will reduce

the economic welfare of Las Vegas residents relative to that
which they would enjoy under Alternative 1.

This reduction in

welfare, however, will be too small to*materially inhibit
economic and population growth in the area.
1.4.3

Scenario of Responses to No Project
If no additional water is supplied to the Las Vegas

Valley beyond the amounts presently available and if per capita
water usage continues at its present rate, population growth
must cease at 443,000.

The momentum of the area's economic

growth is so great, however, that a sudden halt in growth in the
early 198 0's is unlikely.

Water reclamation, conservation, and

redistribution measures can be reasonably expected to accommodate
some further growth despite the water constraint and no new
water supply project to alleviate it.
A scenario of responses to the no project alternative
follows:
1)

An in-valley irrigation system will be constructed
supplying 25,000 acre-feet per year of secondary
effluent to agricultural lands, parks, and public
facilities, golf courses, and greenbelt areas within Las Vegas Valley.

Annualized construction,

operating, and maintenance costs for this system
are estimated at $1,775,860 in Section 2.3.1.

The

in-valley irrigation system will free up an equal
amount of potable water for residential, commercial,
and hotel use.
2)

The $71 cost per acre-foot of potable water acquired
by means of the in-valley irrigation system compares
with an estimated $16-17 cost per acre-foot of water
purchased by the Las Vegas Valley Water District from
the State of Nevada-Division of Colorado River
Resources during the mid-1 97 O's.^

For purposes of

this socioeconomic impact analysis of no project, it
is assumed that the higher cost of water secured for
accommodating Las Vegas growth by an in-valley
irrigation system will be passed on to all users in
the form of an increased charge per incremental
gallon of water they use.

This will maximize user

incentives to conserve water.

Estimates of the

percentage water price increase entailed by the
in-valley irrigation system and the water conservation it will induce follow.
The total annual cost to water users of the invalley irrigation system will be $1 ,775,860 in 1975
dollars (see Table 2.3).

This cost will be divided

equally by the 182,200 acre-feet of potable water

Las Vegas Valley Water District, Financial Requirments,
Study, 1 972, p. 31.
*
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used annually in Las Vegas Valley when the 132,200
acre-feet per year capacity of the First Stage of
(

(

the Southern Nevada Water Project is reached and
50,000 acre-feet of groundwater

is bcini used.

Th,

incremental cost per thousand gallons used will then
be $0, 03 0:
$1 ,775,860 : (182,200* acre-feet x 325,851 gal/acrt
feet).
The 3C per 1,000 gallon cost increase would translate into a 10.7% price increase above the 28$ per
1,000 gallon price charged for incremental water use
by Las Vegas Valley Water District in 1975.
Water demand price elasticity in Las Vegas Valley
has been estimated by the State Engineer to lie
(

between -0.19 and -0.77.

An elasticity of -0.2 is

conservatively assumed in this analysis: for each
1% increase in price a 0.2% decrease in water use
will result, reflecting the relative inelasticity of
water demand as generally expected and accepted.
Thus a 2.15% decrease in water use by residents
and businesses already settled in Las Vegas will
result because of the in-valley irrigation system
and the water price increase it involves (.2 x
10.7%).

This will free-up an additional 3,900

7
Nevada State Engineer, Division of Water Resources,
Water For Nevada, Special Planning Report, 1971, p. 71. The high
price elasticity was actually measured in Utah communities.
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(

acre-feet per year of water to accommodate further
economic and population growth in the area

(2.15%

x 182,200 acre-feet per year).
3)

Other measures may bo adopted to conserve water,
e.g., extension of individual metering to commonly
metered or unmetered users where practical and
water agency purchases of groundwater rights from
their present owners.

In this socioeconomic impact

analysis of no project, these measures are assumed
to contribute little additional water for accommodating Las Vegas Valley growth.
The total supply of potable water assumed available to
support Las Vegas population growth beyond the 443,000 person
ceiling cited earlier is 3 0,000 acre-feet per year: 25,000 from
an in-valley irrigation system, 3,909 from the water price rise
entailed by this system, and the remainder from miscellaneous
conservation efforts.

The 16.5% effective increase in water

supply (3 0,000 T 182,200) would permit a 16.9% population
increase at present per capita water usage rates adjusted for the
2.15% reduction assumed in response to water price increases.

The

effective population ceiling imposed on the Valley by water
scarcity if no project is implemented would then be 16.9% or
75,000 persons above 443,000, or 518,000 persons.

This level is

anticipated to be reached in the mid-1980's based on growth in
demand for the area's exports.
A somewhat greater population increase could be accommodated by the 3 0,000 acre-feet per year of available water if
single-family residential development were limited in favor of
12

multiple-dwelling units.

Las Vegas Valley Water District

estimates place per customer water usage for R-2 and K-3 classi8
fications combined at only 7.25% above R-l usage.

Yet an R-2

dwelling contains two housing units with an average of 2.2 person:
per unit; an R-3 contains at least throe units with 2.2 persons
9
per unit; while an R-l houses only 3.1 persons on average.
Per
*

capita water use in multiple unit dwellings is therefore estimates
as 60% of that in single-family residences.
Approximately 50% of Las Vegas Valley Water District
water sales are to residential u s e r s . ^

if Lag Vegas land use

authorities limited all residential construction to multiple units
the population increase that could be accommodated by 3 0,000 acrefeet per year would be approximately 20% greater than the 7 5, 000
estimated at adjusted present usage rates: a 40% per capita water
use reduction would be achieved on 50% of incremental potable wate
use, assuming that the Las Vegas Valley Water District residential
sales percentage is and remains valid for the Valley as a whole.
The effective population ceiling imposed by water scarcity would
be 15,000 persons above the 518, 000 ceiling estimated in the
absence of land use restrictions, or about 535,000 persons, again
anticipated to be reached in the mid-1980's.
SLas Vegas Valley Water District, op. cit, p. 24.
q

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Las Vegas Census of Population and Housing, 197 0, p. 7h.
^'
"
^ L a s Vegas Valley Water District, op. cit.

The no project alternative will therefore force a halt
to Las Vegas economic and population growth at an estimated
population level of 53 5,000 persons.

Regulatory mechanisms which

would effect this halt include the following:
1)

Land use restrictions against the establishment of
new industries in the Valley and/or business tax
rates discouraging their establishment would be
enacted.

2)

A freeze would be imposed on new water connections
and/or zoning prohibitions would be enacted against
new residential and commercial land development.

The immediate market response to these measures would
be a rise in value of already developed land.

This, in turn,

would raise housing costs to area residents, including those who
already own their homes: their opportunity costs of remaining
ft!
in Las Vegas as opposed to selling their homes to i&migrants
A

would increase.

Concommitantly, the value of undeveloped land

would fall precipitously.
Higher living costs for area residents, including the
prices of goods purchased from higher rent local merchants as
well as direct housing prices, would place upward pressure on
area wage rates.

Higher wages would be necessary to attract and

keep workers in Las Vegas.

Such higher wages in Las Vegas Valley

export industries would, in part, reduce enterprise profits and
discourage their expansion and, in part, raise their prices and
lessen the intensity of demand for their outputs.

In any case,

the prices of export goods and services would rise to the level

required to ration demand to the constrained

supply.

To the extent that these responses to no project are
anticipated in the Las Vegas Valley land market, developed land
p^ic^s would hc.iir, their rj.c before th.' 53 5, 000 nopulaticM
ceiling is reached.

Such land value increase would set in motion

the forces inhibiting economic and population growth and would
delav confrontation with the water constraint of 182,200 acrefeet per vcar.
Higher land prices would also indirectly induce water
economization.

Single family residences on valuable land parcels

would be demolished and replaced by multiple unit dwellings with
lower per capita water usage rates; the use of valuable land for
water intensive golf courses would be inhibited, etc.

Thus, Las

Vegas Valley population growth beyond the 535,000 person ceiling
assumed in this analysis would be possible.
The nature of the no project alternative socioeconomic
impacts, however, would be essentially unaltered from those
visualized in the absence of indirect land-market feedbacks on
water usage.

New residential development would be of higher

density than if the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water
Project or water importation from elsewhere in Nevada were
implemented.

New industry would be discouraged.

Developed land

values would rise, as would wages and the cost of living in Las
Vegas.

Higher prices of exports would limit their enjoyment to

the more affluent.

Economic and population growth would be

slowed and a zero growth situation would result sooner than if
water were available to accommodate the growth spurred by
economic forces.
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CHAPTER 2
ACTIVITIES, COSTS AND FUNCTIONS O^ THE ALTERNATIVES
The various typos of physical

installations

(con-

struction) and on-going management activities typically involved
in water development projects, as identified by the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation, are listed in Table 2.1.

Sections 2.1, 2.2, and

2.3 of this chapter identify and provide cost estimates for thos
construction and management activities involved in the Second
Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project and its alternatives.
The Bureau has also identified and listed the function
normally served by water projects.
2.2.

These are listed in Table

Section 2.4 of this chapter evaluates the impact of each

of the water alternatives, including the no project alternative,
on each of the listed functions, rating these impacts in each
case as high (H), medium

(M) or low (L).

These evaluations are

consolidated and portrayed along with the cost information from
Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in Table 2.14.
The construction and management costs of each alternative include not only those of the Bureau of Reclamation but
also those which other agencies such as the State of Nevada's
Division of Colorado River Resources

(DCRR) and local water

distributing entities will incur under each of the different
alternatives.

The rationale for including all of the costs

associated with each alternative regardless of which agencies
initially incur them is that, through pricing policies and the
largely self liquidating nature of all aspects of water projects
total costs are ultimately met by water consumers regardless of

Table 2.10
MatHX H<* sou tee Drvelo^aent Activities

Mana^ejrial Activities

Construct. i on Activities

Op^rat ional/Pff icic-ncy P r <:j r r;
Water Transport Systems

Weather Modification

Flood Control. Facilities

Legal & Institutional Arrangement:
* Environmental Management

Navigation Facilities
Power Platits

Operation and Maintenance

Transmission Lines

Phreatophyte Control

Desalting Plants
Drainage Systems
Wastewater Collection/Recycling
Geothermal Wells
Recreation Facilities
Fish and Wildlife Facilties
Groundwater Development
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Table 2.10
W.iter P<-sou_r

_tleveloptK.ut

tic ti(Hts

Ecology maintenance nnd cosst-rol—includ i.ng activities generally designed to
r -inta:*: an-: 'i'<,t'. ...';t_ t: ';"!')cc-f.yr. t<.-ms nl t':*' ra:Lha:td its species;
Life support and accoiamodatiott of gjruwt.h—specifically tailored to support t)..life of man and wildlife;
Security—designed to protect man from periodic man-made or natural disaster.
Available and predictable s(njd_y--.iticluding activities to maintain sufficiettt
quantitites of water;
Available and predictable quality—including activities designed to improve
upoti or maintain defined quality levels for water;
Available and predictable distribution--including activities to move water
from point A to point B on regular and controllable bases;
Land use—including activities to utilize, water-related lands in such a way
as to maintain necessary water characteristics;
Energy recovery—including uses of water for the generation of power;
Production in agriculture--including water development activities designed to
support land, crops, and 1ivestock for national consumption (including
unt, nc tritivc value, diversi ty, and supply maintenance;
Community functions—including activities designed to maintain community
operations such as sewage, fire protection, parks, etc.
Industrial functions—including activities designed to maintain sufficient
supply and distribution of waters specifically as required for industrial
production and operation;
Interdependence and transportation functions—including activities designed
to support all forms of navigation making trade and travel between
communities feasible, and insuring the maintenance and protection of a
national network of water transportation;
Recreation functions--including all water and land-related activities such
as swimming, fishing, boating, etc; and
Construction functions--including all activities to construct and maintain
water and power infrastructure for the above 13 functions.
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their initial impacts.

Accordingly, comparison among alternatives

is best made on the basis of the whole of the costs associated
with each alternative rather than on the basis of partial costs
as thev are borne temporarily by any one agency.

The diversion

of costs from the Bureau of Reclamation to the water using
agencies, for example, does not in the end change the costs to
the consumer, nor does it save funds for the Bureau, since Gosts
are reimbursed in any case.
Except as otherwise indicated, costs used in this chapter
are taken from other studies as referenced.

To compensate broadly

for the changes in prices since the source studies were made,
costs have been adjusted to April 1 975 using Bureau of Reclamation
Cost Trends as set forth in Table 2.3.

More detailed repricing is

beyond the scope assigned this study and not necessary for the
purposes of socioeconomic analysis.

To achieve comparability of

initial investment costs and on-going costs such as those of
maintenance and operations, capital costs are converted to annual
equivalent costs at the rate of 5 7/8%.

It is recognized that

Federal legislation establishing the Southern Nevada Water Project^
specifically prescribes the use for certain purposes of a lower
rate, the long term interest rate on government issues then
prevailing.

However, for socioeconomic analysis of the altern-

atives at the present tune the 5 7/8% rate is adjudged more meaningful than the lower rate.

Further, from the socioeconomic impacts

^Public Law 89-292, October 22, 1965, and Public Law
89-510, July 19, 1966.
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Table 2.3
Factor Used to Adjust Cost Estimates
to 1975 Price Level (1967 = 1.00)
(A)
1965

Item
Pumping Stations
Tunnels
Pipelines
Dams
Power Transmission
Canals
f omposite ^
Source:
o

(B)
1971

(C)
1972

(D)
1974

0.94

1956-1975
Factor(E/A)

1971-1975
Factor(E/B)

1974-1975
Factor(E/D)

1972-1965
Factor(A/C)

1.989

1.477
1.550
1.513
1.457
1.439
1.528
1.472

1.147

0.686

1.89
1.86
1.77
1.85
1.90

1.28
1.20

1.17
1.27
1.32
1.23
1.27

(E)
1975

1.88

1.37

1.63

1.87

Bureau of Reclamation Construction Cost Trends. U.S. Department of the Interior,
Engineering and Research Center, Office of Design and Construction, January 19 75,
p. 12 and April 1975, p. 3.
*

^The composite factor was used to adjust all items not explicitly listed in thi:i table.

viewpoint, the differences in costs among the alternatives and
the manner in which they are annualized are insignificant in
comparison with the different social impacts of the alternatives.
Except where project life spans arc specifically limited, for
example, by water mining under Alternative 2, annualization time
periods are for 100 years.

,

In the description of water outputs of the alternatives,
and in evaluating the impacts of the alternatives on the functions
served by water projects, all references to water quantities are
in terms of average annual amounts.

This reflects a determination

that the high summer peak loads can be handled within the overall
annual constraints by using the reservoir capability of the underground basin and of Lake Mead served by pipeline and pumping
capacities considerably in excess of that needed to pump the
annual allotment at a year round steady rate.

This leaves ope;

the question of the peak load problems under the importation
alternative and under the no project alternative.

It appears that

in both cases the peak load situation could be more important than
the annual use constraint.

The expense of reconstructing this

analysis in terms of the peak load situation is avoided, however,
until it is decided that the prime project cannot be completed.
In effect, it is clear that Alternative 1, if found preferable
on an annual water accounting basis, will be better still on a
peak load accounting basis.
2.1

Activities and Costs of Alternative 1
As indicated above, the construction of facilities and

associated costs of the prime project, the Second Stage of the

Southern Nevada Water Project, includes the Bureau of Reclamation
activities and costs (Section 2.1,1), DCRR activities and costs
(fc^tio'; 2.].2), and those which water using entities w'll incui
in response to the project
2.1.1

(Section 2.1.3).

Bureau of Reclamation Activities and Costs
j
The Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project

involves for the Bureau of Reclamation the expansion and modification of the existing First Stage water transport system from
an average annual capacity of 132,200 acre-feet to one in excess
of 3 00,000 acre-feet.

Construction includes a four-mile long

aqueduct, the expansion of pumping facilities and 3 0 to 35 miles
of additional pipeline laterals.

Second Stage capital costs to

the Bureau, estimated not to exceed 92 million dollars, are
2
annualized at $5,455,500 per year.
2.1.2 .

DCRR Activities and Costs
The activities of maintenance, operation and replace-

ment of Second Stage facilities are, as in the First Stage, the

Although the basic design and costs of the Second
Stage are completed, recent population shifts in the impact area
have generated local concern regarding the exact location of
several proposed laterals. At the time of the preparation of
this report, exact lateral configuration was being reconsidered
by the various interested agencies and hence final costs data was
not available. The $92,GOO,000 figure represents the net
allocation of monies remaining after deducting First Stage costs
from the original 1965 allocation. The $50,195,485 spent on the
First Stage as of June 1972 was adjusted to 1965 price levels
using a factor of 0. 686 (see Table 2.3). Theiesulting figure,
$34,44 0,693 was subtracted from the total allocation of
$81,000,000 and the result adjusted to 1975 price levels using
a factor of 1.989 (see Table 2.3). The $92 million figure then
represents maximum funds potentially available rather than an
estimate of actual cost.
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responsibility of DCRR.
annually.
amrovcd

These costs are estimated at $1,860,600

In addition, usinq funds from a bonding proqram
jn the 1975 session of the Nevada legislature, DCRR

intends to administer a fund supplementing Second Stage construction in the amount of $69,052,000, annualized at $4,067 ,162
(see Table 2.4).
2.1.3

'

,

Water Entities' Costs
The Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project

will require the construction of expanded distribution facilities
including significantly enlarged reservoir capacity.

The largest

portion of these activities will be carried out by the Las Vegas
Valley Water District.

The District's plans as now formulated

include a reservoir with an initial capacity of twenty million
cnl Ions (to be expanded eventually to forty million qallons),
a pumping station, approximately seven miles of distribution pipe
line and some lesser facilities.

Total annualized costs for the

District, as shown in Table 2.5, are estimated over one million
dollars.^
The cities of Henderson, North Las Vegas and Boulder
City also plan to expand their water distribution systems in
response to the avialability of additional water from the prime

^Estimate received from DCRR, July, 1975 and reflects
the arithmetic mean of yearly estimates from 1981 to 1990.
^All costs presented in this section were obtained
through personal interviews with representatives of the various
water using entities. They should be regarded as preliminarv
planning estimates only.
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Table 2.10
Stat: of Nevada, Division j)i Colorado River Resources,
Cost Estimates for Second Stage Support

Engineering & Administration
Fiscal & Legal
Construction
Interest During Construction
; Subtotal
_
0 & M Reserve
Debt Service Reserve (1 years debt service) .
Contingency
Total
Less Interest Earned
Total
Annual Equivalent Cost at 5 7/8% for 100 years
Source:

4,502,000
200,000
46,800,000
18,000,000
69,502,000
850,000
5,700,000
3,000,000
79,052,000
10,000,000
69,052,000
4,067,162

Personal communication with Division of Colorado River
Resources officials, May 28, 1975. A Factor of 1.147
was used to convert 1974 estimates to 1975 price levels
(see Table 2.3).
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project.

The City of Henderson plans to incur total annualized

construction and ongoing maintenance and operating costs of
$732,000 for four reservoirs with additional total capacity of
over 11 million gallons, approximately 25 miles of distribution
lines and certain lesser facilities.

North Las Vegas plans are

expected to involve total annualized costs of $354, 000.

Boulder

City expects to spend $71,000 (annualized) in consequence of the
realization of the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water
Project.

Neither North Las Vegas nor Boulder City has developed

plans sufficiently to permit further breakdown of activities and
costs.

Total annualized costs for all water using entities are

estimated at $2,47 6,000 as shown in Table 2.5.
2.2

Activities and Costs of Alternative 2
Alternative 2 would import water to the Las Vegas Valley

from one of several possible water sources elsewhere in Nevada.
The several sources which have been considered, and which here
are treated as subalternatives of Alternative 2 are:
Alternative 2a - Pahrump Valley
Alternative 2b - Amargosa Desert
Alternative 2c - Railroad Valley
Alternative 2d-

Pahranagat Valley

Alternative 2e - Virgin River
The locations of these sources are shown in Figure 2.1
These locations and the design of the water systems which would
use them are all directly derived from a report of the Nevada
Division of Water Resources.

Because of the remoteness of many

^Nevada State Engineer, Division of Water Resources,
Water for Nevada, Special Planning Report, 1971, pp. 50-56.

TABLE 2.5
Water Using Entities' Construction Activities wjth^TotnJ Estimated Costs, Annual
Lqu ivalrnt Investrmetit Cost arid J^jn'U'l^^Maititenance and Operat ions Cost s'^

Item

Las Vegas Valley

th-ndfr son

Reservoirs
Pipelines
!^ump Stations
Pumps
Surcharges
Total Construction Costs

$ 3,000,000
6,058,775
480,000
200,000
684,780
$10,423,555

$1,140,00
3,710,000
^3 00,000

$5,170,000

$2,500,000 -

Contingencies, Technical
and Legal Services, etc.
at 3 0%
Total Capital Costs

3,127,066
$13,550,621

1,551,000
$6,721,000

750,000
$3,250,000

Annual Equivalent Costs
at 5 7/8% for 100 years

$

7 98,131

$

395,866

$

191,425

Maintenance and Operations
Costs @ 5% of Capital
Costs

$

521,177

$

33 6,050

$

162,500

Total Annualized Costs

$1,319,308

$

731,916

$

353,925

Sou r c c:

North Las Vegas

Preliminary estimates by officials in each of the cited water using en t i t i e s,
June 1975.

^Reparation costs for construction activities have not yet been indcntified and hence
are omitted.

)
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Figure 2.1
Location Map of Water Importation Sources

of the aqueduct facilities, a premium has been included in construction costs to cover the cost of providing living facilities
for workers in some areas and for special transportation of
workers to certain other areas.
The life of the several subalternates for importing
water has been based on the supply of water available in the area
from which the supply would be obtained, which reflects the water
mining concept inherent in the water importation alternative.
An interest rate of 7% has been assumed as reflecting the rate
at which financing for the projects, as state or local government
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projects, could be obtained, it being assumed that the project
would not be undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation and therefot
that the 5 7/8?. prescribed Federal rate would not be available.
All project costs have been amortized over the entire project
life at the 7% interest rate with reinvestment of any temporarily
unused funds.

Time for construction has been assumed at six

years for the aqueduct from Railroad Valley and at four years for
the aqueducts from the Amargosa Desert, Pahranagat Valley, and
Pahrump Valley.
A 20% contingency factor has been applied to the
estimated cost of aqueduct facilities to arrive at construction
costs.

The engineering, administration, inspection, legal and

bond marketing expenses have been asssumed at 15% of the construction cost.
Operation and maintenance costs of the subalternative;.
of Alternative 2 have been estimated as the sum of three componen
(1) power costs,

(2) treatment plant operation costs, and

operation and maintenance costs for the aqueducts.

(3)

Annaul power

costs have been estimated by using a unit power cost of one cent
per kilowatt hour and assuming an efficiency of 85% and 7 0% for
pumping stations and wells, respectively.

The costs of operating

the treatment plants have been estimated using information on
the operation of the LaVerne and Diemer filtration plants of the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.^

In the source referenced in Footnote 5, cost estimates
were made on the basis of both high and low population projection
For this study, high and low population costs wore averaged. The
costs were further adjusted to April 1 975 prices using the factor
of Table 2.3.
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The activities and costs of each of the subalternatives
of Alternative 2 are set forth below in subsections 2.2.1
through 2.2.5.
2.2.1

Activities and Costs of the Pahrump Valley Subalternativ
The aqueduct from Pahrump would have a total length of

74.5 miles, of which

miles would be trapezoidal open channel,

8.5 miles would bo tunnel, 26.5 miles would be pipeline, and 0.5
mile would be reservoir.

The Spring Mountains located between

Pahrump and Las Vegas constitute a formidable natural barrier
which must be crossed, since bypass routes are more expensive
still.

The aqueduct would begin at a point approximately 12 miles

northwest of the town of Pahrump at an elevation of 2900 feet.
The first 3 9 miles of the aqueduct would constitute the collection
system following the 2900 foot contour.

Water would be delivered

to the punt ping scation forebay with a 24-hour stor <i.<e. capacity.
The water would then be lifted 750 feet by pumping station No. 1
through five miles of pipeline to the forebay of pumping
No. 2.

station

Pumping station No. 2 would then lift the water an

additional 750 feet through 4.5 miles of pipeline to the pumping
station afterbay which would serve as the tunnel inlet facility.
Pumping stations No. 1 and No. 2 have been assumed identical and
would have a power rating of approximately 29,000 horse-power
each.

The pumping station afterbay and tunnel inlet would have

a capacity of 12 hours design flow and would be located at an
elevation of 43 00 feet.

The water would then flow in a 8.5 mile

tunnel through the Spring Mountains.

From the tunnel, water

would be delivered to the large storage reservoir at mile 64.8
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through 8.8 miles of pipeline.

The proposed storage reservoir

for the Pahrump aqueduct has been located in the Red Rock Canyon
area of Las Vegas Valley.
Water would leave the dam through the outlet works and
travel approximately one mile through a pipeline to an energy
dissipating station which would dissipate 800 feet of head when
!

the reservoir is full.

The water would be discharged

immediately

into a lined reservoir having a storage capacity of twelve hours.
The water would then flow through 8.2 miles of pipeline to a
second energy dissipating station where a second 800 feet of
energy would be dissipated before the water flows into another
lined reservoir of 12-hour storage capacity.

The water would

then enter the treatment plant where it would be filtered and
chlorinated and then flow directly to the terminal storage
reservoir which would bo lined and covered and have a 12 -hour
storage capacity.

This terminal storage reservoir would be at

mile 74.5 and would mark the end of the aqueduct.

Water would

flow from this reservoir directly into a water distribution
system in the Las Vegas Metropolitan sub-area.
The activities by category and their costs for the
Pahrump Valley subalternative are shown in Table 2.6.
2.2.2

Activities and Costs of the Amargosa Desert Subalternative
The aqueduct from Amargosa Desert would have a total

length of 131 miles of which 88 miles would be trapezoidal open
channel and 43 miles would be pipeline.

The aqueduct would begin

at a point which is approximately 12 miles due west of Lathrop
Wells at an elevation of 2,500 feet.
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The first 45 miles of the

Table 2.6
Estimated Capita 1 Cost.s of
Pahrump Aqueduct

(

f
l)e sc r .1 v t i on

Cost

Wells
C o l l e c t i o n System
P.S. F o r e b a y
P u m p Station (2)
P.S. A f t e r b a y (2)
Tunnel
Pipeline
R e s e r v o i r s (2)
Dam and Reservoir
Energy D i s s i p a t o r s
Treatment Plant
T e r m i n a l Storage
Power T r a n s m i s s i o n
Telemetry

$

,

(2)

Subtotal

3,627,500
15,615,500
2,843,500
17,520,500
2,279,000
27,912,000
22,779,000
2,843,500
9,962,500
5,331,000
18,374,500
5,935,000
4,787,000
3,201,000

$143,011,500

C o n t i n g e n c i e s at 20X

28,602,500

Subtotal - C o n s t r u c t i o n Cost

171,614,000

Engineering, Administration,
I n s p e c t i o n and
Interest

Bond C o s t s at 15X

25,742,000

during C o n s t r u c t i o n at 14%

T o t a l Cost

of Project

24,026,000

Facilities

Estimated R e p a r a t i o n Cost
Pahrump

$221,382,000

in
19,497,000

T o t a l Capital Cost

Source:

(

$240,879,000

"Water Supply for the Future of S o u t h e r n N e v a d a " ,
prepared by The State E n g i n e e r ' s O f f i c e , 1971, pp.
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aqueduct would constitute the collection system.

The collection

channel would deliver water to the pumping station forebay, which
would have a design capacity of 24 hours storage.
A 42,500 horsepower pumping station would then li; ?the water 1,350 feet through 17.5 miles of pipeline to the
pumping station afterbay at elevation 3,650 feet.

The storage

*

capacity of the pumping station afterbay would be rated at 12
hours.

The water would then flow through 12 miles of open

channel to a regulating reservoir having a storage capacity of
12 hours.

The water would then enter a five-mile pipeline and

pass through an energy dissipating station, which would dissipate 4 00 feet of head and enter a second regulating reservoir
with a 12-hour storage capacity.

The water would then be con-

veyed by a 13.5 mile open channel to an inverted siphon having
a length of four miles which would bo recuired to cross Corn
Creek.

It would then continue its journey through a 17-mile

open channel to a regulating reservoir having a capacity of 24
storage.

From this point on, the terrain becomes more rugged

and an 11-mile pipeline would be required to deliver the water
to the large reservoir near the aqueduct terminus.

The location

of this dam and reservoir is approximately six miles north of
Nellis Air Force Base.
The water would then flow via a two-mile pipeline to
an energy dissipating station, which will dissipate 500 feet of
energy and then would enter a regulating reservoir having a
storage capacity of 12 hours.

The water then would pass through

the treatment plan where it would be filtered, blended with an
equal quantity of water from the Southern Nevada Water Project
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or Las Vegas ground-water basin, and then flow into the terminal
storage reservoir which would be lined and covered with a storage
cap.*:,'.ity of 12 hours.

The water blending would be require! to

reduce the flouride concentration in the water from the Amargosa
Desert.
The water would then move from the covered reservoir
through six miles of pipeline to the aqueduct terminus at Mile
131, located at elevation 2,000 feet.

The aqueduct terminus would

be approximately six miles from downtown Las Vegas.

At this point

it is assumed that the water would enter a distribution system of
the Las Vegas Metrolopitan subarea.
The activities and costs of the Amargosa subalternative
are shown in Table 2.7.
2.2.3

Activities and costs of the Railroad Valley :**balternativ
The aqueduct from Railroad Valley to the Las Vegas Metro-

politan subarea would have a total length of 210 miles which may
be categorized into 62 miles of tunnel, and one mile of reservoirs.
The aqueduct would begin in Railroad Valley, cross the Quinn Canyon
mountain range, the Timpahute mountain range and the North Pahranagat range on its way to the Las Vegas Valley.
The aqueduct would begin in Railroad at a point which is
approximately 18 miles due south of the town of Current at an
elevation of 5,000 feet.

The first 35 miles of the aqueduct

would constitute the collection system.

Commencing at mile 35,

the water would flow through 17 miles of open channel to the
pumping station forebay which would have a 24-hour storage
capacity.

The water would be lifted from the pumping station fore-

Table 2.10
Estimated Ca p_ital _Cqs_t_s
of A m a r g o s a Aqueduct

hescript ion

.

Cost

Wells
Collection System
P.S. Forebay
P u m p Station Reservoir (4)
Canals
Pipelines
Dam and Reservoir
Energy D i s s i p a t o r s (2)
Treatment Plant
Terminal Storage
F a c i l i t i e s for Blending
Power T r a n s m i s s i o n
Telemetry

$

,

Subtotal

3,712,000
17,855,500
2,916,500
16,129,000
8,733,000
20,426,500
44,863,000
15,627,500
4,976,000
18,826,000
6,081,500
14,764,000
6,772,500
2,606,500

$184,289,500

C o n t i n g e n c i e s at 20X

36,858,000

Subtotal - C o n s t r u c t i o n Cost

$221,147,500

Engineering, Administration
Inspection and Bond
Interest

during

C o s t s at 15X

33,172,000

C o n s t r u c t i o n at 14%

30,960,500

Total Cost of Project F a c i l i t i e s
Estimated Reparation Cost in
A m a r g o s a Desert

$285,280,000

T o t a l C a p i t a l Cost

$296,788,500

Source:

11,508,500

"Mater Supply for the F u t u r e of S o u t h e r n
prepared by The S t a t e E n g i n e e r ' s Office,
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Nevada",
1971, p p . 5 1 - 5 3

bay 900 feet through a 12-mile pipeline to a reservoir at clovatin
57 00 which woild have a feur day storage capacity.

The required

horsepower of the pumping station to accomplish t h i s task would
be 3 5.500 horsepower.
The water would then flow through 38 miles of pipeline
and then two miles of tunnel to a reservoir of 24-hour storage
capacity at elevation 5,3 60.

From the reservoir the water would

begin its 1,440 foot descent into the Pahranagat Valley where it
would pass through the power plant.

It would be capable of

producing about 2 9, 000 kilowatts of energy.
From the power plant afterbay the water would flow
through a 10-mile open channel past the town of Alamo to a 12-hour
storage reservoir which also would serve as the pipeline inlet
facility.

The water would then continue its journey through 77

miles of pipeline to a one mile tunnel from which it would flow
into the large reservoir created by an earth dam located six miles
north of Nellis Air Force Base.
The water would then flow via a two-mile pipeline to an
energy dissipating station, which would dissipate 500 feet of
energy and then enter a regulating reservoir having a storage
capacity of 12 hours.

Passing through the treatment plant the

water would be filtered and chlorinated before it entered a
covered reservoir, which would serve as the terminus reservoir
at an elevation of 2,500 feet.

The water would move from the

covered storage reservoir through six miles of pipeline to the
aqueduct terminus at Mile 210, which is at elevation 2,000 feet.
The aqueduct terminus would be approximately six miles from downtown Las Vegas.

At this point it has been assumed that water
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Table 2.8
Estimated
Railroad

C a p i t a l C o s t s of
Valley Aquuduct

Cost
Wells
Collection
I'.S. F o r e b a y
P u m p Station
P.S. Afterbay at M i l e 64
P.P. Forebay
Power Plant
P.P. A f t e r b a y
P i p e l i n e Inlet
Canals
Pipeline
Tunnels
Reservoir at M i l e 201
Energy D i s s i p a t o r
Treatment Plant
T e r m i n a l Storage
Power T r a n s m i s s i o n
Telemetry
Subtotal

$

*

3,971,500
16,360,500
3,114,000
11,467,500
8,806,500
3,1.14,000
18,234,000
1,570,500
583,500
13,272,000
148,088;500
9,383,000
16,868,000
2,916,500
20,117,500
6,516,000
7,842,000
3,571,000

$295,796,500

C o n t i n g e n c i e s at 2OX
Subtotal - C o n s t r u c t i o n Cost
Engineering,

59,H9,500
$354,956,000

Administration,

Inspection and Bond C o s t s at 15%

53,243,500

Interest during C o n s t r u c t i o n at 21%
Total Cost of Project F a c i l i t i e s
Estimated R e p a r a t i o n Cost
Railroad V a l l e y
Total C a p i t a l Cost

Source:

74,541,000
$482,740,500

in

1,895,000
$484,635,500

"Mater Supply for the Future of Southern
prepared by The State E n g i n e e r ' s Office,

Nevada",
1971, pp.53-

would enter the distribution system of the Las Vegas Metropolitan
subarea.
Activities and costs of the Railroad Valley subalternative are listed in Table 2.8. 2.2.4

Activities and Costs of the Pahranagat Valley Subalternative
The aqueduct from Pahranagat would have a total length

of 109.6 miles, which may be subdivided into 25.6 miles of
trapezoidal open channel, 82 miles of pipeline, a one-mile tunnc]
and one mile of reservoirs.

There are no mountain ranges between

the Pahranagat Valley and the Las Vegas Valley which must be
crossed.

In fact, water from Pahranagat would flow by gravity to

Las Vegas Valley.

One small booster pumping station has been

incorporated in the aqueduct plan to lift water from the collection channel 200 feet in order to reduce the required diameter of
the 7 4-mile pipeline.
The aqueduct would begin at a point near Hiko in the
Pahrangat Valley and at an elevation of 3,900 feet.

The first

25.6 miles of the aqueduct would consist of the collection
system.

Although the resultant alignment of the collection

channel would follow the Pahranagat Valley, it would be necessary
to route the open channel in a manner to conform more or less
to the contour lines and then provide two baffled spillways
drop the water a total of 260 feet.

to

This would be necessary in

order to limit the velocity in the channel to four feet per
second.

The water from the first 18 miles of the collection

channel would flow into a reservoir having a storage capacity of
24 hours from which it would enter a 74-mile pipeline.
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The water

in the second 7.6 miles of the collection system would be collected
at ground level and then pumped into the 74 mile pipeline at a
hydraulic gradient, which would be 200 feet, above the ground surface.

After traveling through the 74-mile pipeline the water would

pass through a one mile tunnel and flow into the reservoir behind
the earthfill dam, which would be approximately six miles north
of Nellis Air Force Base.

The water would then flow via a two

mile pipeline to an energy dissipating station, which would dissipate 500 feet of energy and then enter a regulating reservoir
having a storage capacity of 12 hours.

The water would then pass

through the treatment plant where it would be filtered and chlorinated before it entered the lined and covered terminal storage
reservoir at elevation 2,500 feet.

The water would move from the

covered reservoir through six miles of pipeline to the aqueduct
t.rminus at Mile lol which would be at elevation 2,000 feet.

Tae

aqueduct terminus would be approximately six miles from downtown
Las Vegas.

At this point, it has been assumed that the water

would enter a distribution system of the Las Vegas Metropolitan
subarea.
The activities by category and their costs for the
Pahranagat Valley subalternative are shown in Table 2.9.
2.2.5

Activities and Costs of the Virgin River

Subalternative

One problem associated with the use of the Virgin River
for a water supply for the Las Vegas Metropolitan area is the
erratic nature cf the Virgin River flows.

Flow rates for the

Virgin River have been estimated from a minimum of 40 cubic feet
per second

(cfs) to a maximum of 40,000 cfs.
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The problem with

Table 2.10
Estimated C a p i t a l C o s t s
of P a h r a n a g a t A q u e d u c t

Descrip: on

.

Cost

Wells
C o l l e c t i o n System
Booster T.S.
Reservoir at M i l e 18
Pipeline
Tunnel
Dam and Reservoir at M i l e 93
Energy D i s s i p a t o r
Treatment Plant
Terminal Storage
Power T r a n s m i s s i o n
Telemetry

^

Subtotal

$157,046,000

C o n t i n g e n c i e s at 20X

31,409,000

Subtotal - C o n s t r u c t i o n Cost
Engineering,

188,455,000

Administration,

Inspection and

Bond C o s t s at 15X

28,269.000

Interest during C o n s t r u c t i o n at 14X
T o t a l Cost of Project

26,383,500

Facilities

Estimated R e p a r a t i o n Cost
Pahranagat

$243,107,500

in

7,447,000

Total C a p i t a l Cost

Source:

3,712,000
14,893,500
2,516,000
2,905,500
82,017,000
2,933,500
15,627,500
12,067,000
11,373,500
4,028,000
2,608,500
2,364,000*

$250,554,500

"Mater Supply for the F u t u r e of S o u t h e r n ' N e v a d a " ,
prepared by T h e S t a t e E n g i n e e r ' s O f f i c e , 1971, pp.
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Table 2.10
M a i n t e n a n c e and O p e r a t i o n Cost E s t i m a t e s
for I m p o r t a t i o n A l t e r n a t i v e s

;
A n n u a l Power Cost
Treatment P l a n t s
Maintenance, Operation
and Replacement
Maintenance

Source:

$3,991,000
1,650,500
'

& Operation

T o t a l A n n u a l Cost

R.J;. \:,jlev
$3,958,000
1,483,500

*

$1,697,000
1,892,000

Ir.nran.,, .t
$

915,000
1,483,500

*

1,229,500

1,588,000

2,540,000

1,347,500

$6,871,000

$7,029,500

$6,129,000

$3,746,000

"Water Supply for the F u t u r e of S o u t h e r n N e v a d a " ,
prepared by The State E n g i n e e r ' s O f f i c e , 1971, pp.
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using water from such an erratic source is that conceivably
approximately one half of the flow of the Virgin River in anv
year may occur during a one- or two-wot., pcrio-.'. cf ;*- .navy ra.. . j.l
or snowmelt.

If this water is to be stored so that it may be

delivered to the area which it supplies as needed, it will be
necessary to construct a dam capable of impounding approximately
one half of the annual flow.

For the Virgin River, this would

result in a reservoir having approximately a 45,000 acre-foot
storage capacity.

Although the Bureau of Reclamation has studied

the Virgin River in connection with the Dixie Project, no dam
sites of quality have been found between Littleficld, Arizona
and Lake Mead.
Another problem which must be faced when considering
the Virgin River as a water supply is that its water must still
be transported 53 miles to Las Vegas.

Since the elevation of tae

river is approximately 1,200 feet, this would require that the
water be lifted approximately 1,300 feet.

Inspection of the

several alignments possible for an aqueduct has disclosed that
almost none of the alignments is conducive to the construction of
canals cheaper than pipelines.

Therefore, the cost of the pipe-

line from the Virgin River to Las Vegas would be approximately
equivalent to the cost of the aqueduct from Pahrump to Las Vegas.
To this must be added the cost of a dam and the cost of dcsalinization.
Due

extreme costs involved, the Virain !'iver sub-

alt'-rnative i. '-xciuded tt;-.. the average costs used tor Alternative 2.
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2.2.6

Averaging of the Costs* of the Subalternatives of
Alternative 2
The adoption of the water importation alternative would

require the choice c" one of the subalternative water souces or
the basis of both cost and total effects, some of which have not
been adequately evaluated.

In particular, the potentially nega-

tive socioeconomic and environmental/ecological effects on the
source area involved would require extensive further study,
including field social research, to arrive at the best choice
among the subalternatives of Alternative 2, given that Alternative
2 were to be adopted.

It is prudent to delay expensive study

pending an evaluation in this study of the prospects of Alternative 2 might be adopted.

Such an evaluation reasonably can be

accomplished using the average of the costs of the viable subalternatives of Alternative 2.

For reasons given above, the

Virgin River subalternative is excluded from this averaging.
It is noted that, at $318,000,000, the average total
costs of the subalternatives of Alternative 2 as shown in Table
2.11 is not so different from the total cost of any particular
subalternative that use of the average would prejudice a decision
among the major alternatives, especially in the current situation
in which differences in socioeconomic impacts of the projects
are of prime concern.
For each of the subalternatives and, therefore, for
Alternative 2, the responding activities of the water entities
will have essentially the same water distribution task which
confronts them under the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada
-Water Project.

Accordingly, in Table 2.11 repetition is avoided
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Table 3.1.0
Importation Alternative - Average Cost Summary
Total Average Capital Costs

*

$3

Annual Equivalent Capital
Costs at 5 7/8% for 39 Years
Average Annual Maintenance
and Operations Costs
Importation Annualized Cost
Annualized Cost of Water Using Entities
Alternative 2,
Total Annualized Cost

$
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by adding for the costs of the water using entities only the
totals of their costs.

Estimated unit costs of delivered water

are shown in Table 2.12.
2.3

Activities and Costs of Alternative 3
As discussed in Section 1.4, the no project alternative

involves measures both to curtail water usage and to recycle
water.

Further, even if the prime project or the importation

alternative is completed, many of the measures of the no project
alternative eventually will be needed as the growth of the Valley
continues.

The differences among the alternatives in this sense

are therefore differences in timing and in the extent to which
these measures will have been operative and of major conditioning
influence during the Valley's growth.
2.3.1

Construction Activities in the No Project Alternative:
the In-Valley Irrigation System
While the concept of no project is usually associated

with leaving water facilities essentially as they are, there is
one facility which is expected to be completed as a necessary
concommitant of refusing or significantly delaying the other
alternatives.

This facility is the in-valley irrigation system,

which could be delayed under either Alternative 1 or Alternative
2, but which is viewed as a reasonable response to the no project
alternative.
Consultants,

Essentially as described by Nevada Environmental
7

this system would supply 25,000 acre-feet of water

7
Facilities Plan-Las Vegas Valley Wash/Bay Pollution
Abatement Pro^cctJ Annex A, Nevada Environmental Consultants,
July 1974 , pp. VIII-45-58'.'
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Table 3.1.0
Importation Alternatives - Estimated Costs.of Delivered Water

Length of
Supply
Years

Available

Source

Costs
($/AcFt)
Production &
Production
Distribution

Pahrump Valley

116,000

36

261

350

Pahranagat Valley

125,000

27.5

289

*380

Amargosa Desert

104,000

28.5

365

464

Railroad Valley

123,000

50

383

474

Average

118,200

38.4

$278

$417

Source:

Water Supply for the Future of Southern Nevada,
prepared by the State Engineers' Office, 1971,
p. 58.
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annually and entail an annualized cost of $1.8 million for conO
struction and on-going costs as set forth in Table 2.13.
The in-valley irrigation system would include a 24 to
30 inch main pipeline, extending from the advanced water treatment plant

(AWT) westerly along Monson Road, Flamingo Avenue,

Spring Mountain Road, the West Frontage Road of 1-15, thence
north along Alta Avenue and Griffith Street to the Las Vegas
Valley Water District's well field at Fremont Street.

Branch

lines would deliver irrigation water to adjacent areas and to
those outlying areas considered to be within economic reach of
the main pipeline route.

This would constitute an inital phase

of the system which would serve 1,856 acres, 1,400 of which now
use potable water for irrigation.

Facilities would include appro^

imately 26.5 miles of pipeline, three pumping stations and two
storage reservoirs.
The second increment of the in-valley irrigation system
would carry AWT water to irrigate 60 acres of the 240 acre Las
Vegas Stadium site and 258 acres of golf course and park lands in
the Henderson area.

A third pahse of the in-valley irrigation

system would be coordinated with the installation of an export
pipeline to the proposed Allen Power Project and the expansion of
desalinization and groundwater recharge programs.

Parks and

recreational areas would be served by laterals sized to meet the
o
°A factor of 1.147 was used to convert the 1974 cost
estimates to April 1975 price levels (see Table 2.3).

TABLE 2.13
No Project. Cost Estimates

-I.

In-Valley Irrigation
Capital Costs
Construction
Contingencies,* Technical
Services, Legal Administration
etc., at 30%
Land & Rights-of-way

$14,475,140

Total Capital Costs

$19,093,140

4,343,000
27 5,000

Annual Equivalent Cost
at 5 7/8% for 100 years
Annual

1,124,586

Maintenance and Operation Costs

Administrative & Building
Labor
Equipment
Repairs
Power

46,000
163,000
42,500
22,000
377,500

Average Annual M & 0 Costs

$

651,000

Total Annualized Cost
Source:

II.

$1,775,860

Facilities Plan - Las Vegas Valley Wash/Bay Pollution Abatement
Project, Annex A Nevada Environmental Consultants, July 19741
Tables VIII-20 to VIII-23.

Managerial Costs
Well Metering & Billing

$

5,000

Enforcement of Antiwaste Laws
and Regulations

$

5,000

at 5 7/8% for 100 years

$

73,625

Total Annualized Cost

$

83,625

Meter Installation:
5,000 meters @ $250
Annual equivalent cost

$ 1,250,000

Total Annualized No Project Activities
Cost Estimate
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$1,859,485

water requirements for each specific area served.

Second and

third phases of the system would raise the total pipeline structur
to nearly 75 miles.
2.3.2

Managerial (Non Construction) Activities in the No
Project Alternative

2.3.2.1

Operational Efficiency Programs
The major operational efficiency program required to

extend growth under the no project alternative is the better
enforcement of water withdrawal limitations on water from wells
in the Las Vegas Valley basin.

Many wells are not metered at all,

and even at metered wells, withdrawals exceed allowable amounts.
Additionally, there are at least some withdrawals directly from
the basin or from pipelines which are not only unmonitcred but
simply illegal.

The result is potentially wasteful use of an

unknown amount of water.

In consequence, as water becomes in-

creasingly scarce under the no project alternative, increased
metering and policing of water withdrawal limits can be expected.
As indicated in Chapter 1, additional water thus saved
for* use in extending growth is difficult to estimate exactly, but
is of definitely limited importance.

Nevertheless, a consider-

able effort in this type of operational efficiency program is
expected in response to social criticism of water "waste" in the
Valley and the costs of this effort should be included within
the estimate of the total costs of the no project alternative.
Based on an estimate of 5,000 unmetered wells currently in the
Valley, an expected expenditure in capital costs of $250 per well
(meter installation) and in meter reading and billing of %5,000
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annually can be reasonably allocated to operational efficiency
measures related to basin well management and policing. ^
2.3.2.2

Legal and Institutional Arrangements Under the No Project
Alternative
Under the water scarcities of no project, an on-going

operational cost will be incurred in the enforcement of general
laws and regulations against wasting water.

While such laws and

regulations cannot generate water savings which will significantly
extend the time before growth begins to change the spatially open
nature of the community, they will nevertheless be initiated by
social pressures from a water conscious public.

The annual costs

of such efforts are difficult to estimate, but it is reasonable
to estimate them to be equivalent to meter reading costs on the
argument that periodic visits to each water user would be required
as they are in meter reading.

So derived, the costs of enforcing

water waste sanctions under the no project alternative are
estimated at $5,000 annually.
As shown in Table 2.13, Alternative 3 involves total
annualized costs of approximately $1,860,000, the combined costs
of the in-valley irrigation system, the costs of basin well management for maximum water conservation and the costs of policing
water saving law and regulation.

Costs other than these undoubtedly

would emerge as the community attempted social measures designed to

Estimates of the number of unmetered wells were received^
from officials at DCRR. Estimates of meter installation and the
per-unit cost of reading and billing were obtained from the Las
Vegas Valley Water District. It should be noted that the per-unit
costs of motet reading used may be low because of the additional
bctween-metcr transportation time attendent to such activity in
sparsely populated areas.
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deal with continued growth and a constrained water supply.

They

cannot usefully be estimated now, however, and in any case are
not likely to be of major importance in comparison with the social
costs of the no project impacts evaluated elsewhere in this study.
2.4

Impacts of the Alternatives on the Functions of Water
Projects
As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the Bureau

of Reclamantion has identified and listed the functions normally
served by water projects

(see Table 2.2).

The function of ecol-

ogical maintenance and control normally included with the functions
of water projects is deleted in this report as a matter of separate
study.
In general the impacts of the alternatives as considered
in this study are confined to the Las Vegas Valley, to include
Boulder City and Henderson as the designated impact area.

However,

some of the effects of the water importation alternative on the
source areas are of such magnitude and consequence that they have
subsidiary effects on the Las Vegas Valley community for which
they form important parts of the hinterland.

These effects will be

particularly important with respect to recreation as the population
of the Valley grows to something near three times its present size
toward the end of the century.

For example, the mining of water

in the Pahranagat subalternative of Alternative 2 would cause
serious deterioration to the fish and game refuge at Hiko and to
the Federal wildlife refuge at the lower end of the Pahranagat
Valley.

The Pahranagat project also would reduce water flow to

the Moapa Valley and to the Muddy River.

The Amargosa Desert

project would entail considerable risk to rare fish species in deep
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water holes in the Amargosa Desert.

These effects and other

smiliar effects of the water mining of Alternative 2 would
seriously degrade the recreational opportunities available to
Las Vegas Valley residents.
Agricultural activities in the source areas for water
importation also would be effected sufficiently to induce derived
effects on the Las Vegas Valley community.

While these effects

are not as important to the Las Vegas Valley as the recreational
effects previously discussed, they do involve 35 farms and 11,000
acreas of cultivated land in Pahrump and important farms and
ranches in both the Amargosa Desert and the Pahranagat Valley.
Agricultural effects, however, are not sufficient to merit consideration in the overall assessment of the impact of alternatives
on water functions in the Las Vegas Valley, and except in regard
to recreation and leisure, the effects of the alternatives on
areas outside the Valley will not be treated in this evaluation.
Evaluation of the extent to which each of the alternative:
serves each of the functions of water projects is made as succinctly
as possible in subsections 2.4.1 through 2.4.13.

Since the list

of functions served by water projects is intended to be general
and suited for projects greatly different from those considered
here, certain of the functions will have little relevance for
this study.

They are nonetheless reviewed.in*evaluating the

impacts of the alternatives to insure against oversight.

Evalu-

ations of the impacts of each alternative on each listed function
are rated as high (H), medium

(M) or low (L).
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2.4.1

Life Support and the Accommodation of Growth
By far the most important difference in the degree to

which the three alternatives support the various functions of
water projects is the difference between the life support level
and growth accommodation provided by cither the prime alternative
or Alternative 2 and the life support and growth accommodation
not so provided by the no project alternative.

Either Alternative

1 or Alternative 2 will provide the water necessary for life
support of a population approaching 700,000 persons living in a
manner not greatly different from current life styles in the
Valley.

In contrast, Alternative 3, in providing no new water

for the Las Vegas Valley, contributes to the water function of
life support and accommodation of growth only through a potential
in-valley irrigation system and minimally effective conservation
measures.
Since there are no effective legal or other institutional
means of limiting growth in the Las Vegas Valley directly on the
basis of water supply limitations, Alternative 3 would have the
effect of forcing lower per capita uses of water.

Direct legal

means of requiring lower per capita use of water, however, are
more in the nature of emergency measures than long run solutions,
which are likely instead to take economic form as outlined in the
Alternative 3 scenario of Chapter 1.

In the circumstances described

the impact of the prime project and Alternative 2 on life support
and growth accommodation is high.

The impact of the severely

growth restraining third alternative must be considered low,
although it is still positive because of the life support and
growth its recycling and conservation measures do provide. It
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will be seen that this difference in life support and growth
accommodation is the major concern in Chapter 4 consideration o^
the socioeconomic impacts of the alternatives on categorical
sectors such as the economic base, employment, education, recreation, etc.
2.4.2

Security
All of the alternatives contribute to security from

disasters in the sense that they either provide additional water
for dealing with catastrophic fires or they add to the diversity
of water sources, thus securing at lease some water in the event
of some disaster affecting the overall water system.

The prime

alternative adds most to the total amount of water which could
be used in an emergency, since on a peak use basis it could supply
water at a rate of more than 1,200 acre-feet per day to the Las
Vegas Valley.

Alternative 2 has its own security advantage, how-

ever, in that it would add at least one total new source of
water, so that the Valley would be able to draw water alternative]
from Lake Mead, from the underground basin of the Valley, or from
an outlying water source.

A partial offset to the assurance that

substantial amount of water would be available under Alternative
2 is that the long transmission lines of Alternative 2 would be
significantly vulnerable both to sabotage and to earthquakes for
which there is a small but meaningful probability over any of the
pipeline routes which might be involved.

Because of this long

line vulnerability, Alternative 2 falls short of Alternative 1
in its ability to secure a supply in the quantity needed for a
population approaching 700,000.
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With respect to security, the no project alternative is
deficient in two different ways.

With the limited water supolv

it involves, any natural disaster, sabotage or other event which
withdraws even a small amount of the water supply will affect the
total water situation significantly in percentage terms.

Also,

after 1980, the existing water supply systems under the no project
alternative will be functioning close to peak capacity in normal
times, leaving little capacity for emergencies such as fires at
disaster level.
In consideration of the foregoing, impacts of the alternatives on the water project function of safety are considered to
be high for the prime project, medium for Alternative 2 and low
for Alternative 3.

This difference in impacts on safety causes

further differences among the impacts of the alternatives on the
sectoral category of government operations and services
protection) and on health as well.

(fire

Also, in a sense, security is

a prerequisite of growth with the result that the security impacts
of each alternative are relevant to anv:sector category to which
growth is relevant.
2-4.3

Available and Predictable Supply
Disaster impacts which might affect the availability

and predictability of supply are treated in the previous subparagraph.

The principal additional feactors which might effect

supply include drought, which alternatively could have been considered under disaster, and some legal or institutional change
which would deny to the Las Vegas Valley all or a part of the
water assumed to be legally available under the alternatives, with
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particular reference to the prime alternative and the 300,000
acre-foot annual authorization assumed in planning for that
alternative.
Both Alternative 2 and Alternative 3, which rely for a
high percentage of water used on ground water, are relatively
vulnerable to drought/

The prime alternative, with its access to

Lake Mead water, is virtually immune to drought effects, and in
that respect can be expected to have a very high impact on the
availability and predictability of water supply.

On the other

hand, should there be any possibility that the legal arrangement
authorizing Colorado River water in the amount of 300,000 acre
feet for Nevada be revised downward, the prime alternative, which
depends on that authorization, loses all impact on available and
predictable supply.

In such circumstance, the impact of the

prime project on availability and predictability of supply is
either very high or zero and expressable only in probabilistic
terms.

A review of the legal situation as described in Chapter 1

suggests that there is very little prospect that Nevada's 300,000
acre-foot annaul allocation will be disturbed and a high impact of
the prime project on availability and predictability of supply is
therefore expected.

With the incidence of drought which has signi-

ficantly affected ground water supply, the impact of Alternative 2
on the availability and predicatability of supply of water is
considered only a medium impact.
The no project alternative would insure water supply only*
through the recapture and conservation measures it would induce
and therefore has only a low

impact on insuring supply.
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There is

some positive net impact, however, from measures developed primarily to permit growth into the future, but usable in earlier
periods in drought emergencies.

The function of available and

predictable supply, as served by each alternative, will have
further effects on all sectoral categories in which growth is
involved.
2-4.4

Available and Predictable Quality
None of the three alternatives considered in this

evaluation is specifically intended to improve the quality of
water in the Valley.

Nonetheless, each has both positive and

negative quality effects.

The additional quantities of water

available from Alternatives 1 and 2 will delay the need to use
treated wastes, which otherwise may be necessary soon after 1980,
constituting a socially meaningful improvement in water quality,
especially if* present, negative social attitudes toward the use'of
even tertiary treated waste water are considered.

On the other

hand, the quality of both Lake Mead water and of the water which
might be imported from other Nevada valleys could possibly be
below the average quality of the water now being extracted from
the Las Vegas basin, thus lowering the average quality of the
water used in the Valley.

In these circumstances, the impacts of

all three alternatives on water quality are considered to be low
and are so rated.

These low impacts on availability and pre-

dictable water quality are reflected in correspondingly little
effect of water quality in evaluating the impacts of the different
alternatives on the sectoral categories in Chapter 4.
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2.4.5

Available and Predictable Distribution
Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 both will require sig-

nificant additions to the water distribution systems serving the
Valley.

Water will be distributed regularly and predictably to

many areas of the Valley where water has not
available to support development.

previously been

Accordingly, Alternatives 1 and

2 both will have high impacts on water distribution.

The no

project alternative, on the other hand, can be expected to result
in very little extension of the water distribution system beyond
that involved in the in-valley irrigation system, largely because
there is little purpose in extending lines and other parts of the
distribution system to new areas when demands in the already served
areas exceed available supply.

Its impact on available and pre-

dictable distribution is therefore adjudged to be low.
The

difference

between the distribution system impacts of

Alternatives 1 and 2 on the one hand and the no project alternative
on the

other will affect all those parts of the community affected

by the resulting growth or lack of growth.

The different distri-

bution system resulting from Alternative 3 also will have direct
effects on transportation as the* community moves toward higher
density living and still greater effects on housing and neighborhodos, which will assume the social character of high density
living.

High density living in its turn will have generally

negative impacts, properly identified as no project impacts, on
law, health, social services, recreation, leisure, and welfare
services.
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2.4.6

Land Use and Value
Land Use under tire alternatives will reflect the develoo

ments set forth in Chapter 1 and in the previous paragraph as no
project, high density living contrasts with a spatially open community.

Land outside the area currently receiving water will drop

in value, while land within the served area will rise to a level
which will preclude the construction and sale of single family
homes in all but the high price ranges.

Additionally, any replace

ment and redevelopment of older areas will involve the replacement
of single family homes with multiple family units, just as has
typically occurred in rebuilt central city areas of the older
cities elsewhere in the United States.

Eventually, even under

Alternative 1 or Alternative 2, water limitations will begin to
constrain geographical extension of the community in favor of
more intensive use of the area.

The spatially open nature of the

community will have been firmly established by that time and would
not be subject to essential alteration by water scarcity.

In the

situation described, either Alternative 1 or 2 will have a strong
impact in the form of maintaining and permanently establishing a
spatially open community land use pattern.

Alternative 3 can

make only a very limited contribution to an open community land
use pattern and that limited contribution will cease by the early
1980's.
High density land use resulting from Alternative 3 will
have further negative impacts in all categorical sectors mentioned
for that alternative in the previous subsection.

Additionally,

the resulting high land prices have strong effects on recreation
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functions such as park land and green belts and on the urgency of
public transportation systems.

In effect, the spatial impact of

the no project alternative, as opposed to that of either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2, is that of conversion in substantial
part of a spatially open community to one which is concentrated
geographically with both positive and negative results in terms
of social functions.

In these circumstances, both Alternative 1

and Alternative 2 are expected to have high impacts on desirable
land use and value, whereas Alternative 3 also will have a high
impact but of a considerably different character from that of the
first two alternatives.

As shown in Table 2.14, all three altern-

atives are assigned high impacts with the expectation that in the
further anlaysis of sectoral categories of the community, quite
different impacts will be associated with the alternatives through
the function of land use and land value.
2.4.7

Energy Recovery
Of all the project alternatives, only the Railroad Valley

subalternative of Alternative 2 involves the generation of power,
and

this pcwer represents less than 0.3% of the currently used

generating capacity in the Las Vegas Valley.

All alternatives,

however, are involved in the hydrocarbon generation of power in
that they could provide water for power plant cooling.

Alternatives

1 and 2 would have high impacts on the generation of power by
making available as much cooling water as would be needed at
reasonable prices for several decades.

Alternative 3 also would

provide power plant cooling water in the form of treated effluent,
but such use of effluent would be a competitor to the domestic use
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of water when the later stages of the in-valley irrigation system
are constructed.

It would be a competitor also of any other

recycling uses of water which may be needed as the community is
forced by growth to economize on water taken from the basin and
from the First Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project.

In

such circumstances, only a low impact is assigned to Alternative
3 in meeting the water project function of energy recovery.
It should be noted that there are marked differences
among the alternatives in respect to the energy they use.

However,

these differences are fully reflected in the costs of these alternatives as previously set forth, and any energy economies of one
project as compared with another cannot be considered here as an
energy recovery contribution of that project without double counting
2.4.8

Production in Agriculture
None of the alternatives would have significant impact

on the small amount of farming in the Las Vegas VAlley.

The

effect of water mining in the source regions of Alternative 2 on
agriculture has already been noted.

Within the Las Vegas Valley,

there is only a very limited amount of land which could be brought
into farming use, or in some cases returned to farming use, by
either using Lake Mead or imported water directly or by new farm
pumping from the basin made possible by the use of Lake Mead or
imported water where basin water is now used.

While this limited

amount of land probably could be put into agricultural use for a
time after the completion of either the prime project or the
importation alternative, growth of the Valley will terminate such
use both because the water needed will become too expensive and
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because the land itself will be needed for housing or other
comnun.it" purposes.

The twenty years in which such new farming

might be possible would not justify the farm development costs
which would be involved.

All alternatives arc therefore judged

to have low impacts on production in agriculture.
2.4.9

Community Function
The community functions which would be served by the

water project alternatives are discussed in part in subsection
2.4.3 and 2.4.12, wherein fire protection and recreation are
treated respectively.

The impacts therein evaluated for the

alternatives form part, but only part, of the impacts on community
functions.

Alternatives 1 and 2 support the community function

of law enforcement by providing sufficient water so that laws
and regulations concerning water use can be kept reasonable and
economically enforceable.

The impact of either Alternative 1 or

Alternative 2 on community support is assessed at the medium level
For Alternative 3, which was evaluated as having a low impact on
both the community function of water availability and the communit
function of recreation, and which will not provide sufficient
water to prevent social strains in its use, the impact on communit
functions is low.
2.4.10

Industrial Function
Industrial functions served by water projects in the

Las Vegas Valley include principally the water support of the
resort industry in all its aspects, Nellis Air Force Base, the
Nevada Test Site, and Basic Management Industries in Henderson.
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There are numerous other industrial activities in the Valley, but
these generally would not be affected bv the water alternatives
in any manner different from the community as a whole.
The resort industry would bo able to command water
needed for its further development regardless of the price of
water and probably also regardless of any non-price method of
controlling water distribution among competing ends.

In con-

sequence, for a period of perhaps 10 years or more, any one of
the three alternatives would support the resort industry.

There

would be significant shifting of golf courses and large lawn areas
to the in-valley irrigation system

under Alternative 3 and some

resulting increases in costs, but these would not be sufficient
to change the basic nature or operating methods of the industry.
After a period of 10 years, however, the increasingly severe
effects of Alternative 3 on the quality of residential life in
the Valley would begin significantly to affect the availability
and cost of personnel for the resort industry, as indicated in
Section 1.4.

Thus Alternative 3 will affect the resort industry

less adversely than other sectors of society for some ten years,
but its indirect impacts will be felt eventually.
Although Nellis Air Force Base does have a significant
amount of on base housinc and the Nevada Test Site has limited
housing at Camp Mercury, both Nellis Air Force Base and the Test
Site are staffed heavily with personnel who live in the Las Vegas
Valley residential areas and who are affected by the different
water alternatives in the same manner as are other residents
of the Valley.

Recalling that it is residential living which will

first be affected by the growing water shortage under Alternative 3
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there will be derived industrial effects at Nellis AFB and at
the Test Site in the form of higher personnel costs and less
effective personnel recruitment because of the deteriorating
quality of life in the nearby residential areas.

There are no

significant differences among the alternatives insofar as support
of the Henderson Industrial Complex is concerned.

On the basis

of the above analysis of the effects of the alternatives on
industry, which differ largely in terms of indirect effects,
Alternative 1 and 2 are assigned high impacts on industry, while
Alternative 3 is assigned a medium industry impact.
2.4.11

Interdependence and Transportation Function
Except for the transportation implications of extending

Las Vegas as a spatially open community rather than as an increasingly dense community, which is more properly treated in Chapter
4, there are no differences among the alternatives in their
support of the transportation function or in any other aspect
of transportation.

All alternatives are assigned low impacts on

interdependence and transportation functions served by water
projects.
2.4.12

Recreation Function
Alternatives 1 and 2 would provide sufficient quantities

of water to permit the liberal further development of parks
throughout the community as it expands.

Under Alternative 3,

expansion of parks and increases in golf courses would need to
be stopped soon after 1980 and perhaps sooner in anticipation of
later difficulty in providing them with adequate water at a
reasonable price.

Alternative 2 involves the disadvantaqe of
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degrading the recreational value of the water source areas,
offsetting in part its recreational support within the Valley
itself.

Alternative 1 is assigned a high impact on recreation.

Alternative 2's rating is reduced to medium because of the
negative effect on the source areas.

Alternative 3 is assigned

a low rating, since it provides no support for recreational areas
beyond the in-valley irrigation system, which should be used not
for recreational expansion but for the maintenance after 1980 of
already existing facilities.
2.4.13

Construction Function
The construction of any of the three alternatives is

not in itself sufficient to have a major impact on the community.
The alternatives do have different effects, however, in the construction they will support once in place.

Both Alternatives 1

and 2 will provide the water for development of new subdivisions
needed to accommodate growth and to replace existing
housing in the Valley.

substandard

Alternative 3 will force new housing to be

primarily multifamily housing, which will offer a less attractive
inducement to move from substandard housing units than new single
family residences would and thus reduce the extent and speed with
which new construction supplants substandard housing.
From a long term viewpoint, Alternative 1 and 2 support
a longer population expansion period, and therefore longer construction period than Alternative 3, which would eventually limit
the growth of the community as cited in Section 1.4,

This lonq

term difference is sufficiently important to merit high ratings
in construction support for both Alternative 1 and Alternative 2
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and a low construction rating for Alternative 3.
2.5

Summarv Comparison of Costs_ and Impacts of the Alternative
on Functions Served by Water Projects
The activities of each alternative and their costs as

described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are assembled together
with the impact evaluations from Section 2.4 in Table 2.14.

This

table is designed to provide in convenient form the basic information concerning the nature of each water project alternative,
what it would cost, and what impact it would have on the functions
served by water projects.

From this table, it is clear that the

prime project would accomplish more of the basic purpose of water
projects than Alternative 2 or Alternative 3.

Alternative 2 is

reasonably effective in terms of water project functions served but
is more expensive than Alternative 1, thus providing less benefit
for greater cost.

Alternative 3 is less expensive by far than either

of the other two alternatives but fails by far to accomplish water
project functions as well as the other two alternatives.

This

leaves the question of whether the lower costs of Alternative 3
justify its shortcomings in terms of the water project functions
served.

This question can be resolved only in full consideration

of the comparative effects of the alternatives and the extents
to which they serve water project functions for the whole of
the socioeconomic community viewed in a sector by sector
analysis.

Such an analysis is contained in Chapter 4 of this

study, following a review of the socioeconomic characteristics
of the area in Chapter 3.
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Table 2.14
FORM ONE:

A Summary Overview of the Comparative Activities, Costs, Functions and Impacts
of Three Alternatives

WATER DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

Second Stage

Importation

No Proj< ct

CAPITAL COSTS

Cl
<71

Dams and Reservoirs
Water Transport Stations
Flow Control Facilities (Levees)
Navigation Facilities (Locks)
Power Plants
Transmission Lines
Desalting Plants
Drainage Systems
Wastewater Collection/Recycling
Geothermal Wells
Recreation Facilities
Fish & Wildlife Facilities
Groundwater Development
Operational Efficiency Programs
Weather Modification
Legal and Institutional Arrangements
Environmental Management
Phreatophyte Control
Other Costs
Contingencies, etc.
TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS
ANNUALIZED CAPITAL COSTS
MAINTENANCE, OPERATION, REPLACEMENT
OTHER MANAGERIAL COSTS (ANNUALIZED)
USING ENTITIES COSTS (ANNUALIZED)
TOTAL ANNUALIZED COST

$92,623,302"
5,455,500
1,860,600b
4,067,162C
2,475,934
$13,859,196

$18,141,875
16,898,125

92,918,625*
$14,475,140

19,937,000
74,084,375
57,227,260
39,007,250

1,250,000
4,623,000

$318,214,500
20,970,500
5,944,000
-02,475,934
$29,390,434

$20,343,140
1,193,435
651,000
10,000
- 0 -

$ 1,859,485

Represents maximum capital costs to the Bureau of Reclamation (see footnote 2)
Maintenance, operation and replacement are the administrative responsibility of the f "'R
:ae
"Represents costs to be born directly by the State of Nevada and administered by DCRR
Table 2.<w

Table 2.14 (continued)
FORM ONE:

A Summary Overview of the Comparative Activities, Costs, Functions, and Impacts of Three Alternatives

MATER DEVELOPMENT FUNCTION

Second Stage

Importation

No Project

Life Support and Accommodation of Growth

H

H

L

Security

H

M

L

Availability/Predictability of
Supply (Quantity)

H

M

p

Availability/Predictability of
Supply (Quality)

L

L

L

Availability/Predictability of
Distribution

H

H

L

Land Use and Value

H

H

H

Energy Recovery and Use

H

H

L

Agricultural Production

L

L

L

Community Functions

M

M '

L

Industrial Production

H

H

M

Interdependence & Transport

L

L

L

Recreation

H

M

L

Construction

H

H

L

CHAPTER 3
THE SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARt'"A

The Bureau of Reclamation is considering the desirability of implementing the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada
Water Project, which would supply additional Lake Mead water to
the greater Las Vegas area up to Nevada'a annual authorization of
300,000 acre-feet.

Alternatives being considered are water

importation to Las Vegas from other areas in Nevada and no project
The nature of these projects and descriptions of their functions
are included in Chapter 2 of this study.
The area impacted by the Second Stage of the Southern
Nevada Water Project and its alternatives is the Las Vegas,
Nevada Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (S.M.S.A.).

Geo-

graphically, this area encompasses the entire 7,874 square miles
of Clark County, Nevada, displayed in Figure 3.1.

Because

S.M.S.As are defined along county political boundaries, the Las
Vegas S.M.S.A. is fifth largest in area among 158 U.S. metropolitan areas with 200,000+ inhabitants in 1970.

Its 1970 census

population per square mile of 35 was least among S.M.S.A.'s.^
In practical terms, however, the impact area is Las
Vegas Valley, displayed in Figure 3.2, in which 261,400 or 95.6%
of the S.M.S.A.'s 273,300 inhabitants resided in 1970, and
Boulder City, with a 1970 population of 5,223 or 1.9% of the

-*-U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States: 1974 (95th edition) Washington," D. C., 1974 ,
pp. 866-925.
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S.M.S.A.'s total.

2

The City of Las Vegas, centrally situated in.

Las Vegas Valley had a 1970 population of 125,787 and a population
density of 4,972 persons per square mile, well above median for
the central cities of the S.M.S.A.s with a 200,000+ inhabitiants^
and indicative of the impact area's urban character.

New residen-

tial development since 1970, however, has been predominantly outside of the city's limits in the more sparsely settled areas of
Las Vegas Valley as residents attempt to retain the spatially
open characters of their communities.
The areas included in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A., their 1960
and 1970 census populations, and their percentage population increases over the decade are displayed in Table 3.1.

As is seen,

the incorporated cities and unincorporated towns of Las Vegas
Valley experienced a greater percentage population increase from
1960 to 1970 than the S.M.S.A. as a whole.

This trend toward

increased population concentration in Las Vegas Valley has continued into the 1970's: in 1972, an estimated 96.8% of the
S.M.S.A.'s population resided in the Valley, compared with 92.9%
in 1960 and 95.6% in 1970.^
The Las Vegas S.M.S.A. led all other U.S. metropolitan
areas of 200,000+ inhabitants in percentage population increase
from 1960 to 1970.

Its 115% population increase between censuses

2

Clark County Regional Planning Council, Current Population and Economic Statistics, 1973, pp. 1, 11.
^U.S. Bureau of the Census., op. cit.
^Clark County Regional Planning Council, op. cit., p. 12
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TABLE 3.1
Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Population
By Area and Entity, 1960-1970

I960

197 0

Percent
Change

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. '

127 ,000

273,000

115. 07

Las Vegas Valley

118 ,000

261,4 00

121. 5

64 ,4 00
18 ,420
12 ,525
22 ,655

125,800
45,550
16,400
73,650

95.3
147, 2
30. 9
225. 1

4 ,200

5,650

34 .5

4 ,060

5,225

28. 7

1 ,970

1,800

-8. 6

Virgin Valley

700

1,100

57 .1

Spring Mountain

700

1,400

100. 0

Searchlight Township

23 0

360

56. 5

Goodsprings Township

220

310

40. 9

Indian Springs

600

860

43. 3

City of Las Vegas
City of North Las Vegas
City of Henderson
Unincorporated Towns
Nelson Township
Boulder City
Moapa Valley

Source: Clark County Regional Planning Council, Current Population and Economic Statistics, 1973 , pp. 1, 11. "Population
figures may not add due to rounding.
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2

compares with 13.3% for the nation as a whole.'
Vena*;

continues into the 1^70's.

Dramatic Las

Thf- July 197^ Las Ve"a

Valley population estimated by the Clark County Regional Planning
Council was 329,200, 26% above its 1970 census level.

While U.S.

employment increased 8.3% from January 1970 to December 1973, Las
Vegas S.M.S.A. employment increased 23.0%, or 2 3/4 times more
rapidly.While

total civilian employment in the United States

declined during the 1974 recession, Las Vegas employment continued to increase throughout 1974.
The socioeconomic characteristics of the impact area

(

are described in the following sections.

Since the Las Vegas

S.M.S.A. has been and continues to be characterized by rapid
economic and population growth, the nature of this growth and its
economic bases are examined in some detail in Section 3.1.

Pro-

jections of future economic and population growth, pivotal to a
decision on the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project
and its alternatives, are then presented in Section 3.2.
A socioeconomic profile of the impact area is presented
in Section 3.3, providing insights into the age, sex, ethnicity,
occupations, and incomes of the population resident in and
migrating to the impact area.

The governmental structure serving

the impact area is described in Section 3.4
5
U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit.
^Nevada Employment Security Department, Las Vegas Manpower Report, January 1970, December, 1973.
7u.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Earnings,
January 1971, 1974.
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3.1

Las Vegas Economic Base: Its Nature and Growth
Economic activities in an area arc divided into two

classes: basic activities and support activities.

The outputs of

basic activities are sold to households and enterprises outside
of the area, providing area residents with purchasing power.

The

outputs of support activities' are sold to area residents.
The growth of total economic activity in an area rests
on basic industry growth.

An increase in exports results in

increased employment and incomes earned in the area'a basic
industries.

This, in turn, increases effective demands for

support services, e.g., those of barbers, teachers, housing
developers, retail clerks.

Employment and income growth in these

support sectors is spurred by both the increased demands of basic
industry workers and of the newly employed or enriched support
workers themselves.

Thus, an initial injection of new purchasing

power into an area is multiplied up to an even greater increase
in total economic activity in the area.
Basic industries in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. are readily
identified.

Foremost is the resort industry, which employed

44,200 workers in 1974 and directly accounted for 31.5% of area
civilian employment.

Next in importance are Nellis Air Force Base

with 1974 civilian and military employment of 9,000, and the
Nevada Test Site, with 1974 Las Vegas area employment of 5,000.
Manufacturing enterprises, primarily located in Henderson, Nevada,
round out Las Vegas' basic industry profile.
The growth experienced by these basic industries is
considered in the following subsections: 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3.
74

The manner in which basic industry growth in Las Vegas multiplies
up to

j a total economic activity i.^ 'treated in Boution

3.1.4
3.1.1

Resort Industry
The Las Vegas S.M.S.A. is far removed from other metro-

politan areas, as is indicated by highway distances displayed in
Figure 3.1.

Yet over eight and one-half million persons from the

United States and abroad visited Las Vegas in 1974,

attracted by

the entertainment, gaming, and convention facilities offered by
the area's resort industry.

Each visitor spent an average ot 2.7

nights in Las Vegas: the resort industry, therefore, extended its
hospitality to over 23 million visitor-nights in 1974.^
industry is the mainstay of the Las Vegas economy.

This

Its growth

largely explains the dramatic employment and population growth
experienced by the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. over the past 25 years.
At the end of 1974, the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. had 32,700
hotel and motel rooms to accommodate visitors.^

This accounted

for over 1% of total hotel and motel rooms in the U.S.

All but

approximately 600 of these 32,700 rooms were in Las Vegas Valley.-*
The average room rate for the area's 18.4 thousand hotel rooms

^Las Vegas Convention Visitors Authority, Marketing
Bulletin, 1974, Summary, p. 1.
Q
^Western Business News, February, 1975, p. 14.
10in 1972, 575 motel rooms were outside Las Vegas Valley
according to the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Las Vegas Report
1974 , p. 8.
'
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was $25.81 per day: the average for the 14,300 motel rooms was
$14.17 per ca/.'*"

During 1974 , Las V-gas hotels experienced an

average occupancy rate of 86.0%, while motels experienced a
12
68.7% average occupancy rate,

well above the respective national

averages for hotels and motels.
Las Vegas tourist expenditure patterns are conveyed by
a 1973 survey conducted by the International Association of
13
Convention and Visitors Bureaus.

Of an estimated $60 per day

spent by convention delegates exclusive of gambling, 25% was for
hhtel rooms, 30% for restaurants, and 15% for the night club
entertainment that Las Vegas is noted for.

An additional 6% was

spent in Las Vegas retail establishments.
Statistics reflecting the growth of tourism to Las
Vegas are tabulated in Table 3.2 and graphically summarized in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. These include:
a) Hotel, Gaming and Recreation Employment
Employment).

. .

(Resort

b)

Commercial and Resort Hotel Rooms.

c)

Motel Rooms.

d)

Annual Passengers Enplaning and Deplaning at
McCarran International Airport.

e)

Average Daily Auto Counts on Interstate Highway 15
(both directions) to Southern California, the Las
Vegas resort industry's major market.

^Western Business News, op. cit.
12
Las Vegas Convention/Visitors Authority, Marketing
Bulletin, 1974, Summary, p. 1.
l^Ibid., p. 21.
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r.LR 1. 2
Las Vegas Resort Ind ustry Statistics, 1953 -1974

Year

-J

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Resort
Employment
(000)

Hotel
Rooms
(000)

Motel
Rooms
(000)

10.9
11.9
13.4
14.S
15.2
17.2
18.9
19.7
20.9
23.4
25.6
27.1
31.3
32.8
33.0
35.5
39.6
44.3

3. 2
4.8
4.8
4.7
5.2
7.2
7.1
7.1
7.6
8.0
9.9
10.3
11.4
11.4
12.1
12.3
14.0
15.0
15.9
16.8
17.5
18.4

4.1
3.7
3.7
3.9
3.9
4.6
5.0
5.7
6.0
6.3
8.8
10.1
8.6
8.7
8.7
8.8
10.5
10.8
10.8
11.7
14.3

McCarran
Air Passengers
(000)
214
311
441
436
585
686
960
1,079
1,132
1,285
1,445 .
1,700
i,908
2, 364
2,848
3,522
4,031
4,087
4,102
4,607
5, 397
5,825

Daily Autos
1-15 South
(both directions)

Daily Autos
All ifwys. to L.V.
(both directions)

3,776
4,284
4,973
4,802
6,002
6,311
6,408
6,752
7,640
7,888
8,139
8,085
8,360
9,110
10,140
8,240
7,265

8,556
9,732
10,931
10,764
12,329
13,060
13,304
14,444
15.973
15,354
15,920
15,790
16,980
18,460
20,130
15,990
14,160

3.7%

2.8%

Convent io!)
Attendant:
(000)

rcss Garni
Revenue
P. mil. 19

79
95
157
154
155
207
219
269
312
290
357
312

b3.<1
69.0
75.2
d4.2
94.2
97.8
121; 3
121.1
129.0
149.0
153.8
173. 3
179.4
193.1
209. 5
250.8
296.8
317.5
329. 3
380.0
440.3
463.1

13 .3%

10.0%

Annual %
Growth
Sourccs:

8.6%

8.7%

6.1%

17.0%

Greater Las Veqas Chamber of Commerce, Las Vog.is Report-, Various v^ars.
Bank of Nevada, Quarterly Report fr^yt
Ncvad.i rj)loyment Sncurit.v Departm.-nt,

hOT'n_Nevada, Various i s ^ e s .
Various issues.
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f)

Average Daily Auto Counts on All Highways to Las
Vegas (both directions).

g)

Las Vegas Convention Attendance.

h)

Clark
County Gaming
Expressed
1967 Dollars,
i.e., Revenues,
adjusted for
changes in
in Constant,
the U.S.
Consumer Price Index.

Average annual percentage growth rates of the respective
variables over the years spanned by available data arc shown in
Table 3.2.

Comparison of these rates provides insights into the

nature of Las Vegas resort industry growth.
Resort employment has increased more rapidly than the
total of hotel and motel rooms available to house tourists.

It

has increased less rapidly, however, than Clark County Gross
Gaming Revenue in constant, 1967 dollars.

This suggests that

employment in occupations in direct service to tourists, e.g.,
restaurant waiters, waitresses and casino dealers has increased
more rapidly than in occupations associated with room rental and
maintenance.

Further evidence of this trend toward increased

direct services for tourists in Las Vegas is provided by the
relatively greater growth of hotel rooms compared with motel
rooms.

In general, hotels offer their guests a greater variety

and intensity of personal services than do motels.
Air travel to and from Las Vegas has increased at a
faster rate than has auto travel. In 1974, 34.3% of tourists
arrived in Las Vegas by airline; 57.5% traveled by auto.

Travel

by bus and train has been minor in comparison, accounting for
only 8.2% of total tourist travel to Las Vegas in 1974.
I4ibid., p. 5.
80

The

more rapid growth in air' than auto travel indicates that touristr;
<;3v. 'ra" led .'ncr6.rsiri="1** gia-t'^r .nvorage distances to partaK-..of Las Veqas' resort offerings over the years.
Tourism from Southern California, however, remains the
major factor in Las Vegas resort industry patronage.

Auto travel

along Interstate Highway 1-15 from Southern California has grown
more rapidly than auto travel along all highways into Las Vegas,
accounting for 44% of the total in 1958 and for oVer 50% of that
total in 1972, 1973, and 1974 (see Table 3.2).

The Los Angeles-

Orahge County area is the leading origin of air travelers to Las
Vegas, as is seen from Table 3.3, displaying air traveler volum"*,
by city of origin in 1972 and 1973.

Residence in Southern Calif-

ornia counties predominated among visitors registered in Las Vegas
hotels and motels during June 1970, according to a study conducted
for the Las Vegas Convention Authority.

In 1973 and 1974, Calif-

ornia residence predominanted among those whose search for overnight lodging was assisted by the Las Vegas Convention Authority'reservation office and 84% of Californians accommodated in 1973
were from Southern

C a l i f o r n i a . ^

Las Vegas visitor state and

region of origin profiles provided by these sources are displayed
in Table 3.4.

Tourism to Las Vegas is particularly intense from

close states and states with large populations.
Seasonal variations in Las Vegas resort activity are
reflected by monthly tourist volumes, hotel and motel occupancy

**'^Las Vegas Convention/Visitor Authority, Marketing
Bulletin, 1973.Summary, p. 9.
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^

TABLK

f

3..1

Air Traveler Cities of Origin:

Cit.y

Total Mo. of
Passengers
Plying to Las
Vegas 1973

1973
^ of
Total

Total No. of
Passengers
Flying to Las
Vegas 1972

1972
^ of
Tot^l

427,040

18.6'i,

1.

Los Angeles*

495,670

2.

Chicago

152,630

5.7

140,080

6.1

3.

San Francisco**

150,000

5.6

134,640

5.9

4.

Denver

84,110

3.1

76,150

3.3

5.

Now York

78,170

2.9

82,920

3.6

6.

Dallas

70,400

2.6

57,500

2.5

7.

Phoenix

59,770

2.2

49,420

2.1

8.

San Diego

58,710

2,2

46,800

2.0

9.

Reno

49,470

1.8

40,740

1.8

Minneapolis

43,860

1-6

56,550

2.5

10.

18.

1972, 1973

*Includcs Los Angeles, Santa Clara, Burbank, Ontario
**Includes San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose

Sources:
Las Vegas Convention/Visitors Authority, Marketing Bulletin,
January 15, 1974, December 20', 1974.
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.1: M . r-

1'Tt.nl]

Tour i sts Accommoda t <-<)
by Reservation:: Off*t(-<
State

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

June 1970

Cali forni a
Southern
Northern
Illittois
Texas
Arizona

New York

Colorado

1973

1974

50.3;
4G.2
4.1
5.0
4.7
4.0
3.9
3.2

38. 9T.
32.6
6.3
3.6
5.4
4.6
4.6
3.6

43.5',37.7
5.8
2.2
4.2
4.0
4.9
3.1

53.2
13.0
10.6
7.0

42.1
14.7
9.4
7.9

5.8
2.7
0.9

46.4
13.0
7.9
5.7
9.4

8.3
5.3

Ret)iou
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pacific
Mountain
East North Central
West. South Central
Middle Atlantic
West North Central
South Atlantic
New England
East South Central

6. 0

Foreign
Sources:

8.8

7.9

0.8

1.1

5.6
2.9
] .3

2.2

1.6

1.6

2.4

Las Vegas Convention Authority, Market Monitoring Service, June 1970.
Las Vegas Convention/Visitors Authority, Marketing Hullotin, l.')7'3
Summary, 1974 Summary.
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rates, and resort industry employment level variations.

These data

for 1974 are shown in Table 3.5; seasonal indexes are computed as
the iatios of monthly values to annual averages for the respective
variables.

The index data are graphically summarized in Figure

3.5.
Tourist volume varied from 38*& below its annual average
of 772.1 thousand per month in January 1974 to 16% above this
average in August 1974.

Resort employment, however, varied only

from 7% below its 44.2 thousand annual average in January to 4%
above this average in August 1974.

Resort employment is seen to

be far more stable than Las Vegas tourism in general.

Hotel

occupancy rates remained in a fairly narrow range throughout
1974, peaking at 96.9% in August and falling to 69.4% in December.
Motels bore the brunt of tourist volume fluctuations.

Their

occupancy rates varied from 33% below an annual average of 68.7%
in January to 37% above this average occupancy rate in August and
then back down to 32% below average in December.

Fewer jobs are

affected, however, by motel occupancy rate fluctuations than by
hotel occupancy rate fluctuations.
The "energy crisis" experienced by the United States in
late 1973 and early 1974 had an observable impact on the Las Vegas
resort industry.

Tourist volumes in January and February 1974

dropped by over 5% from year earlier levels.

Dramatic decreases

in auto travel to Las Vegas during this period were somewhat offset by large increases in air travel.

In February 1974, for

example, when traffic along Interstate Highway 1-15 South to Southex
California was down

24% from its 1973 level, McCarran Airport
84

TABLE 3.5
Seasonal Variation in the Las Vegas Resort. Industry, 1974

Month

a.
b.
Tourist Volume Hotel Occupant y
(000)
Index
ln&-x

c.
Not el Occupancy
Index

January

476.3

62

72.1

84

February

60 3.9

78

90.1

J 05

March

759.5

98

87.8

102

64.8

94

42.4

96

April

743.1

96

87.4

102

67.8

99

43.1

98

May

797.4

103

87.9

102

72,5

106

43^8

99

June

747.3

97

85.9

100

69.3

102

44.4

101

July

843.5

109

86.5

101

77.5

,113

45.3

103

August

896.1

116

96.9

113

94.3

137

45.7

103

September

767.2

99

88.7

103

79.7

116

46.1

104

October

826.9

107

93.4

109

71.7

104

46.0

104

November

674.5

87

86.0

100

70.6

102

45.5

103

December

529.1

68

69.4

81

46.7

68

44.8

101

Annual Average

772.1

100

100

68.7

100

86.0

, 45.9
62.8

67

Resort Employmt
(000)
Ind,^

91

41.2

93

41.6

44.2

94

100

Sources:
a.

Las Vegas Convention/Visitors Authority, Marketing Bulletin, 19 74 Summary, pp

b.

Ibid, pp. 2-3.

c.

Ibid, pp.2-3.

d.

Nevada Employment Security Department, Las Vegas Manpower Report, JanuaryDecember 1974 (monthly).
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handled 17. 3S more passengers than in 1973.16

Throughout the

"energy crisis'*, however, resort employment fell little from its
December 1973 level of 41.6 thousand, as is seen in Table 3.5.
This demonstrates the stability of resort employment in the facc
of external shocks as well as seasonal variations in vacation
demand.
Las Vegas resort employment has also been stable in the
face of downturns in national economic activity.

Actual and

trend values of resort employment arc graphed in Figure 3.6.
Resort employment consistently increased from year-to-year from
1957 to 1974 regardless of the state of the national economy.

In

fact, during the 1960, 1970 and late 1974 economic downturns, resor
employment exceeded its trend growth levels.

Such resort industry

growth has provided job opportunities for those who would otherwise have been unemployed in Las Vegas and elsewhere.
3.1.2

Ncllis Air Force Base and Nevada Test Site
The geographic isolation of Las Vegas and its environs

makes the area suitable for military training and weapons testing.
In 1941, an Army Air Corps Gunnery School was established eight
miles northeast of Las Vegas to train flyers in the use of
weaponry.

The base was closed in 1947 but reopened as Nellis Air

Force Base in 1950 to train fighter pilots for the Korean conflict.
Nellis Air Force Base is responsible for devising combat
air tactics for fighter aircraft and for operating a combat-ready
wing of F-lll aircraft.

It currently employs nearly 7,500 m i l i t a r y

16ibid., (1974), pp. 16, 12.
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personnel and 1,500 civilians, making the Air Force Nevada's
largest single employer.

Estimated annual employment at Nellis

AFB from 1960 to 1974 is presented in Table 3.6 and displayed
graphically in Figure 3.7.
The Nevada Test Site (N.T.S.) was established in 1951
by the Atomic Enercy Commission to facilitate nuclear weapons
testing*

It has also been used to explore peaceful uses of

nuclear devices, e.g., Operation Plowshare, and for research into
nuclear propulsion, e.g., Nuclear Rocket Development Station.
Employment at N.T.S. rose sharply in 1962 in anticipation
of the 1963 limited test ban treaty prohibiting above-ground
detonation of nuclear devices.

Underground testing requires a

large construction workforce to prepare and instrument the site
of detonation.
Annual N.T.S. employment peaked at 10,200 in 1968 and
then declined with a reduction in weapons testing and discontinuance
of the Nuclear Rocket Development Station.

N.T.S. employment has

remained level at about 5,000 since 1973, with 3,500 employees at
the Test Site and 1,500 support personnel located in Las Vegas
Valley.
work.

Site employees typically live in Las Vegas and commute to
Total N.T.S. employment levels from 1960 to 1974 are

presented in Table 3.6 and shown graphically in Figure 3.7.
3.1.3

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Manufacturing Activity.
Manufacturing employment in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.

averaged 4,900 in 1974, or 3.2% of total civilian employment.
Of this total, approximately 1,500 were employed in food processing
and printing and publishing for local consumption.
89

The remaining

TABLE 3.6
Nellis Air Force Base and Nevada Test Site Employment, 1960-1974

Employment
Year

(000)
a.
Nellis

b.
N.T.S

1960

NA

1.2

1961

2.4

4.2

1962

2.4

8.6

1963

2.4

8.1

1964

2.4

9.7

1965

2.4

10.2

1966

4.6

9.3

1967

6.7

1968

8.7

10.2

1969

9.4

9.9

1970

8.7

9.3

1971

9.0

8.0

1972

9.0

7.0

1973

9.0

5.4

1974

9.0

5.0

* ;

9.9

Sources:
a.

b.

Greater Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Las Vegas Report, various years
Assistance of Nellis Information Office in making estimates is
acknowledged.
Estimated with assistance of AEC Information Office.
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3,400 manufacturing workers were involved in the production of
chemicals, metals, and other durable goods for export throughout
the U.S.

Most of these were employed at Henderson's Basic Manage

ment, Inc.'s industrial complex where titanium is refined and
liquid chlorine, caustic soda, ammonium perchlorate, and various
other chemicals are produced.
Las Vegas manufacturing, employment from 1957 to 1974 is
tabulated in Table 3.7.

Employment in the production of goods

exported from the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. is estimated as 75% of total
manufacturing employment, net of food product and printing and
publishing employment.
3.1.4

Las Vegas Basic Employment Multiplier
The Las Vegas economy, is based on the export of resort

services, which are purchased by persons throughout the U.S. and
the world, military and weapons testing services, which are purchased by the Federal government, and metal and chemical manufactures.

Employment outside of these sectors is primarily in

support of local demands, i.e., the demands of basic industry
workers, support industry workers, and their dependents for trade
financial, constructioh, transport, utility and governmental
services.
Some fraction of activity in these support sectors is
certainly sold to non-residents, directly or indirectly.

This

fraction might properly be treated as part of Las Vegas' economic
base, reflecting retail sales to tourists, electric sales to
Henderson factories, etc.

Even if all tourists spend $3.60 per

day on retail purchases as reported for Convention delegates

(see

(

TABLE 3.7
Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Manufacturing Employment, 1957-1974

Printing

Year

Eood
Products

and

Total Mfg.
Employment (<H't))

Publishing

(000)

(000)

1957

2.8

0.4

0.2

195R

2.5

0.4

0.4

l')59

2.5

0.4

0.4

1960

2.6

0.4

0.4

1961

2.9

0.5

0.4

1962

3.3

0.5

0.5

1963

3.7

0.7

0.5

1964

3.7

0.6

0.6

1965

3.6

0.7

0.6

1966

3.7

0.7

0.6

1967

3.6

0.7

0.5

1968

3. 8

0.7

0.6

1969

4.0

0.7

0.6

1970

4.3

0.8

0.6

1971

3.7

0.9

0.6

1972

4.4

0.9

0.6

1973

4.8

0.9

0.6

1974

4.9

1.0

0.6

Source:

(

Clark County Regional Planning Council, Cujrrent Population and Hconomijj
Statistics,_J 22 ^' PP. 20. Supplemental by Nevada Employment Security,
Las Vegas Manpower Report, (monthly), 1973, 1974.
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Section 3.1.1), total tourist retail expenditures would represent
less than 5% of total sales subject to sales tax.
ments would be equally minor.

Other adjust-

Furthermore, while excluding all

but resort, Nellis, N.T.S. and selected manufacturing employments
from Las Vegas' economic base somewhat understates its magnitude,
the inclusion of all resort employment, in the base compensates
for this.

Some resort employment is truly in service to local

residents.
The Las Vegas basic employment multiplier is computed
as the ratio of total employment to employment in the specified
basic activities, i.e., resort, Nellis, N.T.S., and 75% of manufacturing employment excluding food processing and printing and
publishing.

The ratio obtained reflects the total employment

increase that an additional job in any of the basic sectors of
the Las Vegas economy will generate.

This ratio has been

variously estimated at 2.3 to 2.7 in other s t u d i e s . ^ ^
Values of total employment in Las Vegas, employment in
each basic sector of the Las Vegas economy, total basic employment, and the basic employment multiplier computed for each year
from 1961 to 1974 are tabulated in Table 3.8.

Total employment

includes military personnel stationed at Nellis Air Force Base.
Basic employment multipliers computed in the manner
described above range from 2.3 to 2.8.

Their overall average of

17
-^B.
Malamud, "Testimony on Economic Impact of Gas
Curtailment to Las Vegas," F.P.C. Docket 77, Washington, D. C.,
1972; and
Clark County Regional Planning Council, "Population
Projections, 1980-2000," (mimeo), 1972.
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TABLE 3.8

Las Vegas Basie Employment Muttiplier
Employment
(1)

(2)

(3)

iti Basic Activities

(4)

(5)
No]lis

(000)
(6)

(7)

Total

(8)

(9)

Year

Resort

NTS

Mfg.

Civilian

Military

(1+2+3+4+5)

Total
Civ.
Employment

1961

15.2

4.2

1.5

0.4

2.0

23.5

58. 4

60.4

1962

17.2

8.6

1.7

0.4

2.0

29.9

73.7

75.7

1963

18.9

8.1

1.9

0.4

2.0

31.3

85.2

87.2

2.8

1964

19.7

9.7

1.9

0.4

2.0

33.7

87.5

89.5

2.7

1965

20.9

10.2

1.7

0.4

2.0

35.2

89.7

91.7

2.6

1966

23.4

9.3

1.8

0.8

3.8

39.1

93.1

96.9

2.5

1967

25.6

9.9

1.7

1.1

5.6

43.8

96.8

102. 4

2.3

1968

27.1

10.2

1.9

1.4

7.3

47.9

105.0

112.3

2.3

1969

31.3

9.9

2.0

1.6

7.8

52.6

116.2

124.0

2.4

1970

32.8

9.3

2.2

1.4

7.3

53.0

121.1

128.4

2.4

1971

33.0

8.0

1.6

1.5

7.5

51.6

122.9

130.4

2.5

1972

35.5

7.0

2.2

1.5

7.5

53.7

133.5

141.0

2.6

1973

39.3

5.4

2.5

1.5

7.5

56.2

144.3

151. 8

2.7

1974

44.2

5.0

2.5

1.5

7.5

60.7

152.1

159.6

Total- Multi
Emp.
pli(.
(5+7) J 846)

2.6

NOTES:
1. Nevada Employment Security Department Las Vegas Manpower Reports provide data on
total employment and employment by industrial classification.
In 1974, N.H.S. altered the manner in which it reports total employment.
This
value is estimated for 1074 by adding 1973 Agricultural and "Other Non-Agricultural"
employments to reported Non-Agricultural Mages and Salary employment.
2. Basic manufacturing employment is computed as 75" of total manufacturing employment excluding food product and printing and publishing establishments.
3. Nevada Test Site employment by year estimated with the assistance of A.E.C. (H.!<
information officer.
4. Total Nellis employment estimated wit!) the assistance of the Base information
officer. Civilian employment is taken to be 1/6 of total, the known ratio for 197 1.

2.54 is consistent with multiplier values reported in earlier
studies.
Variations in the c, ;].tipl.ter;:i computed using annual
data are largely attributable to fluctuations in Las Vegas construction activity.

During construction boom years, e.g., 1963,

basic employment appears to bo multiplied to high levels of
support and total employment.

During years of only moderate

construction activity, e.g., 1966, 1967, and 1968, the multiplication of basic jobs into total jobs apocars attenuated.

Over

the long run, construction activity is necessarily in proportion
to the economy it supports.

Overbuilding in one period forces

construction slowdowns in succeeding periods and vice versa.
The average multiplier of 2.54 computed for the fourteen
years studied yields reliable predictions of total employment
increases generated by basic employment increases over a time
period spanning construction cycles.

From 1961 to 1974, for

example, basic employment increased by 37,200 jobs while total
employment increased by 99,200 jobs.

The actual increase in total

employment was only 4,700 jobs or 5.0% above the 94,500 increase
predicted by applying a multiplier Of 2.54 to a basic employment
increase of 37,200.

From 1965 to 1974, basic employment increased

by 25,500 jobs while total employment increased by 67,900 jobs,
4.8% more than predicted by application of the 2.54 average
multiplier.
.

3.2

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Population Projections
Population in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. has increased by

90% or more between each census since 1930.
96

Census populations

TABLH 3.9
Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Census Populations, 191 0-1970

Year

<

<

(

(

HA

Percent
Incrcase
NA

1910

3,3 21

1920

4,859

1,538

46%

1930

8,532

3,673

76

1940

16,414

7,882

1950

48,289

31,875

194

1960

127, 016

78,727

163

1970

273,288

146,272

115

Source:

(

Population

Increase
Since Last
Census

Clark County Regional Planning Council, Current Population
and Economic Statistics, 1973, p. 1.

and inter-census year population increases arc displayed in
Table 3,9.

The bulk of the S.M.S.A.'s hew population has con-

sistently settled in Las Vegas Valley,

Between 1930 and 1940,

however, almost 37% of new S.M.S.A. residents settled in Boulder
City, which was established because of Hoover Dam construction
during that decade.
Numerous projections of Las Vegas S.M.S.A. populations
have been made.

One well documented and methodologically sound

projection is examined in subsection 3.2.1.

It is tested tor co

sistency with other projections and with estimated population
increases since its publication in subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
Its suitability for use in the present socioeconomic impact stud
of the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project and its
alternatives is discussed in Subsection 3.3.4.
3.2.1

Clark County Regional Planning Council Population
Projections
In 1972, the Clark County Regional Planning Council

(C.C.R.P.C.) published the population projection^ displayed in
Table 3.10.

These projections have since been used in various

planning efforts, e.g., the Clark County short range transit
development plan.

They are the only projections officially

approved for regional planning undertakings.
The C.C.R.P.C. projected popuja.ltion by a number of
18
alternative methods before specifiying expected ranges.

op. cit.

18

Clark County Regional Planning Council, (1972),
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The

Table 3.1.0
Pl.wninq

Clark County Regional
C o u n c i l Pepul.t) ion P r o j e c t i o n
L a s V e g a s P.^l.S.A. p o p u l a t i o n
(000 P e r s o n s )

197 0
High

Growth

Medium

Growth

i9fnr*

.
.

27 3 ^

Low Growth

unrr**

2000

460

650

8^0

435

600

7*50

420

560

700

Las Vegas Vallev Population
(000 P e r s o n s )
1970
1980
' i990
2_000
Medium

Growth

^Known

1970 Census

Source:

261^

422

570

700

Figure

Clark County Regional Planning
P r o j e c t i o n s , " (Mimeo), 1972.
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Codncil,

"Population

simplest approach, projecting the 1960-7 0 average annual population
increase

of 14,600 persons into the future, yielded the low growth

projections.
The medium and high growth projections were obtained bv
projecting Las Vegas resort employment growth from expected growth
in U.S. disposable income and the gaming revenue increases such
income growth would induce.

Projected resort employment were then

multiplied up to total employment and population increases by
applying a 2.31 basic employment multiplier and the 2.255 population
to civilian employment ratio measured by the 197 0 census.
C.C.R.P.C.'s high growth projections were obtained by
assuming that other basic sectors of the Las Vegas economy would
grow in pace with the resort industry.

The medium growth pro-

jections assume more moderate growth of other basic activities.
3.2.2

Consistency of C.C.R.P.C. Projections with Other
Population Projections
Various forecasts of Las Vegas S.M.S.A. population have

been made through the years.

Medium growth forecasts of 1980

population and the years in which they were announced are displayed in Table 3.11 and plotted in Figure 3.8.

Over the years,

high projections have tended downward and low projections upward.
As seen in Figure 3.8, most forecasts have been
approaching C.C.R.P.C.'s 1 980 medium growth projections of:
453,000.

It can be viewed as a consensus of those preceding it.
In spring 1 974, independent projections of Las Vegas

resort employment wore developed, based on its growth trend from

100

TABLE

3.11

Forecasts of 1980 Las^ VegasS^M.S.A. Population
^Fisncr-St.'vnri. (1966)
G. N. Rostvold
RBoyle-Ch2M
Wilson

480,000

(1965)

463,000

(1969)

650,000

(1 968)

John Carollo

^

411,000

(1963)

673, 000

RL.V.V. Transportation Study (1965)

563 , 000

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

(1967)

^L.V.V. Transportation Economic Study

407,000
(1969)

4 65,000

Nevada Bureau of Business & Economic
Research

(1 963 )

404 , 533

Nevada Employment Security Division

527,000

U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business and Economic Research
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

(1 970)

(1 965)

Clark County Regional Planning Council

3 61 , 000
400, 500

(1972)

Nevada Division of Water Resources (1973)

435, 000
483 , 000

^Las Vegas Valley
Source: Clark County Regional Planning Council, Current
Population and Economic Statistics, 1973 , p. 10.
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1957 to 1973, shown graphically in Figure 3.6.^9

Such trend

projection summarizes the impacts on resort employment of various
facto:*: .'*

-er

a'- ; on it c- r *i

, namely

(1) incrou^in^

U.S. and world incomes, (2) population redistribution toward the
western United States, (3) improved transportation modes, and
(4) increasing numbers of competitive resort areas throughout
the world.
While a declining percentage rate of growth was statistically discerned, the projected growth of Las Vegas resort
employment, an average annual rate of 7% for the 1970's and 6%
for the 1980's, remains impressive.

Resort employment projections

from this source appear in Table 3.12 and are shown graphically
in Figure 3.6.

By 1980, 62,300 resort workers are predicted, an

increase of 29,500 above the actual 1970 level.

Applying the

2.54 long-run basic employment multiplier measured in Section
3.1.4, a total employment increase of 74,900 workers is suggested.
If the 1970 population to total employment (including military)
ratio of 2.1 continues to hold, this will result in a ten year
population increase of 157,300 attributable solely to resort
industry expansion; 1980 population will then be 430,600, somewhat lower than C.C.R.P.'s medium growth projection of 435,000.
Projected resort employment growth to 110,000 workers
in 1990 suggests a total population increase of 254,000 over the
1980-1990 decade.

Such an increase would bring Las Vegas S.M.S.A.

19]). Malamud, "Projections of Nevada Economic Activity,"
Law School Study for the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1974,
pp. 107-1211*.
***
"
- '
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TABLE 3.12

Year
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
19 74
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Actual
Resort Employment
10,900
11,900
13,400
14,800
15,200
17,200
18,900
19,700
20.900
23,400
25,600
27,100
31,300
32,800
33,000
35,500
38,500
44,200

Projected
Resort Employment

-

11,100
12,100
13,200
14,400
15,600
17,000
18,400
'20,000
21,600
23,400
25,300
27,200
29,400
31,600
34,000
36,500
39,200
42,000
45,000
48,100
51,400
54,900
58,500
62,300
66,300
70,500
74,800
79,300
84,000
88,800
93,900
99,100
104,500
110,000

*

" .'

Projected %
Increase
Over Price Year
9.2%
9.1
9.0
8.9
8.7
8.6
8.5
8.4
8.3
8.1
8.0
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.6
7.4
7 3
7 2
7.1
7.0
6.8
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.4
6.3
6.1
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.4
5.3

Source: B. Malamud, "Projections of Nevada Economic Activity," In
Law School Study for the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1974, pp. 1

1.04

population to 685,000 in 1990, well in excess of C.C.R.P.C.'s
high

-rowth projection of 650,000.
Las v eaa '*:pulafion arowth r.ay be more moderite, ha* -

ever, if birth rates continue to decline and if female labor fore,
participation rates continue to increase, as they have in the U.S.
since 1970.

The same employment increase as projected for the

Las Vegas economy will then translate into a smaller population
increase than projected above.

The range between C.C.R.P.C.

medium and hiqh population growth projections still remains valid.
3.2.3

Consistency of C.C.R.P.C. Projections with Estimated
Las" Vega s S.M .S.A. Populat .ion Increases Since 19V 6
The Bank of Nevada publishes quarterly estimates of

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. population.

In June 1974, it estimated a popu-

20
lation of 332,000 persons,

an increase of 59,000 persons above

the population measured by the census four years earlier.
The Clark County Regional Planning Council has estimated
July 1974 Las Vegas population in each of 334 detailed Traffic
Analysis Zones using information on residential structures and
?1
vacancy rates.^

Total Valley population was estimated as

329,200, an increase of 68,000 persons above its census value.
Population increase in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. outside of the Valle
in
Bank of Nevada, Report from Southern Nevada, First
Half of 1974
, July County
1974. Regional
— Planning Council,
- "Estimated
, —
21ciark
Population for 1974 (July 1) by Traffic Analysis Zones," Short
Range Transit Study, (map), July 1974.
'
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is estimated as 3,000^" making for a total S.M.S.A. four year
population increase of 71,000 persons or 17,750 persons per year.
- t . , -it 1 i'

yraj iCLi^n c

'.^c L.uik of N -va i. 's

estimated population growth of 14,750 persons per year yields a
1930 projected S.M.S.A. population of 421,000, almost exactly equal
to C.C.R.P.C.'s low growth projection'(see Table 3.10).

Straight

line growth of 17,750 persons per year from 1970 to 1974 yields a
1980 population of 451,000, about half-way between its medium and
high growth projection.

C.C.R.P.C. population projections arc,

therefore, consistent with the population increases.estimated for
the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. since the 1970 census.
3.2.4

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Population Projections Adopted for
this Study
The analyses performed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3

reveal no compelling reason to reject C.C.R.P.C. population projections.

They are therefore adopted for this study, recognizing

the qualifications inherent to any projections made for the Las
Vegas S.M.S.A.: e.g., no major war or recession will occur to
disrupt resort industry growth; Las Vegas will maintain its
competitive position vis a vis other resort areas, etc.
Most important for the present study, however, is the
assumption that sufficient water will be available to accommodate
Las Vegas' economic and population growth induced by increases
in the demand for the area's exports.

If additional water

resources arc not made available, i.e., if the no project altera-

^C.C.R.P.C., Current Population and Economic Statistics
1973, p. 2, rounded up to reflect 1973-74 increase.
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ativc is adopted, Las Vegas -Val.iry population growth will bo
restricted.

The restraining effects of no project and its socio-

r^r-, .' ,-,. ."i f ity,;-!

'-I''-

'

Chart) <-r

3.3

Socioeconomic Profile of Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Residents

3.3.1

Deomgraphic and Ethnic Characteristics
The conposition of the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.'s 1970-popu-

lation by age, sex and race is displayed in Table 3.13.

Percent-

age breakdowns of total 1970 population by age class are given in
Table 3.14, where they are contrasted with Las Vegas' corresponding age distribution in 1960 and the U.S. distribution in 197
The 26.9 median age of Las Vegas' 1970 residents was
below that for the United States as a whole.

The median age of

Las Vegas males, however, was somewhat above the corresponding
national median age while Las Vegas females were considerably
younger than U.S. females overall.
Las Vegas male and female median ages were more alike
than were U.S. median ages by sex.

This was particularly so for

White and Black races examined separately.

For each race, there

was less than a one-half year difference between male and female
median ages in Las Vegas compared with corresponding national
differences exceeding two years (see Table 3.13).
The median age of Las Vegans declined by 1.7 years over
the 1960-70 decade, from 28.6 in 1960 to 26.9 in 1970.

This

exceeded the 1.5 year decline in U.S. median age over the same
period, from 29.5 in 1960 to 28.0 in 1970.

High migration rates

contributed to the relative reduction in Las Vegas' median ago,
as is discussed in Section 3.3.2.
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Age

- Female

100.0%

138,892
50.8

134,396
49.2

124,628
45.6

119,910
43.9

12,302
4.

12,458

26,017

13,320

12,697

11,281

10,734

1,818

1,728

29,765

15,123

14,642

13,165

12,624

1,783

1,840

28,199

14,331

13,868

12,652

12,1.19

1,507

1,579

21,571

10,808

10,763

9,513

9,537

1,137

1,087

22,627

11,346

11,281

10,040

9,897

1,087

1,173

22,293

10,914

11,.379

9,707

.10,100

1,056

1,079

20,465

10,467

9,998

9,457

8,932

831

18,521

9,529

8,992

8,722

8,034

668

744

17,403

9,054

8,349

8,325

7,585

611

611

31,384

16,065

15,319

15,000

14,279

904

856

21,053

11,006

10,047

10,290

9,449

573

527

13,990

6,929

7,061

6,476

6,617

330

376

27.1

26.7

27.9

27.5

Total
273,288

All Ages
S of Total
Under 5 yrs
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-54
55-64
Over 65

Black

All Races
Male

White
Male

Female

Male

Fcma]r

Median Age,
Las Vegas

26.9

Difference (Male-Female)
Median
U.S. Age,
Difforcncc

Sources:

28.1

0.4

0.4
26.8

19.6

29.3
-2.5

26.5

-0.4

28.8
-2.3

20.0

21.0

23.7
7

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Cen^ujs of Population, Nevada, ]97t), p- 30'
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TABLE 3,14
by Age Class:

Age

Las Vegas SMSA
1960
1970

Under 5

12.4%

Las Vegas 1960, 1970; U.S.
1970

United States
1970

9.5%

Las Vegas?
Ratio 1970

8. 4%

1.13

5-9

10.3

10.9

9.9

1.10

10-14

8.7

10.3

10.3

1.00

15-19

6.4

7.9

9.4

0.84

20-24

6.9

8.3

7.9

1.05

25-29

7.4

8.2

6.6

1.24

30-34

7.8

7.5

5.6

1.34

35-39

10.3

6.8

5.5

i.24

40-44

7.7

6.4

5.9

1.08

45-54

12.4

11.4

11.4

1.00

55-64

7.4

7.7

9.2

0.84

Over 65

4.5

5.1

9.8

0.52

28.6

26.9

28.0

Median Age

Sources:
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, Nevada, 1970, p. 30.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1974, p. 31.
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Compared with the U. S. distribution of population by
age class, Las Vegas' 1970 population was comprised of dispronortienat' 1'-* large numbers of 20 te

year-oJds, considered to b<

persons of crime working age (sec the Las Vegas ^ U.S. Ratio
column in Table 3.14).

There was a disproportionately large

number of children under ten years of age as well, as would be
expected of a population with relatively many women of childbearing age.
The disproportionately small number of persons over 55
years of age in Las Vegas' 1970 population is explained by the
area's rapid growth.
to 1915.

Very few persons were born in the area prior

Few migrated to the area from then until 1960, relative

to its 1970 population.

Not all of these people remained in Las

Vegas, of course, nor had many reached age 55 by 1970.

Inmigration

to Las Vegas of persons 55 years and over is fairly intense, however, as is seen in Section 3.3.2.

This together with aging of

Las Vegas' present population and the declining percentage growth
rate projected for Las Vegas in Section 3.2, will combine to
increase the percentages of 55-64 and 65 year old and over persons
in Las Vegas' future populations.
The racial composition of Las Vegas S.M.S.A.'s 1970
population was 89.5% White, 9.1% Black, and 1.4% other non-White,
as is seen in Table 3.13.

This is in close conformity with the

national percentage distribution of 1970 census population by
race, which was 87.5% white, 11.1% Black, and 1.4% other non-white.

^^u.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of
the United States, 1974, p. 33.
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Nativity, parentage, and country of origin of the Las
Vegas S.M.S.A.'s 1970 population is displayed in Table 3.15.

The

percentage of native born Las Veaans of native born parents, 85.5';,
was somewhat above the corresponding percentage for the United
States as a whole, 84.6%.

The United Kingdom, Germany, Italy,

Canada and Mexico each accounted for roughly, ten percent of Las
Vegas' foreign stock population.
English speaking nations, the United Kinqdom and Canada,
and Spanish speaking nations, Mexico and Cuba, accounted for
larger percentages of Las Vegas' foreign stock population than
they did for the United States as a whole.

Nations of central,

southern, and eastern Europe, Germany, Poland, U.S.S.R., and
Italy, accounted for smaller percentages in Las Vegas than in the
U.S. as a whole.

The percentage of Las Vegans of Spanish heritage,

5.5%, was three times as great as the corresponding percentage
nationwide.
There are no European or oriental ethnic neighborhoods
in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.

The metropolitan area's ethnic diversity

is evidenced, however, by Spanish, German, French, Greek, and
Polish language

Sunday broadcasts on the C.B.S. Radio affiliate

and by Greek Festival and Bastile Day celebrations in which Las
Vegans of all ethnic backgrounds participate.
In 1970, 26% of Las Vegans of Spanish heritage resided
in North Las Vegas, accounting for 11% of that entity's census
population.

Las Vcuas' black population was heavily concentrated

in five census tracts with more than 85% black residents.

At

that time, 83% of black Las Vegans lived in the Westside community
within Las Vegas City boundaries and in adjacent neighborhoods
111

TABLi'. 1.15
Nativity Parentage, and Country of Origin:
Las Vegas S.M.S.A. ajid
Populations, 1970

- 3.as Vog;is
1970
All Persons
Native of Native Parentage
Native of Foreign Parentage
Foreign Born

t'orcen) Distributions
Las Vet!as
U.^',
1970
1970

273,288

100. 0

loo.c

236,418
26,223
10,647

86.5
9.6
3.9

84.6
11.7
4.7

36,87 0

100. 0

100. 0

Foreign Stock
United Kingdom
Germany
Poland
U.S.S.R.
Italy
Canada
Mexico
Cu ba
Other or Not Reported

3,78B
3,652
1,207
1,592
3,656
3, 925
3,618
1,241
14,191

10. 3*
9.9
3.3
4.3
9. 9
10.6
9. 8
3H.5
38.5

7.3^
10.8
7.1
5.8
12.0
9.0
7. 0
1.7
38.7

Persons of Spanish Heritage

15,147

b
5. 5

p
1.n

"percentage of foreign stock population.
Percentage of total population.
Sources:

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing, Las
Vegas S.M.S.A., 3.970, p. 8.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United Stat
1974, p. 35.
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7 <4

in North Las Vegas."'
3.3.2

Migration To and From the Las Vegas S.M.S.A
.... '

of geographic mobility.

..s characterized by a hieh rat.,
At the time of the 1970 census, 27% of

Las Vegas residents five years of age and over had been residents
elsewhere in 1965 (see Table 3.16 for age and sex breakdown of
migrants to and from Las Vegas).

This compares with an overall

U.S. rate of intereconomic area migration of 14% between 1965 and
1970.

Outmigration from the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. over this same

period was 21% of the 1970 population.

Thus, people left Las

Vegas at a faster rate than was normal for U.S. economic areas as
a whole.though they arrived even more rapidly.

This high rate of

outmiqration is explained by.the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.-s small size
and geographic isolation.

Changing jobs frequently requires

changing state of residence for Las Vegans.

Increased population

and economic activity in the area will moderate the rate of outmigration.
On net, 1965-1970 migration contributed 6.4% to Las
Vegas' 1970 population five years of age and over.

Net migration

was positive in all age and sex classes but one as more 15-19
year old males left Las Vegas than arrived.

This is explained by

the Vietnam era draft of men in their late teens and by a net
outflow of college students from the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. during
these years.

"^tJ.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and
Housing, Las Vegas S.M.S.A. 1970, pp. 1-7.
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TABLE
Age and
A g e in
3 970

Total

Sex of Migrants To and From

Inm ig rants
Male
Fema1e

To t a 1, 5
Yrs.. and
Over
66,849
Total as
% of 197 0
Popu1at ion
27%

34,718
28%

3.16

Total

La'

Ou tm igran t s
Male
Female

32,131

51,047

26,441

26%

21%

21%

24,596
20%

5-9 yrs.

8,067

4,093

3,974

6,843

3,258

3,590

10-14 Yrs.

7,312

3,706

3,606

5,600

2,729

2,871

15-19 Yrs.

5,176

2,607

2,569

4,952

2,704

2,248

20-24 Yrs.

10,407

5,565

4,842

5,619

2,704

2,915

25-29 Yrs.

8,114

4,226

3,888

5,891

3,060

2,831

30-34 Yrs.

6,070

3,124

2,946

4,971

2,560

2,411

35-39 Yrs.

5,033

2,841

2,242

4,349

2,485

1,864

40-44 Yrs.

3,848

2,099

1,749

3,210

1,813

1,388

45-54 Yrs.

6,144

3,145

2,999

5,058

2,808

2,250

55-64 Yrs.

4,123

2,092

2,031

2,821

1,487

1,334

65 s Over

2,505

1,220

1,285

1,727

83 3

894

28.0

26.2

Median
Source:

Age

26.5

26.6

26.4

27.1

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population:
Mi.'**ratioi) Between State Economic Areas, Mashingtor

\

V c j a s S.M.S.A.,

1965-1970

Net M igrant s
Total
Male
Female

15,812
6.4%

8,277

Net Migrants as

of 1970 Poputation
Male
F ema1e
Total

7,535

6.4%

6.6

6.1M

6.6% 6.2s

1,219

835

384

4.1

5.5

2.6

1,712

977

735

8.0

6.8

5.2

230

-91

321

1.1

-0.8

3.0

4,788

2,861

1,927

21.1

25.0

17.0

2,223

1,166

1,057

10.1

10.6

9.5

1, 099

564

535

5. 4

5. 6

734

356

378

3.9

3.6

4.1

647

286

361

3.8

3.1

4.5

1,086

337

749

3.5

2.i

5.0

1,302

605

697

6.0

5.4

6.7

678

387

391

4.9

5.6

5.7

1970, Subject Reports Final
, D. C., 1972, p. 60.

Report PC

(2)

5 .'2

-2E,

ir.

Mori-and women in their early twenties took advantage of
opportunities afforded by the booming Las Vegas economy to the
greatest

extent.

The

net m i g r a t i o n

rates relative

t o 197 0

popu-

lations of men and women aged 20 to 24 were 25% and 17%, respectively.

Inmigrants from 1965 to 1970 in this age group accounted

for 46% of the group's 197 0 population in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.
The median ages of male and female inmigrants were
essentially equal at 26.5 years.

The median age of outmigrants

was 27.1 years, suggesting that the migration process made the
Las Vegas S.M.S.A.'s population more youthful.

The 26.5 year

median age of inmigrants was also below the median of 26.9 years
for the area's total 197 0 population, including those below five
years of age.

Migration to and from Las Vegas is again seen to .

have lowered the age of its typical resident.
Las Vegas 1965-197 0 net migration rates by age group
peaked at 21.1% for 20-24 year-olds and then dropped consistently
to 10.1% for 25-29 year-olds, 5.4% for 30-34 year-olds, 3.9% Cor
35-3 9 year-olds, 3.8% for 4 0-44 year-olds, and 3.5% for 4 5-54
year-olds.

The rates for those 55 years old and over then

increased, reflecting the attractiveness of the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.
to retirees and those preparing to retire.

The 19.5% immigration

rate of 55-64 years-old relative to their 197 0 Las Vegas population
compares with a national rate of intercounty migration by this
age group of 8.1% between 1965 and 1970.

Corresponding rates for

those 65 and over are 18.2% for Las Vegas and 8.3% nationally.
Inmigrant states and regions of origin are displayed in
Table 3.17.

Migrants to Las Vegas come predominantly from large

and close states.

Econometric analysis of migration to Nevada

using data on out-of-state licenses submitted to the Nevada

TABLE 3,14
State and Retjifjrts nf^origjj) of La.^ Vegas l"mj.^rants
P-- -entage^of
1965-70

a ) ! ttm

<

197^74^

State
Cali fornia
Now York
Wastling ton
Texas
Utah
M i chigan
Arizona
Colorado
Illinois
Oregon

38.6

0

2. 3
3.8
5. 5

1.6

34.3
8.3

6.1

6. 0
4.5

2.8

'4.5
3.1
2.7
2.9

2.5
2.4
2.4
2.3

45.1

44.2
13.8
9. 9
8.2
11.2
4.2
6.5

RegjLon
Pacific
Mountain
East. North Central
W^st. South Central
Middle Atlantic
West North Central
South Atlantic
New England
East South Central

19/2
7.7

6.8
5.4
6.2
5. 9

2.0
1.0

Total Inmigrants

115,348

.8
1.1

16,921

^December, March and April
Sources:

0. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Subject
Reports, Final Report PC(2)-2E, Migration Between State HconomitAreas, Washington, ]). C., 1972.
*

Las Vegan Su_n, May 29, 1974.
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Department of Motor Vehicles during December 1973, March 1974, an
April 1974 and contolling for state population and distance to
N-' ada rev .-a.!:: (1) the better off a state's citizens are, as
measured by state per capita income, the more likely are they to
leave and move to Nevada; (2) the better the individual status
(opportunity for economic advancement) and health and welfare
qualities of life enjoyed by a state's citizens, the less likely
are they to move to Nevada; (3) the more close-by alternative
opportunities a state's citizens enjoy, the less likely are
n

25

they to move to Nevada.
These findings suggest that Nevada inmigration is most
intense from rich states where opportunities for advancement are
limited.

Persons migrate to Nevada in search of opportunity,

net health and welfare services.

Since the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.

accounts for over half the population and employment in Nevada,
it is reasonable to apply these findings for Nevada in general to
Las Vegas in particular.

They are consistent with the extremely

intense net migration to Las Vegas of 20-24 year-olds, persons
starting out on careers between 1965 and 1970.
3.3.3

Economic Characteristics of the Las Vegas S.M.S.A
Las Vegas S.M.S.A..employment by industrial classific-

ation in 1974 is tabulated in Table 3.18.

Employment in the

area's basic industries is extensively discussed in Section 3.1.

^ B . Malamud, "Nevada Migration, Income and Quality of
Life,' Nevada Business Review, October 1974.
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TABLE 3.IB
Las Vegan Employment Profile
1974
Empl oyment

(ono)^

Resort
Military-Nuclear Testing
Basic Manufacturing
Total Basic

Percent
Total
nmol;-"..

44.2
14.0

27.8

60.7

38.0

8.8

Support Indu str
9.7
2.4

Coiitract Construction
Support Manufacturittg
Transport and Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Non-Resort, Non-NTS Services
Goveriimetit
Non-Military Federal
State and Local
Other

8.8

3.6
23.3
5.8
16.2
2.6
14.8
11.7

Total Support

98. 9

6.1
1 .5
5.5
2.3
14.6
3.6
10.2

1.6
9.3
7.3
62. 0

Total Civilian and Military -

159.6

100.0

Total Establishment Based Industrial
Employment

140.4

88.0

Figures may not add due to rounding.
Source:

Nevada Employment Security Department, La s V eg a s M anpo wcr Re por t,
1974, Various issues.

im-

Over 60% of Las Vegas workers, however, arc employed in support
industries, including contract construction, nonbasic manufacturin
transportation and public utilities, wholesale and retail trade,
finance, insurance, and real estate, personal and business service
apart from the resort industry and NTS related business services,
and government.
Small numbers of workers are engaged in agriculture
(approximately 300 in 1974) and mining (approximately 200).

They

are included in the "other support" classification in Table 3.18,
which is mainly comprised of domestic workers and other selfemployed individuals.

Workers in this classification are omitted

from total establishment based industrial employment, as are
military personnel at Nellis Air Force Base.
Construction employment accounts for a high percentage
of total employment in the Las Vegas economy.

In 1974, it was

6.9% of total establishment based employment in Las Vegas, com-'
26

pared to 4.6% nationwide.

The high intensity of construction

activity in Las Vegas is explained by the dynamic growth of the
area's economy and the associated demands for new resort, public,
commercial, and residential structures.
Las Vegas S.M.S.A. incomes are well above national
average on family, per worker, and per capita bases.

Comparative

income statistics for Las Veens and the M.S. are displayed in
Table 3.19, together with Department of Commerce projections of
relative Las Vegas incomes through 1990.

Las Vegas incomes arc

^ U . S . Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1974, p. 345.
'
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TABLE 3,14
Las

and U. S. Incomcfs

i'lt.'!-*/()

19Bi)

(a)
Mediatt Family income
Las Vegas
U. S.
Las Vegas r U. S.

$6,051
5 , 660
1.07

$10,870
.9,590
1.13

ad

Per Capita Income (in 1958 dollars)
I.as Vegas
U.S.
Las Vegas - U.S.

$2,492
2,130
1.170

$3,609
3, 058
1.180

$4,644
4,110
1.130

$ 5,852
5,360
.1.090

$7,303
6, 296
1.160

$9,008
.8,115
1.110

$11,3 01
10,368

(c)
Per Worker Earninqs (in 1958 dollars)
Las Vegas
U.S.
I.as Vegas ^ M.S.

$5,021
4,693.
1.070

1.090

Sources:
a) U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract, of the United St:a!<
1 967, 1974.
b)

Office of Business Economies, U.S. Department of Commerce, Preliminat
Report on Economic Projection for Selected Geographical Areas, 19292020, Volume 1.
*
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expected to remain above national levels, as is necessary for
Las Vegas to continue to attract workers into its expanding
economy.
The ratios of Las Vegas to U.S. per capita incomes have
been and are expected to remain above the corresponding ratios
for per worker incomes.

This is explained by the high workforce

participation rate in Las Vegas, owing in part to Las Vegas' age
distribution and, in part, to the many employment opportunities
enjoyed by Las Vegas females.

Las Vegas' population is dispro-

portionately concentrated in the 20-54 age range, years of highest
workforce participation

(see Table 3.14).

In 1970, the labor

force participation rate of Las Vegas females 16 years and older
was 45.7% compared with a national rate of 42.0%.
Las Vegas unemployment rates have consistently exceeded
national unemployment rates, as tabulated in Table 3.20 and
displayed graphically in Figure 3.9.

The area's higher than

average national unemployment rates are explained by the large
weight of the volatile construction industry in Las Vegas'
industrial structure and by the dynamic growth of the Las Vegas
economy.

Persons are counted as unemployed between when they

arrive in Las Vegas seeking work, as many do, and when they secure
employment.

Unemployment in the area is heightened during

national economic downturns, when unemployed inmigrants seek work
in "booming" Las Vegas.
Minority economic status in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A. is
relatively high.

At the time of the 1970 ccnsus, the median

family income of black families in Las Vegas was $6,746, 11% above
the $6,067 Black median throughout the United States.
121-

The unemploy

TABLE 3.20

(

I.as Vegas and U_-S^ UruYnploj^o/it Rates
Las Veqns (")
! Q^ /
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Source:

(

6.4
8. 9
6.5
5.2
6.1
4.1
4.6
5.9
6.2
6.3
6.

5.
4.
5.
7.
7.
6.

7.

U.S. (7)
4.3
6.8

5.5
5.5
6.7
5.5
5.7
5.2
4,
3,
3.
3.
3.
4.
5.
5
4.
5,

Nevada Employment Security Division, Las
Vegas Manpower Report, (various issues!!
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ment rate among Las Vegas' Black workforce was 5.4% compared with
a White unemployment rate of 5 . 1 % . ^

Nationally, the Black
28

unemployment rate was 8.2?,, 80% above the White rate of 4.53.
4 relatively small traction of Las Vegans have bolowpoverty level family incomes. At the time of the last census,
7.0% of Las Veqas families were below the low income level, com29
pared with 10.7% of families nationwide.
3.4

Governments
Five general purpose governments which now exist in

Clark County are: Boulder City, County of Clark, Henderson, Las
Vegas, and North Las Vegas.
3.4.1

Municipal Governments
The structures of the four city governments are shown

in Table 3.21.
TABLE 3.21
Government Structures
Boulder _Ca_ty

Henderson

Mayor
Assistant Mayor
Three Councilmen
Municipal Judge
City Attorney
City Manager
City Clerk

Mayor
Four Councilmen
Municipal Judge
City Attorney
City Manager
City Clerk

^^U.S. Bureau of the Census, Las Vegas Census of Population
and Housing, 1970.
28u.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
1974, n. 342.
"^ibid., op. 866-925
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TABLE 3.21 (Continued)
City of North Las Vegas

City of Las Vegas

Mayor
Three Councilmen
Municipal Judge
City Attorney
Two Chief Deputy City
Attorneys
City Manager
City Clerk

Mayor
Four Cit*' Commissioners
Two Municipal Judges
City Attorney
Citv Manager
City Clerk

3.4.2

County of Clark Government
The consolidation of Clark County and Las Vegas govern-

ments is required under a new
takes effect in July, 1975.

law.30

The consolidated government

Under this new law the legislative

power of the county is in the hands of the four Las Vegas City
Commissioners and the Las Vegas Mayor, and seven County Commissioners.

This committee will elect its own chairman from among

its twelve members.

The functions and services performed by the

County under the new law are:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Airports except those administered by an incorporated
city.
Hospital.
Juvenile institutions.
Countywide general planning.
Mass transportation
Regional sewage collection and treatment.

^Nevada state Senate Bill No. 601-Committoc on Government affairs.
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The City of Las Vegas will bo responsible to provide for:
i)
ii)
iii)

Community development block grants,
Fire protection,
Parking facilities and parking meters.

The joint county-city departments are:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Building inspection and code enforcement,
Administrator or manager,
Finance,
Licensing of businesses, trade and occupations.
Liquor and gaming control,
Automotive services,

vii)

Personnel,

viii)

Purchasing,

ix)
x)

Public works and engineering,
Parks and recreation,

xi)

Planning and zoning,

xii)

Metropolitan police.

Other services or functions may be performed by Clark County or
the City of Las Vegas or by joint county-city departments as may
be determined by the twelve person commission.

The interrelation

ships of county services and sectors of social concern treated in
Chapter 4 are displayed as high (H), medium (M), or low (L) in
Table 3.22.
3.4.3

Tax Revenues and expenditures for Clark County and City
of Las Vegas
Breakdowns of the 1974 services and 1975 receipts for

Clark County arc shown in Figure 3.10.

The largest single county

expense in 1974 was for court and law enforcement with an expendi
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ture of $13,184,262 or 23.2S of all expenses.
Similar breakdowns of revenue and expense are provid- !
for t.h-'' Ii'-,' nf
3.11

a

Vr.fim for the budg.' ? year 197 1-75.

"'in

..12 ex, Jain th' tc.<.auuc and expenditures, respective] - .

For the City of Las Vccas, the largest single expense is again
Public Safety or Courts and Law Enforcement at $17,228,267 or 58.
of total.
3.4.4 .

Soccial Purpose Districts
Within Clark County there are many special purpose

districts.

A list of some of these districts which seem most

relevant to this study is used to demonstrate the breadth of the
governmental services and functions offered.
follows:

The partial list

..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8'.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Desert Water District
Clark County School District
Clark County Library District
Henderson Library District
Boulder City Swimming Pool District
Clark County Sanitation District No. 1
Boulder City Library District
Las Vegas Valley Water District
Clark County Flood Control District
Clark County District Board of Health
Clark County Regional Streets and Highways
Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital
Las Vegas Artesian Basis District
Colorado River Commission
Las Vegas Taxicab Authority
Regional Planning Council
Disaster Control Board
Comprehensive Health Planning Council
Clark Count/ Welfare Advisory Board

20.

Metropolitan Tolice Commission

Within the above list, the Clark County School District
the Southern Nevada Memorial Hospital, the Metropolitan Police
Commission and the has Vegas Water District stand out as the
major special government agencies of interest in a socioeconomic
129-

CiTY O F LAS V E G A S , N E V A D A

$[,398,540
OTHER
RESOURCES
4.7 %

$ 5,3ti, 589
AD VALOREM TAXES
te.o %

$ 2,06.8, t66

FRANCHISE FEES
& CHARGES
7.0%
$ 12, 547, 674
FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT
42.6%

$ 3, 586, 512
LICENSES a PERMITS

GENERAL FUND REVENUE
$

26, 566, 6 4 0
FtGURE
13 0

3.

GENERAL FUND EXPENDiTURES
$

28,734,

963

FtGURE
131
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study of water project impacts.
3.4.5

Government in Water Management
Water management ih the Las Vcqas Valley involves

agencies from all levels of government.

The Federal Government

is represented by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado
Region, with offices at Boulder City, Nevada.

The Bureau ha.s wide

ranging responsibilities for planning and constructing water
projects, to include specifically projects such as Hoover Dam and
the Southern Nevada Water Project, the prime alternative considered
in this study.
The State of Nevada government is involved in Valley
water management through the Division of Water Resources and the
Division of Colorado River Resources, both of which function under
the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.

The

Division of Water Resources manages, allocates and polices rights
for underground and surface water, but not including Colorado
River water.

Division of Water Resources staff is located

principally in Carson City, Nevada, but maintains an office in
Las Vegas.
The Division of Colorado River Resources, which assumed
the functions of the Colorado River Commission, which then became
advisory to the Division under 1973 l e g i s l a t i o n . T h e

Division

of Colorado River Resources manages Nevada's allotment of Colorado
River water, set at 300,000 acre-feet annually.

^Chapters 538.041 to 538.251 NRS.
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The Division has

contracted to supply Colorado River water to the Las Vegas Valley
Water District, North Las Vegas, Henderson, Boulder City, Nellis
.'SFB and some smaller users.

Depreciated investment in treatment

water systems is $8.9 million and in transmission water systems,
$54,829,965.

Current debt of the Division is $7,180,000 in

General Obligation bonds, and $49,191,000 in repayable Federal
3^
government advances. "

Investment and the resulting debt are

repaid from revenue from water sales.
Among local government and special district water
entities, the Las Vegas Valley Water District (LVVWD) is by far the
largest in terms of water used and the expanse of its distribution
system and other facilities.

Formed in 1947 under the LVVWD Act,

Chapter 167, NRS, to provide water service to the Las Vegas metropolitan area, the LVVWD is now directed by the Board of County
Commissioners.

A manager appointed by the directors manages water

resources for use within the LVVWD through procurement, storage,
distribution and sale of water.

The LVVWD also has been assigned

responsibility for planning and effecting pollution abatement in
the Las Vegas Wash.33
In North Las Vegas water services are administered by
a Utilities Department, and in Henderson and Boulder City by Public
Works Departments.

The supervising council city manager government

have been granted authority to establish, operate and maintain
32pata furnished by Administrator, Division of Colorado
River Resources, Interview, July 9, 1975.
^Chapter

616, NRS.
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waterworks, secure sources of water supply and prevent pollution
34
of that supply.

Authority to set water prices also is included.

The insert Water District, formed in 1966, serves water
to a mobile homo subdivision located east of North Las Vegas.
As in the case of the LVVWD, the governing body of the Desert
Water District is the Clark County Board of Commissioners.
There is a network of interagency servicing arrangements
among the various water agencies.

Such arrangements include Las

Vegas Valley.Water District distribution of water within Las
Vegas and treated surface water supply to North Las Vegas.

North

Las Vegas provides supplemental water supply to Nellis Air Force
Base.

Basic Management, Inc. provides Colorado River water to

Henderson.

Henderson and North Las Vegas have contract arrange-

ments under which they can obtain water through the First Stage of
the Southern Nevada Water Project operated for the Division of
Colorado River Resources by the LVVWD.

34
Title 21, Chapter 266, NRS.
35
Chapter 318, NRS.
36ibid.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS BY SOCIAL SECTOR
-

4.1

Central Nature of the Analysis by Social

Sector

In Chapter 2 the construction and management activities o
each of the alternatives were listed and the impacts of each
alternative, with its particular activities, on the several
functions which water projects are intended to serve were evaluated.

This chapter contains an analysis of the alternatives from

a different perspective, that of the social sectors comprising
the community as a whole as they are affected by the alternatives,
either directly or through the functions served by the alternatives.

This second treatment of project impacts permits compari-

son of the alternatives in terms of effects which have greater
relevance and meaning for many of those affected only indirectly
but nevertheless importantly and differently by the alternatives.
Additionally, this sector by sector analysis extends the overall
analysis into subject areas which might otherwise have been overlooked.

Finally, the sector analysis provides a systematic

approach which improves the reliability of an analysis which must
be at least in part subjective if it is to treat fairly all of
the areas and social sectors meriting consideration in the
decision among the alternatives.
For each social sector considered in this chapter there
is first a subsection entitled scope of concern, which establishes
first that the sector is one of general social importance, and
second that there is a meaningful direct or indirect relevance of
water and the water alternatives to that social sector.
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The analysis of each sector next includes a review of
relevant data as necessary to describe both the current situation
and any established trends on which the alternatives will have
meaningfully different impacts.
These descriptions are broadly based and supported with
sufficient statistics and other information so that the subsection
will stand alone and be directly usable by those whose different
vantage points and perspectives permit them to perceive impacts
unrecognized or too narrowly treated in the subsequent analysis
of this report.
The third subsection of the analysis of each sector in
this chapter consists of an evaluation of the social impacts of
each project alternative on that sector.

In many respects this

is the core and most important part of the entire study.

As

suggested previously, the impacts of the alternatives on a social
sector can include both direct impacts, e.g., the effect of extra
water on park development and therefore on the sector "recreation
and leisure", and indirect impacts, e.g., the effect first of
extra water on population density and the resulting availability
of space for parks under some, but not all alternatives.
Some economy in working can be achieved by discussing
here

as a matter of key importance to all of the sectors dis-

cussed separately below, the social significance of the conclusion
reached in earlier chapters that the no project alternative would
combine with growth to force a steadily increasing population
density in the Las Vegas Valley.

Density differences affect all

of the social sectors and give the choice among water alternatives
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involving such differences meaning, even in sectors having at first
glance little or no connection with water.
Not all of the effects of changing the Las Vegas Valley
r e'

yr^iiajTy crar. community to a h m h dcnsii v -jtv ^*ould be

negative.

There are, for example, advantages for public trans-

portation in a more compact city.

Also, not all persons in high

density areas experience a quality of li^e of the type so commonly
associated with inner city slums.

There are high dr-mitv apartments

which offer the utmost in luxury living and convenient

location,

and such buildings are becoming an increasingly significant part
of Las Vegas housing for reasons having no connection with water
constraints.

An additional consideration is that sociological

research does not confirm a uniformly poor quality of life in
high density living areas, even when their inhabitants are in
1
generally low economic circumstances.
On the other hand, there are major points to be made in
opposition to high population density.

The obvious major objection

is the experience of the inner cities of the United States during
the last three decades.

Perhaps the broadest and strongest proof

available that high density living is not considered by our people
as high quality living is that the high density areas are largely
left for those who do not have the means to live elsewhere.

What-

ever the specific disadvantages of high population density for
Sociologists have noted that there is little definitive
research specifically on the effects of human crowding. Rat
studies have shown profound negative social results from crowding
hut human experiments still are far short of confirming this behavior for humans. See Jonathan L. Freedman, Simon KLevansky,
and Paul Bhrlich, "The Effect of Crowding on human Task Performance,"
Journal of Applied Psychology, 1971, pp. 7-25.
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communities in general,

they are worse still for a community such

as Las Vegas, which depends for its survival on attracting visitors
and which has as its best prospect for future economic divcrsifi-?,
eate n the attraction of retired persons.

The social

impacts of

population density are considered in more detail within the discussions of individual sectors which follow in this chapter.
The discussion of each sector concludes with the assignment of a net evaluation for the impact of each alternative on the
sector.

Impacts are assigned ratings as follows:
++ Positive social impact, relatively large
+ Positive social impact, relatively small
0 Neutral social impact
- Negative social impact, relatively small
-- Negative social impact, relatively large

This type of rating system is usable for the qualitative type of
analysis broad enough to include all of the factors meriting
consideration in decisions concerning major water projects.

Unlike

the rating system used in evaluating the impact of the alternatives
on functions served by water projects, the ratings in this chapter
allow for negative impacts, which are certain to appear as the
analysis is extended from the functions water projects are specifically designed to serve to their total social effects.

In those

cases in which there are both positive and negative impacts, as for
2

There is some evidence, for example, that social orders
tend to disintegrate under conditions of crowding. See Sommer,
Robert, Personal Space, Prentice-Hall, 1969, p. 23.,
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example when long term impacts are positive but short term impacts
are negative, ratings are assigned on the basis of the overall
effect being considered.

In such cases, the rating will rarely

be either strongly positive or strongly negative.
In Chapter 5 the evaluations of impacts developed in
this chapter are summarized in matrix form and integrated with the
functional impacts of Chapter 2 to provide an aggregation of
findings on which a decision regarding the Second Stage of the
Southern Nevada Water Project and its alternatives can be based.
4.2

Education

4.2.1

Scope of Concern
Over 3 0% of the people of the United States are engaged

in formal education.

In 1973 , 59.4 million persons were enrolled

in public and private schools, from nursery to college.

Federal,

state and local governments employed 5.9 million persons in classroom and educational support activities which served 89% of those
3
enrolled in schools.
7.7% of G.N.P.4

School expenditures totaled $8 95 billion,

Viewed as an investment in human capital which

increases productivity, this direct expenditure was 65% as great
5
as gross private domestic investment in plant and eouipment.
When the foregone earnings of students are taken into account,
investment in human capital approaches tangible capital investment
in magnitude.
3
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U_-_S._,

1 974 ,

pp.

110,

265.

"""

^Ibid., pp. 109.
5
Ibid., p. 374.
13 9

Social concern with education is evidenced by the large
sums governments* spend in its support.

Education typically command

40% or more of state and local government expenditures and about
7, of federal government expenditures.''

Public subsidies to

education make it accessible to all children regardless of their
families' economic positions, thus facilitating generational
social mobility as well as overall national productivity.
Just as it is nationally, the educational sector of the
Las Vegas Valley, consisting primarily of the Clark County School
System, the Clark County Community College and the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas is the most important single sector of the
community in terms of those it occupies if not otherwise.
Numbering nearly 100, 000, those who are students or engaged on
the staff of educational institutions comprise;nearly one third
of the population of the Las Vegas Valley.

More than 60% of the

state and local government expenditures made in the Valley are
made for educational purposes.
The problems of educational institutions in general,
and especially public school systems, largely mirror the general
social problems of the areas in which they function.

Water

project alternatives which differently affect the community and
do so strongly will differently affect the educational systems
of the community accordingly.

Educational systems are parti-

cularly affected by growth, the existence of which often brings

6ibid., p. 247.
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capacity

problems, the absence of which can often foster preser-

vation of the status quo of the denial of practical opportunities
<

' Je' - -ici '.s-7-s in facilities and ytaffs.

Educational

systems also arc stronqly affected by population density, causinq
special educational concern for the implications of the no project
alternative.
4.2.2

Relevant Data
The public school needs of the Las Veqas Valley are

served by the Clark County School District, which also serves the
smaller outlying communities of Moapa Valley, Virgin Valley,
Indian Springs and the other rural areas of Clark County.
Currently, within the central community of the Valley

(the City

of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas and the adjacent County areas) there
are 56 elementary schools, 14 junior high schools and nine hiqh
schools.

Henderson has three elementary schools, one junior high

school and one high school.

Boulder City has one elementary school

and one high school.
Total Clark County enrollment for the 1974-75 school
year was 7 9,177 , with 35, 437 elementary students, 3 6,3 00 secondary
school students, 2, 038 in special education programs and 5,4 02 in
kindergarten.

This enrollment represents a 1.7% gain over that of

the previous year.

Parochial and private schools had a total

enrollment in 1974-75 of 3 , 558, 2,7 01 of whom were in grades
kindergarten through eight and 857 of whom were in high school.

7

^With exceptions as noted, all data and projections pertaining to the public school system are derived from The Master Plan
Clark County School District Facilities D ivision, December, 1973
prepared by Davis-McConnell-Ralston, a'Division of Westingnouse
Learning Corporation.
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As seen in Table 4.1 below, national demographic trends
toward sharply reduced school age populations in the next few
years arc being fully reflected in the Las Veqas Valley.
TABLE 4.1
Population Estimates and Projections, U.S. 1972-1982

Age

1972
Millions
Percent

All
Under 5
5 - 9
10- 14
15 - 19

208.9
17.2
18.7
20.8
20.1

Source:

Current Population Repeats, Bureau of Census, Series P-25,
No. 4 93 , December 1972. Percentages computed from source
data.
..

8.2
9.0
10.0
9. 6

1977
Millions
Percent
217.7
16.9
17.4
18.9
21.0

7.8

8. 0

9.7
9.6

1982
Millions
Percen
228.7
19.6
17.0
17.6
19.0

8. 6
7.4
7.7
8.3

Because of the overall growth of Las Vegas Valley, however, school
population is still growing but growing at a lesser rate than the
population in general.

A factor contributing to this percentage

disparity is the rapid growth of the senior citizen population,
which is currently at 22,951.
The combination of immigration and changes in birth
rates have produced expected changes in school population which
vary substantially from grade to grade.

On a total basis, the

rates of growth for the next few years are approximately two percent per year, but growth rates in grades 7-9 will be near five
percent.

Growth rates in the other years are substantially

lower, especially in the kindergarten through grade six.

Enroll-

ments in the upper grades are expected to continue to grow for
several years, continuing a trend since 1968, in which secondary
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school populations have increased much more rapidly than elementary
school populations.

Further information on enrollment projections

by c r aJk for the sc;iool district as a whole are contained in
Table 4.2. Detailed projections by areas appear in Tables 4.3
TABLE 4. 2
Clark County Enrollment Projections

Grade

Clark County
1975-76

Enrollment
1976-77

Projections
1977-78

(Mid-Points)
1978-79

6,075
6,369
5,443
5,620
5,675
6,423
6,391
6,635
6,677
6,718
6,628
6,008
5,128

6,250
6,783
6,325
5,487
5,727
5,752
6,245
6,796
6,710
6,836
6,770
6,482
5,410

6,001
7,012
6,770
6,409
5,620
5,833
5,621
6,672
6,907
6,904
6,924
6,654
5,866

6,164
6,508
6,796
6,655
6,563
5,816
5,792
6,101
6,887
7,216
7,100
6,910
6,118

K- 6
7- 9
10- 12

41,996
20,030
17,764

42,569
20,342
18,662

43,266
20,483
19,444

44,294
20,204
20,128

K- 12

1,995

2,040

2,080

2,116

Total

81,785

83,613

85,273

86,742

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Source :

Master Plan--Clark County School District Facilities
Division December, 1973 by Davis-MacConnell-Ralston, A
Division of Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

Currently there are significant differences in the rate of growth
of the school populations in the different communities of the Las
Veqas Valley, with Boulder City's increase of 7.2% being significantly higher than the 2.3% of growth in Las Vegas and the 1%
growth in Henderson.

Projections show a levelling of this differ-

ence, however, with all of the communities approaching the 2%
rate for the district as a whole.
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Further information on the

TABLE 4.3
September Enrollment Projections (Midpoint)
" Las Vegas Area
1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-7 9

5,519
5,754
4,896
5,071
5,130
5,773
5,750
5,922
5,908
5,971
5,900
5,389
4,577

5,667
6,136
5,703
4,923
5,153.
5,196
5,584
6,120
5,989
6,089
6,023
5,781
4,845

5,44 9
6,336
6,114
5,767
5,028
5,245
5,060
5,970
6,223
6,145
6,174
5,934
5,221

5,606
5,862
6,109
5,975
5,888
5,206
5,191
5,512
6,173
6,4 94
6,334
6,183
5,455

K-6
7-9
10-12

37,893
17,861
15,866

38,362
18,198
16,64 9

38,999
18,338
17,329

3 9,837
18,179
17,972

K-12
Spec. Ed.

71,620
1,840

73,2*09
1,882

74,666
1,914

75,988
1,947

Total
% of
Previous Yr.

73,460

75,091

76,580

77,935

Grade
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Numerical
Decrease
Source:

102.3
1,662

102.2
1,631

102.0
1,489

101.!
1,355

Master Plan—Clark County School District Facilities
Division December 1973 by Davis-MacConnell-Ralston,
A Division of Westinghouse Learning Corporation.
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TABLE 3,14
^Ptpnbfr EnroHnont Proicctions

Grade

'Midnni^!)

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

332
351
306
318
314
359
378
424
412
455
408
360
312

341
370
349
3 07
324
319
350
4 02
428
422
458
399
324

330
381
368
350
313
32 9
310
372
406
439
425
448
358

334
371
381
374
360
320
323
332
379
418
445
419
406

2,358
836
1,535

2,360
830
1,603

2,381
778
1/670

2,463
711
1,688

K-12
Lpoc. Ed.

4,729
92

4,793
94

4,82 9
96

4,862
97

Total
% of
Previous Yr.

4,821

4,887

4,925

4,959

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
K-6
7-9
9-12

Numerical
Increase
Source:

101.0

101.1

50

66

101.8
38

100.7
34

Master Plan—Clark County School District Facilities
Division, December, 1973 by Davis-MacConnell-Ralston,
A Division of Westinghouse Learning Corporation.
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TABLE 4.5
September Enrollment Projections
Boulder City

(Midpoint)

1975-76

1976-77

1 977-78

1978-7 9

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

104
113
109
111
97
150
137
167
147
182
187
135
145

108
120
126
117
129
105
170
153
168
167
176
176
134

98
124
134
135
135
139
118
193
153
191
162
166
175

97
113
137
144
156
146
157
135
194
174
185
152
166

K-6
7-9
10-12

821
496
467

875
488
486

883
537
5 03

950
5 03
503

K-12
Spec. Ed.

1,784
27

1,84 9
27

1,923
30

1,956
31

Total

1,811

1,876

1,953

1,987

Crade

% of
Previous Yr.
Numerical
Increase
Source:

107.2

103.6

104.1

90

65

77

101.7
34

Master Plan—Clark County School District Facilities
Division, December, 1973 by Davis-MacConnell-Ralston,
A Division of Westinghouse Learning Corporation.
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school population for Las Vegas, Henderson, and Boulder City is
included in Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
ch':.;*^*-';'.-'.". in the C
also have been important.

'.")*. C( unt'-' f . j

lirt.rii."

New programs, such as the Reading

Improvement Program, English as a Second Language, and System
Approach to Mathematics have been introduced into the elementary
schools.

Of these the Reading Improvement Program is the most

extensive, using 65 teachers with a pupil-teacher ratio of eight
to one. One classroom in each elementary school has been allocated for use exclusively by special programs, and there has been
extensive implementation of special programs with resource materials
and instructional equipment.

Other qualitative changes in the

public school system include those associated with racial integration, the acceleration of transportation and food service programs,
and, through joint use and development agreements, the much needed
development of school playgrounds.
Major negative qualitative changes in the public school
system have included the increase in violence, including racial
violence associated with integration and of other origins.

Illegal

drug use also has been a problem of varying intensity and apparently
will continue to be so.

None of these negative trends, however,

is special to the Las Vegas Valley, all essentially reflecting
problems which are national in scope.
Despite the slowing in the rate of enrollment growth,
the need for new physical facilities for the public school system
is current and will continue at least through the 1990's, as the
community grows.

Even without any growth, construction would

be required indefinitely for the upgrading replacement of older
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171facilities and for the goegraphical realignment of facilities
to follow changes in Valley population distribution.

Buildinq

nr^ds just throuuh the year 1978-79 will require, at a cost in
excess of $20 millions, the construction of five elementary schools
two junior high schools, one new high school and 20 new classrooms
for existing high schools just for Las Vegas.

Henderson will

require 14 new elementary classrooms, and Boulder City will need
18 classrooms for grades K through 12.
Construction requirements associated with population
distribution changes constitute a major future expense.* Impacts
of water projects on water distribution make this also a water
related problem.

Because of the shifting population mix, much

of the available classroom space is not located near the homes of
the students who need the space.' The center of the city is losing
population, creating vacant classroom space in all centrally
located schools, especially in elementary schools.

At the same

time, schools in the outlying areas are overcrowded and forced to
use portable classrooms.

On occasion, growth has rendered new

facilities inadequate even before they could be completed, as,
for example, when Woodbury Junior High School opened in 1973 with
space enough for only two of the three grades planned, forcing
the 9th grade students to attend classes in a high school.
Additional information on plans for school construction is included
in Table 4.6.
Higher education in the Las Vegas Valley is conducted
by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and the Clark County
Community College, both of which are components of the University
of Nevada System.

Both institutions are characterized by rates

TABLE 3,14
New Construction Building Needs Through 1978-79

Grade
Las Vegas

K-6

7-9
10-12

10-12

No. New Schoolr
and Classrooms
5
2
1
20

tp Estimated
Construction Cost

Total
Construction Cos

schools
schools
school
Classrooms

1,200,000

6,000,000

3,500,000
7,500,000
42,000

7,000,000
7,500,000
840,000

Henderson

K-6

14 Classrooms

40,000

560,000

Boulder
City

K-12

18 Classrooms

4 0, 000

720,000

Multipurpose rooms & Student activity Centers
Elementary
Jr. High & B.C. Jr.-Sr. High
Western High
Furniture & equipment at 7%
of Construction Costs
Total

474,600
7,254,000

Furniture and Equipment
Rehabilitation and modernization
Contingency (10%)

3,407,770
2,838,570
3,013,060

Source:

4,000,000
2,420,000
360,000

Master Plan—Clark County School District Facilities Division
December 1973 by Davis-MacConnell-Ralston, A Division of
Westinghouse Learning Corporation.
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of growth which are relatively high in comparison with the modest
and frequently negative rates of growth of colleges and universitie

Beginning in 1957 and achieving independence from the
University of Nevada in Reno in 1968, the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas has grown rapidly to a current enrollment in excess of
g
7,000 students.

The university offers baccalaureate degrees in

42 fields, masters degrees in 22 fields and the doctorate in
education.

Enrollments and degree programs are expected to increas<

steadily with population growth in Las Vegas, increasing regional
and national awareness of the quality of education offered, and
strengthening of programs that growth itself will permit, notwithstanding national trends toward lower university and college
enrollments.
Research programs at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
have emphasized desert biology and ecology, while at the same time
preserving the broad research and publications scope necessary to
give the institution the character of a nationally respected
unviersity.

Intercollegiate sports have been aggressively devel-

oped, and the university now enjoys a national sports reputation
in basketball and football.
The physical facilities of the university have been
augmented in almost every year since the founding of the institution
^In the spring term 1975, regular enrollments totaled
5,583, special enrollments were 1,154, and auditors numbered 43
for a total campus enrollment of 6,780. Extension enrollments of
600 brought total UNLV enrollment to 7,380. Six Weeks Enrollment
Report, Office of the Registrar, University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
1975,* p. 34.
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Building during the last few years has been especially rapid,
and there are now 18 major buildings on a campus of 300 acres.
Seven of th..-so buildings, containing more than 60% of now
existing space, have been completed within the last five years.
The last completed of the new buildings, a $6.5 million physical
education complex, is one of the most elaborate such facility in
the Western United States, being rivaled only by the physical
education complex at the Air Force Academy.

Funding for the

University of Nevada, Las Vegas is now at $34 million for the
1975-77 biennium (approximately $17 million per year) in operating
monies, and at approximately $10 million in capital projects for
the next two years.
The Clark County Community College

(CCCC) functions as

oart of the Community College Division of the University of
Nevada System.
Nevada.

The CCCC is one of three community colleges in

It has grown very rapidly since its foundation in 1971

to an enrollment of 7,300 students during the spring term 1975.***^
There are 60 full time faculty members and a varying but significant number of part-time faculty.

The CCCC now has two campuses

and a dozen off-campus teaching locations.

The college offers

Associate degrees in 23 different fields to a student body of
which 25% is made up of minority students
Spanish surnamed, and 13% black).

(3% oriental, 8%

Twenty percent of the graduates

of the college go on to four year universities after completing
the two year program at the college.

***0"ciark County Community College Enrollment Report,"
Spring, 1975.
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The CCCC operates currently on an annual budget of
$3.3 million, not including construction or other capital funds.
Sine.; its initiation, the college has invested $6 million of
capital funds and plans to invest another $4 million during the
next two years, FY 1976-1977.

Operating funds requested by the

college were denied in substantial part by the 1975 legislature,
with the expectation that enrollment demand for many classes will
exceed capabilities.^^
4.2.3

Imoacts of the Alternatives
The campuses of the School District, the University and

the Community College are directly affected by the availability of
water to support lawns and other vegetation.

Either the prime

project or Alternative 2 would have a relatively large positive
impact on campus maintenance and development, since water at a
reasonable cost would be made available by those alternatives.
Alternative 3 also would make water available for campus maintenance and development for several years, with some probable use of
the in-valley irrigation system for such purposes.

However, as the

limited water of the no project alternative became ever more
expensive and ever more needed for support of the resort industry
and other activities with higher priority than campus support,
existing campuses would revert to barren physical states, and new
campuses would be planned so as not to require water.

The new

campus water restraint would be made somewhat less important than

Interview with Dr. Stephen Nicholson, Vice President,
CCCC, July 9, 1975.
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it might otherwise be by the fact that indirect effects of Alternative 3 would make very little space available for such campuses
in any case.
The direct effect of the alternatives on the campuses
is of minor importance in comparison with the indirect effects
on education.

The public school system and, to a considerable

extent, the Community College must meet demands with a strong
locational content.

The different settlement patterns which the

various water alternatives engender will affect them strongly.
From the point of view of maintaining schools conveniently
located to those they serve and the reduction of student transportation expense and similar considerations, the further
expansion of the community under Alternatives 1 and 2 would have
a negative impact.

The compaction of the community under the

no project alternative would imply a cost reducing prospect.
From the point of view of substituting for a spatially
open community one with steadily increasing population density,
experience suggests negative effects on the school system as
attitudes typical of the inner cities elsewhere become attitudes
of students in Las Vegas schools.

The existence of the social

strains within the school systems, as already noted, provides
a starting point for potential deterioration of the system, as
seen by the failure of the inner city schools in general.
A relatively subtle but important effect of the alternatives on the education sector is the damage under Alternative 2
to the ecology of the water source areas.

University of Nevada,

Las Vegas, biologists have accomplished work of internationally
recognized importance on certain species, including the well known
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pupfish, which would become extinct as water mining drains certain
of the source areas.

Except for water maintenance of its campus

and other general community impacts which arc considered in the
discussion of other sectors, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
would otherwise not be significantly affected by the choice of any
one of the water alternatives.
While the impacts on education of the water alternatives
are mixed, the effects of Alternative 1 are regarded as positive
to a relatively large degree, primarily because the spatially open
community made possible by that alternative promises that the
public school system will not tend toward the inner city pattern.
Alternative 2 also has a positive impact, but the disadvantages
for university research involved in that alternative converts this
otherwise large positive impact into a smaller positive impact.
The no project alternative has a positive effect in simplifying
locational and transportation problems, especially for the School
District and for the Community College.

Its large negative effect,

and the high social importance of that effect, through its high
density population implications dominates its evaluation and
justifies the assignment of a small net negative impact to Alternative 3 on education.
4.2.4

Summary and Conclusions
Education affects all of the people of the Las Vegas

Valley, and directly occupies one third of them.

It is a major

social sector in the impact area, as indeed it is elsewhere in the
United States.

All segments of the educational sector are growing

and will continue to grow even though national birth rate changes
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have slowed the rate of growth of the lower grade populations and
will eventually slow the rates of growth of the numbers of students
in hiqher grades of the public school system and in the community
college and university.

Qualitative progress has been made through-

out the education sector, but there arc some negative aspects and
trends, particularly with respect to discipline, violence and drug
use, as these national problems have made their way into the Las
Vegas Valley educational systems.
The water project alternatives differ in their direct
impact on the education sector in the support provided for playgrounds and campuses.

These differences are minor, however, in

comparison with the indirect impacts resulting from the varied
extent to which the different alternatives provide support for
community growth and shape that growth.

The School District would

receive some amelioration of locational and transportation problems
in the compacted community which would evolve from the adoption
of the no project alternative.

This effect, however, would be

negated by the problems associated with school functioning in a
high density area.
Impact ratings assigned are:
Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively small (+
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively small (+
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively small (-)
4.3

Economic Base, Employment and Income

4.3.1

Scope of Concern
Economic activity, both in production and consumption,

directly commands a major share of the time of most persons.
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Much

of the human efforts devoted to education, leisure and recreation,
and health maintenance indirectly contribute to economic productivity as well, and can be viewed as additional time spent in
economically motivated pursuits.

An individual's employment,

occupation, and income are major determinants of his social status
and that of his family.
The magnitude and stability of incomes generated in an
area's basic industries, i.e., those industries whose sales are
outside the area, affect the incomes and economic securities
enjoyed by all workers in the area.

Social concern with the

economic health of a community's basic sector is evidenced by
state and municipal promotional efforts to retain and attract
basic industries.
A national commitment to "full employment" of Americans
able and willing to work is stated in the Employment Act of 1946.
This commitment seeks to prevent repetition of massive long-term
unemployment's debilitating effects on individuals and the
nation as experienced during the Great Depression.

The Federal

government spends major sums in support of education and research
17
and development, e.g., $26.9 billion in 1974,

essentially in an

effort to improve the basic economic capability of our society.
These expenditures together with tax inducements for private
investment, serve to spur innovation, strengthen existing
industries, create new industries, and increase worker productivities and incomes.
i2
" U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1974 , pp. 110, 533.
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Economic activity in the Las Vegas Valley is based
primarily on the area's resort industry.

Dynamic growth of this

industry has enabled per capita income to re.-.ain consistently
the national average.

.

It has also assured increasing numbers of

employment opportunities in Las Vegas even in periods of national
economic downturn, as discussed in Chapter 3.
The prime project and its alternatives will directly
impact area employment and income through local resources employed
in their construction and operation.

The indirect impact of each

alternative on the area's future economic growth, however, is far
more important than its direct impact.

An adequate water supply

will accommodate economic growth spurred by demand for the area's
basic goods and services.

Water scarcity will limit basic industry

growth to that consistent with available water, inhibit formation
of any new basic industries, and force changes in the area's
industrial structure, incomes, and costs-of-living.
4.3.2

Relevant Data
Las Vegas basic and support industry evolution through

1974 is extensively described in Chapter 3.

The area's income

and unemployment characteristics are described there as well.
Projections of Las V e g a s ' economic base, employment, and income
given sufficient water to accommodate growth and modifications to
these projections imposed by no project arc examined in the
following subsections.
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4.3.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
The prime project and its alternatives will directlv

impact Las Vegas employment and incomes through locul labor and
products purchased for project construction and operation.

Such

purchases will be minor relative to the overall economic activity
in the area and are, therefore, judged neutral in all cases.
Water availability will indirectly condition the area's
economic growth, economic diversification, industrial structure,
incomes, and living costs.

Construction of the Second Stage of

the Southern Nevada Water Project or importation of water from
sources previously cited will accommodate the anticipated growth
of basic industries in Las Vegas Valley.

Significant growth is

expected in the resort industry, -modest growth is expected at
Basic Management Industries and no growth is expected at Nellis
APB and the Nevada Test Site combined.

Support industry employ-

ment will grow in pace, maintaining its present share of total
employment.

Per capita income in Las Vegas will remain higher

than the national average, bringing about the net inmigration
necessary to fill positions in the area's expanding economy.
Assumptions underlying projections of Las Vegas Valley
employment, given sufficient water to accommodate growth spurred
by demand for
1)

the area's basic goods and services, are:
Resort employment will increase along its longterm growth path as forecast in Table 3.12.

2)

Military-nuclear testing employment will remain
stable at 14,000 jobs.

3)

Employment in manufacturing for export will increase
by 85 jobs per year, the annual increase from 1961
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to 1974
4)

(See Table 3.8).

Each new basic industry job will generate 1.54
additional jobs in support industries, the basic
employment multiplier measured in Section 3.1.4.

5)

Employment in each support industry classificiation
will maintain its 1974 share of total support
employment.

Projected 1980, 1985, and 1990 employment by industrial
classification based on the above assumptions appear in Table 4.7.
The impacts of water scarcity engendered by Alternative
3 will be transmitted through the Las Vegas economy via relative
price changes.

The value of developed land will rise as new

development is restricted because of water scarcity.

Housing

costs will rise in pace and wages will rise in response to higher
housing costs.

Prices of locally provided goods and services

will rise because of higher wage and rent costs facing local
businesses.
This chain of reasonable scenario responses to Alternative 3 will slow economic growth in Las Vegas.

Employment

projections in the instance of no project and ensuing water
scarcity are derived from the following assumptions:
1)

Employment growth by industrial classification
from 1974 to 1980 will be identical to that projected with a water supply project.

There is

sufficient water available from existing

sources

to accommodate such growth.
2)

Total employment in 1990 will be the maximum
consistent with the 535,000 population ceiling that
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TABLE 4.7
Projected I,as Vegas S.M.S.A. Employment by Industrial
Classification, Given Alternative 1 or 2 Water Supply Project

Employment in (000)3
1974
1980
1985

Basic Industries
Resort
Military-Nuclear Testing
Basic Manufacturing
Total Basic

44.2
14.0
2.5
60.7

62.3
14.0
3.0
79.3

9.7
2.4
8.8
3.6
23.3
5.8
16.2

12.5
3.1
11.3
4.6
30.0
7. 5
20.8

1990

84.0
14.0
3.4
101.4

110.0
14.0
3.9
127.9

15.8
3.9
14.3
5.8
38.0
9.5
26.4

20.0
4.9
17.9
7.3
47.6
11.9
33.1

3.3
19.0
15.1
127.2

4.2
24.1
19.1
161.2

5.3
30.2
23.9
202.0

159.6

206.5

262.6

329.9

140.4

183.9

236.0

298.5

Support Industries
Contract Construction
Support Manufacturing
Transport & Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Non-Resort, Non-NTS Services
Government
Non-Military Federal
State and Local
Other
Total Support

2*6'
14.8
11.7
98.9

Total Civilian and Military
Total Establishment + Based Industrial
Employment

^Employment totals may not add due to rounding.
\
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water scarcity will impose on the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.
by that date

(see Section 1.4).

Applying the 2.1

population to total employment ratio that maintain.-..'
in 1970, total 1990 civilian and military employment
will be limited to 254,800 jobs by 1 990.
3)

Military-nuclear testing'employment will remain
constant at 14,000 jobs.

4)

Land use regulations will hold basic manufacturing
employment constant at its 3,000 job level as projected for 1 980 in the absence of water scarcity.

5)

Employment in contract construction as a percent of
total establishment based industrial employment will
drop to the 1973 national average of 4.8% in a no
growth Las Vegas

6)

e c o n o m y . ^ ^

Non-basic manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade,
non-basic services, and "other support" employments
will also drop as percents of total employment.
Higher land values, wages, and prices are anticipated in a no-growth Las Vegas economy and these will
cause residents to purchase more goods and services
elsewhere or do without them.

A five percent

reduction in the percentages of non-basic manufacturing, trade, non-basic services and "other support"
employment is assumed by 1990, recognizing that

l^ibid, p. 345. The lower, 1974 construction to total
employment percent is not used because of construction industry
recession in that year.
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Las Vegas employment percentages in these industries
are already low in comparison with other metropolitan
14

areas.
)

Percentages to total employment in the remaining
support industry classifications—transportation
and public utilities, finance, insurance, and real
estate, and government will maintain their 1974
values.

)

Employment in Las Vegas' main industry, gaming and
tourism, will grow to the maximum permitted by the
254,800 water imposed limit on total employment less
the 1 990 employments projected in other sectors.

The

assumed leveling of basic manufacturing employment and
reductions in construction, non-basic manufacturing,
trade, non-basic services, and "other support" employments as percents to 1990 total employment will result
in greater resort industry growth that would otherwise
be possible.
)

Las Vegas growth will slow in the early 1980's and
reach its ceiling sometime before 1990 if no project
is implemented to supply additional potable water to
the area.

Employments by industrial classification in

1 985 will lie half-way between their projected 198 0
values and 1990 ceilings.

Reduction of construction,

non-basic manufacturing, trade, non-basic service,
^ibid, pp. 866-925.
13 0

and "other support" employments as percentages of
total employment will have begun by 1985.
'

r, - '

;

Developed

h-- - - J

then in response to Alternative 3, slowing area
growth and reducing goods and services purchased
locally by Las Vegas residents.
Projections of 1980, 1985, and 19^0 Las Vegas employment
by industrial classification based on the above described

socio-

economic responses to the no project alternative appear in Table
4.8.

Employment projection differences between those given

sufficient water to accommodate area growth as spurred by economic
forces and those if Alternative 3 is implemented are tabulated
in Table 4.9.
The short-run impacts of all alternatives on the area's
economic base and employment arc neutral.

Available water supplies

can accommodate projected economic growth until 1 930.

The long

run impacts of Alternatives 1 and 2 are highly positive, permitting
the Las Vegas economy to grow in pace with national and worldwide
demands for its basic goods and services.

Alternative 3 will

stifle long run economic growth in Las Vegas and result in 75,100
fewer civilian and military jobs in 1990 than the water supply
alternatives would permit

(see Table 4.9).

Of this reduction

in jobs, 22,4 00 will be in the area's basic industries.
The systemic responses to Alternative 3 sketched above
will also inhibit establishment of any new basic industries in
Las Vegas.

In particular, the area's chances of attracting signi-

ficant numbers of retired persons will be greatly reduced as these
persons will avoid a high cost-of-living area.
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Alternatives 1 and 2

TABLE 3,14

Projected Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Employment by Industrial
Clnrrif icat'ion^ cjyen No Wi tf-r 3i_r<p 1
o t

1974
Basic Industries
Resort
Military-Nuclear Testing
Basic Manufacturing
Total Basic

*

Employment in (000)^
1980
1985
1990

44.2
14.0
2.5
60.7.

62.3
14.0
3.0
79.3

75.4
14.0
3.0
92.4

88.5
14.0
3.0
105.5

9.7
2.4
8.8
3.6
23.6
5.8
16.2

12.5
3.1
11.3
4.6
30.0
7.5
20.8

11.8
3.3
12.7
5.1
32.9
8.4
22.7

1.1.0
3.6
14.0
5.5
35.8
9.3
24.6

Support Industries
Contract Construction
Support Manufacturing
Transportation and Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Non-Resort, Non-NTS Services
Government
Non-Military Federal
State and Local
Other
Total Support

2.6
14.8
11.7
"98.9

'

3.3
19.0
15.1
127.2

3.8
21.3
16.4
138.3

4.2
23.6
17.7
149.3

159.6

206.5

230.7

2 54.8

140.4

183.9

206.8

229.6

Total Civilian and Military
Total Establishment Based Industrial
Employment
-*^5mploymcnt totals may not add due to rounding.
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TABLE 3,14

Projected L^ts Vega S.M. 3, A. Employtnent_R^]duc tjx)nr. _by Induntrial
Clafsifietfion, Alt rnative 3 Comj^ared '.-< it i! A ]J;_c r n a t: i v e 'ijor 2 ,1 9H 5 and 1990
1985

1990

Employment
Reduction
(000)^

Employment
Reduction
Reduction

(000)*

Basic Industries
Re sort
Military-Nuclear Testing
Basic Manufacturing
Total Basic

8. 6
.0
0.4
9.0

10.2%

21.5

0.0

0.0

11.8
.8.9%

0.9
22.4

23.1
17.2%

4.0
0.6
1.6
0.7
5.1
1.1*
3.7

25.3%
18.2
11.1
12.0
13.4
11.6
14.0

9.0
1.3
3.9

45.0%
26.5
21.8
24.6
24.8
21.8
25.7

0.4
2.8
2.7
22.9'

9.5
11.6
J. 4^.1

14^2%

1.1
6.6
6.2
72.7

31.9

12.1

75.1

22.8

29.2

12.4

68.9

23.1

19.5%

0. 0

Sup port Industries
Contract Construction
Support Manufacturing
Transportation and Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
Non-Resort, Non-NTS Services
Government
Non-Military Federal
State and Local
Other
Total Support
Total Civilian and Military
Total Establishment Based
Industrial Employment +

Employment totals may not add due to rounding.
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1.8
11.8
2.6
8.5

20.8
21.9

J25.9
26 J 0%

have neutral long run impacts on new basic industries, including
retirement community developments.

Such new industries could

cvcT'/e in las-Voqas Valley if effective demand wore to exist fr then, given adequate water supplies.

By reducing has Vegas'

chances for economic diversificantion, Alternative 3 is judged
to entail another long run negative social impact on the area's
economic base.
The higher land costs, rents, and wages anticipated in
response to Alternative 3 will be reflected in the prices of
locally provided goods and services.

Such price increases, in

turn, will reduce Las Vegan purchases of these goods and services
and result in a contraction of the area's support sector relative
to its basic industrial sector

(see Table 4.9).

While Alternatives

1 and 2 will be neutral with respect to area industrial structure,
Alternative 1 will force changes that reduce consumer choice and
lower consumer welfare in the area.

These impacts on industrial

structure will operate only over the long run.
Las Vegas resort prices will also rise in response to
Alternative 3, both because of higher land and labor costs
incurred by the resort industry and the pressure of rising demand
for the industry's output pushing against the limit to facilities
imposed by water scarcity.

The Las Vegas vacation experience

will become more exclusive: i.e., the relatively poor will be
excluded by high prices.

With new facility construction limited

by water scarcity, the average age of Las Vegas hotels will
increase, hastening the maturity and decline of the resort
industry.

Alternatives 1 and 2 therefore have neutral social

impacts on resort industry exclusivity and decline while A l t e r n a t i v e
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3's long run social impacts are considered to be negative.
Real Las Vegas incomes will fall to the national

average

of-living and higher wages anticipated in response to water scarcity
Alternatives 1 and 2 will be positive with respect to real incomes,
permitting them to remain sufficiently above national average to
induce net inmigration to a growing economy.

Alternative 2's

impact on real income will be somewhat less positive than Alternative
1's because of the higher water supply costs associated with the
former alternative.

Alternative 3's long run impact on real incomes

in Las Vegas, forcing them down to discourage inmigration, is
negative.
Unemployment rates in Las Vegas will also fall to the
national average in response to Alternative 3, as the volatile
cor i - .jr: ,i )n industry will account for a smaller fraction of area
employment and the area will no longer attract the unemployed from
elsewhere.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will have neutral impacts on the

social dimension of unemployment in the Las Vegas economy while
Alternative 3's long run social impacts will be positive.
4.3.4

Summary and Conclusions
The prime project and its alternatives will directly

impact Las Vegas economic base, employment, and income through
local expenditures for construction and operation.

These expendi-

tures are projected to be so minor as fractions of the area's
total economic activity in all cases that the alternatives are
judged to have neutral short and long run direct impacts.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will indirectly permit Las Vegas'
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economic base and employment to grow in pace with national and
worldwide demands for its basic goods and services.

Alternative 3

will stifle the qrowt.h of employment opportunities in the area.
Alternative 3 will also reduce the chances for lonq run
diversification of Las Vegas' economic base, a negative indirect
social impact.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will be neutral with regard

to long run diversification.
Price increases associated with Alternative 3 will reduce
Las Vegas support industry employment relative to basic industry
employment, resulting in reduced choice and welfare for Las Vegas
consumers, a negative impact.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will not force

socially negative changes in Las Vegas' industrial structure and
are, therefore, judged to have neutral long run social impacts
on this factor of concern.
Alternative 3 will also force increases in Las Vegas
resort prices and slow construction of new facilities, making the
I,as Vegas resort experience more exclusive and the mix of available
facilities older.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will have neutral indirect

social impacts on resort industry exclusivity and decline while
Alternative 3's long run impacts will be negative.
Higher prices induced by Alternative 3 will cause a
decline in real Las Vegas incomes, a negative social impact.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will result in Las Vegas incomes remaining
above the national average, a positive long run indirect social
impact.
Unemployment rates in Las Vegas will also fall to the
national average in response to Alternative 3, a positive long
run indirect social impact.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will be neutral

with respect to area unemployment rates.
The judgemental social impact of each alternative on
La .r Veer

'

---'-nomic . ase, e-r ieyii-nt, aai income heavily reflects

the expansion of area employment opportunities the alternative
will permit.

Impact ratings assigned are:

Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively large

(+

Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively large (+
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively large (4.4

Government Operations and Services

4.4.1

Scope of Concern
The population of the Las Vegas Valley includes more

than one half of the people of Nevada, and this population is more
than 400 miles from the state Capital in Carson City.
While each of the city and county governments in the
Valley are legally established as creatures of state government,
they are of much greater practical importance to the overall
impact of government than is usual for county and city governments
in the United States.

The fact that the state legislature meets

only biannually, while the Clark County Board of Commissioners
and the Commissioners of the City of Las Vegas meet monthly or
more often, adds to the importance of local government in the
Valley.
From the beginnings of the Las Vegas Valley's settlement, the water needs and water rights have commanded governmental
concern.

Continued population growth in the Valley has required

further governmental concern and action with respect to water
rights and usage, and more importantly conocrn with the ability
of government to deal with consequences of growth under a condition
1G9

of water shortage.
4.4.2

Relevant Data

^

The major local governments in Las Vegas are noted in
Section 3.4.

They include Boulder City, City of Henderson, City

of Las Vegas, City of North Las Vegas, and the County of Clark.
A recent law consolidated portions of the governmental duties of
the City of Las Vegas and the County of Clark

(see Section 3.4).

The employment in local government in Nevada in 1972
was 4 05 employees per 10, 000 residents as compared to 323 employe
per 1 0,000 for the national average.

This high percentage of

local government employees is due in part to the sparsely populated but locally governed areas of Nevada and in part to an
emphasis on governmental services demanded by a tourist oriented
state.

The contrasted percentages of state and local employees

involved in various governmental functions in Nevada and in the
United States are shown in Table 4.10 below.
TABLE 4.10
Distribution of Local Government Employees
United States
Nevada (%)
Average (%)
Education
Hospitals
Highways
Police
Public Works
Suooort Functions & Others

43.44
9. 65
7.93
10.68
1.72
34.51

42.46
8.03
5.25
6.36
2.59
35.31

The relatively larger emphasis on police protection in
Nevada should be noted.

This may be attributed to the large

numbers of tourists, who in addition to the resident population
must be given police protection.
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4.4.3

^niRE*-—s_of the Alternatives
The only direct impact on local and state government

will occur if population pressures create a need severely to limit
and police water usage.

The result of such restrictions may have

serious implications in terms of governmental expenditures for
regulating water usage.

Government owned and operated recreation

areas may also be severely restricted and damaged due to water
shortage, as indicated in Section 4.9.
The conclusion is that no direct impacts of the water
providing alternatives will occur.

The no project alternative

may have a negative direct impact on government operations and
services.
The expected spatially open community and large population supported by either Alternative 1 or 2 will significantly
impact several governmental operations and services.
size of Clark County, Nevada

The large

(7 ,874 square miles) will require

a substantial expansion of the present police force to adequately
serve the dispersed population growth.

The building of further

streets and highways and related maintenance will also be necessary.
Additional government parks and recreation areas will be required
in or near developing areas.

With each of these increases in

governmental duties will come the need to employ additional
support staff in such areas as purchasing, finance, licensing
of businesses, public works, and others.
Periodic and necessary reorganization of governmental
operations as population increases will likely cause some difficulties in maintaining continuity of the quality and ouantity of
governmental services provided in the Valley.
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The economy of size and the diversification of local
governments expected under the water providing Alternatives 1 and
2 is a significant advantage.

Economies of scale, increased tax

bases and other advantages of size will permit increased quality
in education
health care

(see Section 4.2), diverse and increased quality of
(see Section 4.7), and more recreational facilities

(see Section 4.9).
4.4

Summary and Conclusion
Alternative 3 is expected to constrain community growth

in such manner as to create one or more high density centers.

The

governance of such centers is quite different from governing the
present community.

In particular such growth will require greater

security action by government as the community, begins to resemble
the more crowded cities of Eastern United States.

Additionally,

there will be a need to police water usage to a much greater
extent than has been practiced in the Valley or in any other community on a sustained basis.
Major energies will be spent on changes in governmental
policies and services to reflect the changing character of the
Valley toward a much higher population density.

In particular,

the compacting of people into multiple family dwellings creates
strong needs for recreation and leisure outside dwellings, and
these needs must he fulfilled by local and state governments.
Under Alternative 3, the difficulty of developing nonwater usinct
parks for leisure and recreation will compound the dilemma faced
by the local government.
The compact dense population and smaller water supply
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expected with Alternative 3 will present local and state government with many unique and difficult problems which do not now
exist in the Valley.

For this reason the net social impact of

Alternative 3 is considered to be negative.
Impact ratings assigned are:
Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively small
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively small
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively small
4.5

Law and Justice

4.5.1

Scope of Concern
The deterioration of law and justice in modern American

cities is widely recognized and widely deplored.

This negative

trend affects the lives of almost all Americans ^s they live in,
shop in, visit and pay for government in cities.

The extent to

which the deterioration has occurred and the pervasiveness of its
effects justify concern for the impact of any project of any type
which, however indirectly, might still further damage law and
justice in an urban area.

Special attention must be given to any

project, or any failure to carry out a project, which will create
conditions under which the enforcement of law is made extremely
difficult if not impossible.
There must be concern especially applicable to water
projects, that laws, regulation, and justice in their enforcement
be reasonable, worth the cost of enforcement and accepted as
necessary not just by the plurality of legislators or commissioner
necessary to pass them, but by an overwhelming majority of the
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1 5
population.

-Should it become necessary to enforce strict water

conservation measures in a community long accustomed to using
water liberally, there would be inevitable resistance to law and
justice first with respect to water law but also, as always with
"bad" law, a loss of public respect for law and justice in general.
4.5.2

Relevant Data
The Las Vegas Valley is served by a Metropolitan Police

Department formed in 1 973 by the consolidation of the City of Las
Vegas Police Department and the Clark County Sheriff's Department.
There are also police departments in North Las Vegas, Henderson,
and Boulder City, and the Nevada Highway Patrol functions on the
highways of the Valley.

The Metropolitan Police Department has

its main station in the City Hall Complex and substations at
McCarran Airport, in East Las Vegas and at seven other locations
in the Valley.
In mid-1 975, the Metropolitan Police Department has 692
assigned officers and other commissioned personnel and 23 5 assigned
non-uniformed personnel.

In addition, there wore 87 employees

funded under the Federal Concentrated Employment Training Act.
North Las Vegas Police Department personnel totalled 107, Henderson
had 42 and Boulder City 13.

Clark County Jail, with a capacitv of

500 inmates, is the only jail in the Valley at the present time
but there are plans to bring into use a 100 capacity detention
facility in the Las Vegas City Hall building in the near future.

l^As John Stuart Mill noted in the 19th century, "much
of the society of person and property in modern nations is the effect
of manners and opinion rather than law," Principles of Political
Economy.
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With a crime report total for 1 974 of 23 , 4 58 and a
population estimated to be near 335, 000, the Las Vegas Valley is
not now a high crime area.
reports, was theft

The most common crime, at 11,13 0

(larceny), followed by burglary at 7,991 and

auto theft at 2,103. Juvenile crime 3 , 557 reports^ is essentially
at the national average.

*

There arc eleven district courts in the impact area, the
last of which was added in 1 975.

There are three justice courts

in North Las Vegas and in Henderson, two municipal courts in Las
Vegas and single municipal courts in North Las Vegas and in Boulder
City.

In 1 974 there were 20,945 district court filings, of which

3,337 were criminal, 1^945 were civil and 1, 692 were juvenile.
There are eight prosecuting attorneys in the Las Vegas
City Attorney's office, 27 attorneys in the District Attorney's
office and 14 in the Public Defender's office.
4.5.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
Neither the prime alternative nor the importation altern-

ative would involve important direct effects on law and justice in
the impact area, although there is a remotely possible police task
of protecting long and vulnerable water transfer systems of Alternative 2. Alternative 3, in contrast, would generate a most difficult
task^ water use policing, both with respect to well withdrawals and
in respect to the manner in which water is used.

Further, the

apparent inability of the community now to bring basin water usage
16
As referred to Juvenile Hall for major offenses
(Department of Statistics, Metro Police).
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down to the desired goal of 50,000 acre-feet per year, despite
the availability of still unused water from the First Stage of
the Southern Nevada Water Project, casts doubt on the community's
willingness through law to enforce water policy even less stringent
than would be required for Alternative 3.
Indirect impacts of the water alternatives, i.e., impacts
through the functions served by water projects, derive primarily
from the function of life support and growth accommodation and the
related function of land use.

As is true of the other social sector

analyzed in this chapter, the fact that Alternative 1 and 2 will
support growth in the present open community pattern, while Alternative 3 will require high population density to support growth, is
critical for future trends in law and justice in Las Vegas Valley.
There is considerable evidence with respect to crime
17
rates and high density living, and it is strongly negative.
Crime rates

constituting a symptom of the deterioration of the

standing of law and justicei gin society, are routinely higher in
high density living areas.^

There is evidence of a decreasing

viability of densely populated cities as communities earning the
respect of a majority of those who live in t h e m . ^

Police depart-

ments in the Las Vegas Valley enjoy a large measure of public
support in carrying out their functions.

They would not necessarily

17

See Hall, Edward T., The Hidden Dimension, Doubleday &
Co., N.Y., 1 966, p. 161.
1 R
^°See Wolfgang, Marvin, "Urban Crime," in The Metropolitan
Enigma, ed. by James Q. Wilson, Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, Washington, D. C., 1 967, p. 238 .
l^George, Carl J., Urban Ecology: in Search of An Asphalt
Rose, McGraw-Hill, pp. 107-111*.
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enjoy such support in a high density community, and the differnce
could impact seriously both the quality of life and social well
being in the Valley* 2 0
4.5.4

Summary and Conclusions
Law and justice must be recognized both as a social

sector of major importance and as a social sector in which current
trends on a nationwide basis are strongly negative.

In this

situation, any governmental projects, including water projects,
must be examined for any impacts, however remote, which might
exacerbate negative trends in law and justice.
The water alternatives considered in this study have
radically different impacts on law and justice, primarily in
that Alternatives 1 and 2, through their strong support of the
function of life support and growth accommodation, will support
the inevitable growth of the Las Vegas Valley population essentiall
in the present life style, whereas Alternative 3 will cause the
community to grow into a crowded area not unlike the inner cities
which now experience great difficulty with law and order.

An

additional problem with Alternative 3 and its impact on law and
justice is that the no project alternative will require new laws
and regulations and the better enforcement of existing law in
circumstances in which such policing will not have widespread
public support, thus causing respect for law and justice in general
to deteriorate!

^Osommer, Paul, op. cit.
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In the circumstances described, the impacts of the
water alternatives on law and justice are asessed as positive
and relatively large for both Alternatives 1 and 2.

Primarily

because of its indirect effects through the high density it will
bring about, but also with significant cause in the direct
negative effect of unpopular law in water policing, Alternative
3 is assessed in its impact on law and justice as negative and
relatively large.
Impact ratings assigned
Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively large (i
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively large ( +
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively large (4.6

Housing and Neighborhoods

4.6.1

Scope of Concern
Housing, broadly defined, is the most important consumer

good in American society.

Almost 30% of U.S. personal consumption

expenditure typically is deveoted to housing.

About one half of

housing spending goes for direct housing expenditures, such as
mortgage payments and rents.

The other half goes for household
21

operations, including furniture, utilities, and domestic services.
Annual residential construction activity accounts for 4^% of gross
national product and 3 0% of gross private domestic investment.
21

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1974, p. 376.
"
'
22ibid, p. 374
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Residential structures represent over 25% of national wealth in
reproducible assets. **
Social concern with housing and neighborhood in our communities is evidenced by the promotional legislation and financing
mechanisms designed to spur housing construction and assure its
availability to all citizens.

The National Housing Act of 194 9

called for "the realization as soon as feasible of the goal of
a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American
family."

By 1971, 3 5% of homeowner properties and 23% of rental

properties with mortgages outstanding in the United States had
received Federal Housing Administration or Veterans Administration
insured first mortgages. ^^

Over $5.5 billion in Federal assistance

to localities for urban renewal and neighborhood development had
75
been disbursed.'

,

--

Governmental promotion of quality housing is explained by
the substantial neighborhood effects (external economies) associated with housing: a house's quality benefits more than just those
who live inside it but also those who live around it.

The thrust

of government programs in the housing area has been to encourage
single-family unit development.

This reflects the political con-

sensus that single-family housing is preferable to multiple-family
dwellings from both society's and the individual's points of view.

23ibid, p. 4 00
^^ibid, p. 7 06.
25ibid, p. 7 09.
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In 1975, almost $10 billion of federal tax expenditure is projected
for mortgage interest and property tax deductions by individuals
on their federal income

t a x e s .

^ ^

While federal subsidies for single-family housing have
directly benefited middle-income families most, housing filtering
assures that low income families are benefited as well.

Housing

vacated by those moving to new single-family homes becomes available to those of lower income.

In addition, the 1-23 5 program

initiated by the Department of Housing and Urban Development has
attempted to put the "American dream"

of new single-family home

ownership within reach of lower income families.
Las Vegas' housing stock is characterized by its newness
resulting from the area's dynamic economic and population growth.
Housing developer uncertainties concerning this growth, however,
have resulted in periods of "over-building", with severe
repercussions for construction workers, builders, and involved
financial institutions.
Direct water project impacts on housing and neighborhoods
include the neighborhood park impacts discussed under recreation
and leisure and impacts of water availability and price on landscaping quality.

Indirect impacts of the Second Stage of the

Southern Nevada Water Project and its alternatives are of considerable importance.

First and most importantly, they affect

the population densities of new housing developments.

These

26wall Street Journal, "Budget Listinq of Tax Preference
Costs," February 4 , 1 975.
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density differences, in turn affect evolving neighborhood
characteristics in the impact area.

The alternatives also affect

area land values and hence the cost of housing to ail residents.
Second, the alternatives may have indirect impacts on the
spread of blight in the area.

Third, and of considerable import-

ance in light of the Las Vegas housing industry's history,
uncertainty about future water availability would have disturbing
effects on the industry.

These uncertainties would also impact

the housing finance industry, which in the past has experienced
major savings and loan

association insolvencies requiring heavy

and extended financial

support from the Federal Savings and Loan

Insurance Corporation.
In view of the foregoing, there are few if any social
sectors which exceed the housing sector in sensitivity to a convincing long-run water supply policy.
4.6.2

Relevant Data
At the time of the 197 0 census, there were 87,729

occupied housing units in the Las Vegas S.M.S.A.
Of these, 57.5% were single-family

(see Table 4.11).

residences, a proportion

below the corresponding national figure of 69.4%,

From 1960 to

1974, however, 68% of housing units constructed in Las Vegas were
single-family units compared with 63% for the nation as a whole.
During these years of dynamic economic and population growth in
Las Vegas, single-family units accounted for a larger proportion
of residential construction in Las Vegas than in the U.S. as a
whole in every year but 1972 and 1 974

(see Table 4.12).

While Las

Vegas construction has followed the national trend away from single
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TABLE 4.11

-

Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Housing Stock, 1970 and 1975
1970
Occupied
Housing Units
87,728
Source:

In One
Unit
Structures

% One Unit Structures
Las Vegas

50,444

57.5%

U.S.
69.4%

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U.S., 1974, pp. 866-925.

1975
Occupied
Housing Units
120,966

Single-Family
Residences
72,389

_

Apartments

Mobil
Home

33,089

15,040

% of
Total 100.0%
Median
Age
(Estimate)
Souices: 1)

59.8

27.4

12 yrs.

11 yrs

12.4

Department of Housing and Urban Development, Las
Vegas Area Postal Vacancy Survey, March 12-26, 1975
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TABLE 4.12

Las Vegas and U.S. Residential Construction:
Single Family Percentages, 1960-1974

Year

Las Vegas Construction
Single
Multiple
Total
Family
Dwelling

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

3,364
4,241
7,736
10,834
2,573
1,603
809
893
2^381
3,495
5,525
7,919
11,029
8,235
4,007

2,691
3,393
6,189
6,996
2,011
1,151
587
737
1,669
2,927
3,886
5,049
5,851
5,142
2,497

673
848
1,547
3,838
562
452
222
156
712
568
1,639
2,870
5,178
3,093
1,510

1960-69 37,929
1970-74 36,715
1960-74 74,644

28,351
22,425
50,776

9,578
22,425
23,868

Single Family as % of
Las Vegas
U.S.*
80%
80
80
65
78
72
73
83 70
84
70
64
53
62
62

* 79
74
68
63
63
65
67
65
60
55
57
56
56
55
66

Totals
75
61
68

66
57
63

*Privately owned units only.
Sources:

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U.S., 1974, p. 695.
*
Bank of Nevada, Report from Southern Nevada, various
issues (Construction permit data).
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family and toward multiple-dwelling units evidenced over the last
fifteen years, higher density living has found less acceptance in
Las Vegas than nationwide.

At the beginning of 197 5, 59.8%

of Las Vegas' occupied housing units were single-family residences
27.4% were multiple-dwelling apartments, and 12.4% were mobile
homes as shown in Table 4.11.
In 1 97 0, the median value of owner occupied housing unit
in Las Vegas was $23,000, $6,000 or 35% above the corresponding
27
national median value of $17,000.

Median monthly contract rent,

primarily for multiple dwelling units, was $13 6 in Las Vegas,
$46 or 51% above the national median of $90. Las Vegas' relatively
high property values and rents are explained in part by the high
incomes of the area's residents (see Section 3.3.3) and, in part,
by the newness of its housing stock. Over half; of Las Vegas'
1970 single-family residences and apartment units had been built
in the preceeding decade, compared with only 25% for the U.S.
28

as a whole.
From 197 0 to 1974, 22,425 new single-family and 14,290
new multiple-dwelling units were added to Las Vegas' housing stock
Single-family construction during the last five years almost
equalled the preceeding decade's corresponding total; multipledwelling construction exceeded the preceding decade's total by
27u.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U^S. , 1 974 , pp. 866-925.
28ibid,

p.

699; and

Tables
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4. 12 a n d

4. 13 of

this

report.

half..

Twelve and eleven year median ages are estimated for Las

Vegas single-family and multiple-dwelling units, respectively
at the beginning of 1975

(see Table 4.11).

High quality is associated with Las Vegas' relatively
new and expensive housing stock.

At the time of the 1 97 0 census,

only 1.3% of Las Vegas S.M.S.A.housing units lacked some or all
plumbing compared with 6.0% nationwide.

Only 2.0% of Las Vegas
7Q

units lacked complete kitchen facilities.^

Over 15% of homes

listed by the Las Vegas Realtors Multiple Listing Service in
early 1972 had in-ground swimming pools.^^

From 1970 to 1974 ,

4,369 swimming pool building permits were issued to homeowners
in the City of Las Vegas and the. unincorporated areas of Clark
County, 25% as many permits as were issued for single-family
residence construction, indicating increasing availability of
private pools in Las Vegas homes.

Most apartment complexes in

Las Vegas provide tenants with shared pool facilities.
The median number of rooms in Las Vegas housing units
at the time of the 197 0 census was 4.6, compared with a national
11
median of 5.0 rooms per unit.

The smaller median number of

rooms per unit in Las Vegas than in the nation is explained by
Las Vegas' lower than national fraction of single-family units in
its 1970 housing stock

(see Table 4.11) and by Las Vegas Valley

geographical conditions, which tend to limit basement construction
29
5, 1972.

Ibid, p. 699.

*^Las Vegas Realtors, Multiple Listing Service, February
31

U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit., p. 699 and U. S.
of the Census, Las Vegas S.M.S.A. Census of Regulation and Housing,
197 0, p. 7h.
'
"
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in single-family units.

32

The median number of persons per housin<

unit in Las Vegas at 2.6 persons per unit was essentially equal to
33
the national average of 2.7 persons per unit.
Single-family homes constituting neighborhoods in Las
Vegas are developed in a manner typical of the rest of the United
States.

Substantial developments of approximately 4 00 units arc

plotted on raw land in individual parcels of between 6,000 and
8,000 square feet.

Four or five basic floor plans are usually

offered in a development and since each plan can be built with a
variety of fronts, a "tract" appearance is somewhat avoided.
chased homes come equipped with a minimum of landscaping.

Pur-

A

neighborhood's ultimate appearance results from the resources and
imagination of the neighbors.
Analysis of Las Vegas single-family residence resale
values revealed an 8 1/3% average premium or decrement
34 to house
price dependent upon neighborhood characteristics .

Attractive

landscaping, evidenced by in-ground sprinklers and blockwall
fencing, was found to add weakly to an individual unit's value
but significantly to the value of the unit's neighborhood.

The

positive contribution of sprinklers (healthy lawns) to neighborhood value was measured as 3% of the average sales price of houses
in the study.
lor the nation as a whole, the median number of rooms
in owner occupied units (essentially single-family) was 5.7 in 197 0
while the median in-rcnter occupied units was 4.1 rooms per unit. D
Ibid, p. 699.
33ibid, p. 699 and p. 7h.
34rs. Malamud and L. Seidman, "Single Family House Resale
Values," Working Paper No. 6, University of Nevada Bureau of
Business and Economic Research, Reno, 1 973 .
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Research data suggest that Las Vegans, Irving in a
desert environment, highly value green lawns and trees.

The

especially high premiums paid for homes on golf-courses, from
which residents enjoy park-like views, further confirm this aspect
of home valuation.
The volatility of Las Vegas' residential construction
industry is evidenced by the large year-to-year percentage
changes in its activity

(see Table 4.13). Las Vegas construction

is seen to follow the national residential construction cycle in a
general manner, responding to the same credit market and economic
conditions.

Its responses, however, are greatly amplified.

From

1960 to 1974, the average annual percentage change, positive or
negative, in total housing units built in Las Vegas was 51%.
This compares with a national average annual absolute change of
12% over the same period.

A 51% increase or decrease in residential

construction from one year to the next was the rule in Las Vegas
rather than the exception.
Las Vegas housing industry activity was somewhat less
volatile from 197 0 to 1974 than it was in the proceeding decade, as
suggested by average annual percentage changes of 54% and 42%
for the respective periods shown in Table 4.13.

The industry's

multiple-dwelling segment was more volative in the later period,
however, while the larger single-family segment was substantially
less volatile from 197 0 to 1974 than it was from 1960 to 1969.
The multiple-dwelling

segment consistently displayed

greater year-to-year variability than did the single-family
segment.

When housing

demand is perceived to be high and/or

TABLE

4.13

Las Vegas and U.S. Residentia 1 Construction
and Annual Changes, 1960-1974

Year

Las Vegas
Single Family
% Change
From
Units
Pr ior Year

Las Vegas
Multipl e Dwelling
% Change
From
Units
Prior Year

Las Vegas
U.S.
Total
Total
% Change
% ChanqiFrom
From
Units
Prior Year
Prior Y<<

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

2,691
3,393
6,189
6,996
2,011
1,151
587
737
1,669
2,927
3 ,886
5, 049
5,851
5,142
2,497

26%
82
13
-71
-43
-49
26
126
75
33
30
16
-12
-51

673
848
1,547
3,838
562
4 52
222
156
712
568
1,63 9
2,870
5,178
3,093
1,510

3,3 64
4,241
7,736
10,834
2,573
1,603
809
893
2,381
3,495
5, 525
7, 919
11,029
8,235
4,007 .

1960--69 2,835

51%*

958

197 0--74 4,485

28

1960--74 3,385

43

26$
82
148
-85
-20
-51
-3 0
356
25
189
79
80
-40
-51.

26%
82
40
-7 6
-38
-50
10
167
47
58
43
29
-25
-51

5%
9
10
-5
-3
-20
11
17
-3
-2
42
14
-13
-33

Annual Average
82%*

3,7 93

54%*

2,858

88

7,343

42

21

1,591

84

4,976

50

12

*Average: absolute % change from prior year.
Sources:

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of t h e U . S., 1974,
p. 695.
Bank of Nevada, Report from Southern Nevada, various issues.
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8%*

credit is easily obtained, many developers rush to meet demand
and overbuilding results.

Such overbuilding and the subseauent

sharp contraction of activity has been more marked in the multipledwelling segment than in the singlefamily segment of Las Vegas'
housing industry, though the latter has not been immune to the
difficulty.

The 1963-1964 experience of Las Vegas' housing

industry dramatically illustrates the boom-bust phenomenon in
both market segments (see Table 4.13 and Figure 4.1).
4.6.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
The prime project and its alternatives directly impact

housing and neighborhoods in Las Vegas through the availability
and price of water for domestic use associated with each alternative
Alternatives 1 and 2 will supply water in sufficient quantities to
permit maintenance of attractive landscaping by homeowners and
apartment suppliers.

The higher cost and hence price of water

supplied by Alternative 2, however, will induce some economization
in water use for landscaping and thus contribute less favorably
to neighborhood appearance and value than Alternative 1.
Alternative 3 will severely limit water available for
house and apartment landscaping after 1980, when the area's
present water supply constraint is encountered,

The higher water

price associated with an in-valley irrigation system constructed
to increase potable water supply in the face of no project will
induce economization in domestic water use for landscaping.
Water conservation regulations and their strict enforcement will
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FIGURE 4.

3S
further reduce landscaping quality in Las Vegas neighborhoods.
Alternative 3 will directly reduce the availability of
green lawns in Las Vegas.

It may hasten the deterioration of some

neighborhoods as neglect of landscaping by one neighbor sets in
motion cumulative neglect by other neighbors.

Because of the

pecuniary impact of attractive landscaping on neighborhood value,
Alternative 3 will have negative direct* economic as well as social
impacts on Las Vegas housing and neighborhoods.
The foremost indirect impact of the prime project and its
alternatives on Las Vegas housing and neighborhoods is in the
density of new development each alternative will permit.

Altern-

atives 1 and 2 both provide sufficient water for new Las Vegas
neighborhoods to develop in accordance with the revealed preference
of area residents for low-density, single-family unit living.
Las Vegas neighborhoods will retain spatially open character as
new population is accommodated in housing developments sited beyond
the presently built-up sectors of Las Vegas Valley.
The housing market, of course, will also accommodate t.hos
who prefer higher density multiple-dwelling unit living closer to
the city center.

Based on Las Vegas residential construction

history of the last fifteen years, from 3 0% to 40% of new housing
units will be multiple-dwelling

units, while the bulk, 60% to

7 0%, will be single-family units when new development is not
35
The greater effort and material costs (fertilizer, seed
required to maintain landscaping of given quality in the face of
water use restrictions can be viewed as increasing the supply costs
of landscaping. Such cost increases will reduce the quality
of landscaping demanded in Las Vegas.

constrained by water scarcity

(see Table 4.12).

The reasonable response scenario to Alternative 3
anticipates that impending and actual water scarcity will cause
Las Vegas water distribution authorities to limit water pipeline
extension beyond the presently built-up sectors of Las Vegas Valley
Land use authorities will limit construction of single-family
housing units in favor of multiple^dwelling units, which have a
lower per capita water usage rate.

These measures will precipitate

a sharp decline in outlying sector land values, with consequent
economic damages to the lands' owners.
Land values in the built-up sectors of Las Vegas Valley
will correspondingly rise.

High land prices and land use restric-

tions will act in concert to force new residential development
predominantly of the multiple-dwelling unit variety.

Las Vegas

neighborhoods will lose much of their physically "open" character
as raw land in the built-up sectors of the Valley is filled by
high-density residential developments.

The loss of openness and

the higher housing costs indirectly associated with Alternative 3
will reduce Las Vegas' attractiveness to residents and potential
immigrants, as must occur if area population is to stabilize at a
level that available water resources can support.
The higher land values associated with Alternative 3
also pose the threat of blight in centrally located residential
areas.

Owners may allow their properties to run down in

anticipation of their ultimate demolition and replacement by h i g h density dwellings.

While public authorities can counter this

threat with property tax and neighborhood ordinances,the
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increased

possibility of blight in the absence of a water supply project
must be recognized.

Alternatives 1 and 2, by permitting greater

population growth and more residential construction in Las Vegas,
will assure a younger median age of residential structures and
thus contribute to combatting blight.
Uncertainty concerning the future direction of residential
development in Las Vegas Valley - single-family vs. multipledwelling units, outlying vs. built-up sectors - will have disturbing
effects on the area's volatile residential construction industry.
If developers anticipate adoption of Alternative 3 and subsequent
limitations on single-family unit construction, for example, many
may build ahead of the limitations; a severely overbuilt situation
may result in the single-family segment of the housing market.
If Alternative 3 and subsequent limitations on singlefamily unit construction in fact are adopted, the major responsibilit
for providing new residences in Las Vegas will fall on the multipledwelling segment of the housing industry, seen in Section 4.6.2 to
be far more volatile than the single-family segment.
destabilizing factor will impact the industry as well.

A new
The present

adoption of Alternative 3 will always permit the implementation of
a water supply project sometime in the future.

Sensing this,

multiple-dwelling unit developers may hold back on construction
for fear of water availability sufficient to accomodate resident
preferences for single-family living.

The build-up in residential

demand, however, would ultimately lead to a spurt in construction
activity and, if history is a guide, over-building would be likely.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will not worsen the volatility of
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Las Vecras' housing industry.

Alternative 3, by heightening the

uncertainty which the industry faces, will exacerbate its
volatility.
4.6.4

Summary and Conclusions
Alternatives 1 and 2 will have positive direct impacts

on Las Vegas housing and neighborhoods.

Both will supply sufficient

water for maintenance of attractive landscaping.

Alternative 2's

impact will be somewhat less positive, because the higher water
price it entails will induce economization in water use for landscaping.

Nonetheless, both alternatives are judged to have positive

direct social impacts of about equally moderate intensities.
Alternative 3, which will force reductions in water use
for landscaping, will have a negative direct social impact on Las
Vegas housing and neighborhoods.

These direct impacts of the

alternatives will only be evidenced in the long-run as sufficient
water is available in the short-run for attractive landscape
maintenance.
Indirect impacts of the prime project and its alternatives
on Las Vegas housing and neighborhoods are identified in three
areas:

1) housing density and costs, 2) threat of blight, and

3) housing industry volatility.

Alternatives 1 and 2 will permit

open, single-family unit developments as desired by,Las Vegas
residents; Alternative 3 will force new residential developments
to be predominantly of the multiple-dwelling variety and, through
land market operation, force housing costs up for all residents.
These social impacts will be moderate in the short-run as the
housing market adapts to impending water supply conditions, and
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substantial in the long-run.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will assure a larger and hence
youu'er housing stock for Las Vegas, thus attenuating the threat
of blight.

Higher land prices associated with Alternative 3 may

induce property owners to allow their existing structures to run
down in anticipation of conversion to nigh* density land uses.
These positive and negative indirect social impacts of the
alternatives will operate over the long-run exclusively.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will not force any change in the
housing industry's structure.

They are judged to have neutral

short and long-run indirect social impacts.

Alternative 3 will

indirectly place the prime responsibility for new housing construction
on the industry's most volatile segment, i.e., the. multipledwelling segment.

It will also confront the industry with a new

uncertainty because of the inherently tentative nature of no
project.

These negative indirect social impacts of Alternative 3

will be moderate in the short-run, as the housing industry adapts
to impending water scarcity, and substantial in the long-run, when
water scarcity in fact results because of no project.
The net social impact of each alternative on the housing
and neighborhood sector is heavily influenced by its impact on
housing density and costs.

These factors significantly affect the

quality of life enjoyed by all Las Vegas residents. Impact ratings
assigned are:
Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively large (++)
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively large (++)
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively large (--)

4.7

Health

4.7.1

Scope of Concern
Health and health care comprise important concerns for

any community.

For a rapidly growing community and especially for

a community whose future inhabitants' life styles are involved in
recreation to include health related activities, the water project's
impact on health are especially important.
The subject of health can be approached from three
directions.

These are:

1) those elements that directly affect

either the physical or mental well being of people; 2) the
facilities and personnel available to care for individuals whose
health requires attention by professionals; and 3) the impacts of
population density on health and personal well being.
Differences in the water project alternatives have major
direct health impacts with respect to:

1) the assured availability

of water; 2) the quality of water; 3) the need for water recycling
and the extent of use of unpotable water and the attendent risk
that it will be used improperly; and 4) water support of healthrelated recreation.

Indirect health impacts, which are more

important than the direct impacts, include both the effect of the
alternatives on population density and the different income levels
which can be expected to prevail ultimately under the different
alternatives as the area grows to its full economic potential or
gradually is brought to near stagnation by water constraints.
4.7.2

Relevant Data
Table 4.14 shows the number of acute care hospitals and

licensed beds in Clark County.

It is anticipated by the

Comprehensive Planning office that no more beds will be needed
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TABLE 4.14
M'tsoitals and U ni. in t'.i.ii'k L'stuoy,

a.

Lieenr.ed Beds
19/4

Southern Nevada Memorial
(Not included arc 24 psychiatric beds)
Valley Hospital
*
(Hot included arc 29 psychiairic beds)
North Las Vegas Hospital
Sunrise Hospital
KOmens Hospital
Desert Springs Hospital
Rose Do Lima Hospital
*
Boulder City Hospital
Nellis Air Force Base

b.
c.
d.
c.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Total available licensed non-military beds

Source:

278
24 0
99
486
49
211
80
38
68
r/481

Clark County Plan for Health, December, 1974, p. 9 C-4.

7
<

<
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for five to eight years, but this conclusion is not accepted at
state level by the Comprehensive Health Planning Commission which
has authorized an earlier expansion of 170 beds at Sunrise
Hosrtial.

The status oi. long-term care facilities is shown in

Table 4.15.

During the first four months of 1975, occupancy rates
37

for long-term care facilities averaged 92%.
that additional facilities arc needed.

Indications are

The current status of

medical specialists in Clark County, Table 4.16, is illustrative
of shortages in the area, especially in gastroenterology and
psychiatry.

The number of nurses is shown in Table 4.17.

Increasing population density in a water-impacted area
will have indirect impacts on area health.

A decline in

environmental quality, for example, would be a consequence of
^
population density. This is especially true for air pollution^

8

and associated respiratory diseases, noise, and traffic congestion.
Of particular significance is the long-range effects on
human health of exposure to air pollution.
"....it is well established that air pollution
contributes to the incidence of such chronic
diseases as emphysema, bronchitis, and other

36ciark County Plan for Health, December, 1974, p. C-12.
The matter of the Sunrise expansion by 170 beds has been appealed
to the District Court.
^^Ibid.
38
Population and the American Future, The Report of the
Commission on Population Growth and the American Future, 1972.
^Ibid.
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TABLE 4.15
Current Lenn Terr facilities and
Number oi Bras by Type
of License
Skilled
Nursing
Facility
SNF

Location
Numbers

Intermediate
Care
Faculty
ICF

Total

1

Rancho Vegas*

86

86

2

El-Jen

31.

31

3

Beverly Manor

4

Gaye Haven

5

Las Vegas

77

77

6

Vegas Valley

99

99

7

Torrey Pines

8

Glen Halla

148

.
20

*

116
30

Totals

441

166

148
20

116
30

607

*Rancho Vegas also has 3 9 beds dedicated to psychiatric use.
Source:

Clark County Plan for Health, December, 1974,
p. 9 D-6.
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3973 (FopRecomcndcd
Rftio/

r^cdcdS

Manpower C3te.'".ory

%0f
Need
Met

Manpower
Needed

31%
100/,
6?%
62%
lh%
^3%

18
32
18
11
9
222

Pltvsirians
Allergy
Anestl^esiolcgy
Cardiol cry
Der::atolcg^*
Castroentcrolc(-y
Ccneral Practice
Ccneral Surgery
Infernal Medicine
Neurology
Neurosurgery
OB/GYN
Oj-hthamology
Orthopedic Sm'gery
tolargyngclog;/
Pathology
Pediatri cs
Plastic Surgery
Psychiatry
Pulmonary Disease
Radi ulogy
Thoracic Surgery
Urology

25)000
l!j,000
p^,000
!t 0,000
50,000
2,noo
10,000
5,000
60,090
100,COO
11,000
20,000
25,000
25,000
20,000
10,000
50,000
10,000
10C,000
15,000
100,000
30,000

1?
p<<
13
o
o
7
166
33
66
5
3
30
17
13
1"
17
33
7
33
3 .
22

2';
8
r
^
1
7?
27
20
L
27
10
18
8
r)
12
5
5
1
H;
2
5

^

11

!)!;

8o%
133%
' 59%
133^
62%
53%
36%
71%
15%
33%
78%
67%
*<5%

89
7
ho
22
IS
18
22
^
9
h
30
15

1

Source:

Medical Economics, March 1973? Consultant group on Nursing. U.S. Public
Healtl^ Service

2

Sources:

Clark County CUP Scarcity Reports
Centra] Telephone Co., Telephone Directory - Las Vegas, North Las Vegas,
iienderson, Boulder City.

3

Assumes 3 - % fnnual )'etiretr:'t:t ra(.e

^t Source:

Regional i'lanning Courtcil

(
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T A B L E 4.11
Registered

N u r s e s and Licensed Practical
in Clark C o u n t y - 1974

Field of Employment

RHs

Nurses

LPNs

Hospital
Nursing Home
School of Nursing
Private Duty
Public Health
School Nurse
Industrial Nursing
Office Nurse
Other
Field Not Reported

599
29
17
23
36
20
13
83
31
3

TOTAL NURSING:

854

Not Employed In Nursing

198

103

1,052

427

TOTAL:

258
17
0
4
3
0
1
33
7
1.

'

'

324

With regard to RNs and LPNs, the State Board of Nursing has
released its 1974 renewal figures.

Source:

Clark County Plan for Health, December, 1974
p. 9 F-6.
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disease.

Smokers living in polluted cities

have a much higher rate of lung cancer than
smokers in rural areas." ^0
Clark County air quality does not currently meet national standards
41
set under the Federal Clean Air Act of 1970.

Presumably, increased

population density would aggravate this,situation.
The effect of population density on behavior and health
is another area of interest.

However, although some research has

demonstrated a positive correlation between high population density
and such health related variables as alcoholism factors, suicide
percentages^ and illness rates in

g e n e r a l 4 3 ,

the causal relation-

ship remains ill defined.
4.7.3

Impacts of the Alternatives

-;

The direct impacts of the alternative water projects on
health would be felt most through their effects on recreation.
While Alternatives 1 and 2 would enable the full range of at-home
and community recreational pursuits, Alternative 3 would, in time,
curtail such health-related pursuits as home gardening, swimming,
and lawn care.

Since the degree of physical and mental health

these pursuits result in is not quantifiable, the overall impacts
are judged to be relatively small.

^Environmental Quality, The First Annual Report of the
Council on Environmental Quality, August 1970, p. 67.
4lAir Quality Implementation Plan for the State of
Nevada, 30 January, 1972, pp. 3-9.
^George, Carl J., op cit
^ H a l l , Edward T., op cit.
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In terms of the impact of the alternative projects on
health care facilities and personnel, there are only small
differences between the alternatives.

With the exception of the

current shortage of long-term care beds and deficiencies in
certain medical specialties, there are no serious problems in
serving the population generated by any of the alternatives.
Indirect project effects are significant, especially*in
terms of the air pollution situation being aggravated by high
population density.

Alternatives 1 and 2 would maintain the

current spatially open character of the area, while Alternative 3
would result in greater population density with its accompanying
detrimental effects on environmental quality.
4.7.4

Summary and Conclusions

--

In general terms, the greatest impacts of the alternatives
are seen in the indirect effects due to population density.

The

no-growth alternative would result in crowding and the attendant
detrimental effects on environmental quality.

Behavioral effects

of crowding, while not well documented, are nonetheless intuitively
incorporated into the overall evaluation of the alternatives'
impacts on health.

Impact ratings assigned are:

Alternative 1 - Positive social Impact, relatively small (+)
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively small (+)
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively small (-)

(

4.8

Social Services and Welfare

4.8.1

Scope of Concern
Social services and welfare programs directly affect a

. §B
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large number of individuals and families who are recipients
of the benefits of these services and programs.

Indirectly,

social services and welfare programs affect all members of the
community, both through the taxation or voluntary contributions
they require and through their effects on the concern of every man
for the plight of his less fortunate fellow man.
Welfare programs and social services in the Valley are
complicated by the problems of immigration.

As noted in previous

chapters, unemployment tends to be somewhat higher than the
national average unemployment, at least in part because migration
to Las Vegas involves leaving a job somewhere else and a period
of job searching after arrival.

Such unemployment is frequently

attended by welfare and social service needs.

Immigration as a

part of the economic growth of the Valley also has advantages
from the point of view of welfare and social service needs in that
it supports a high degree of social mobility in the community, both
in respect to employment levels and residence patterns.

Any

cessation of growth, and especially any slowing of growth which
would diminish the availability of new suburbs into which persons
now in depressed housing areas could move, will worsen welfare and
social service problems in the Valley.
4.8.2

Relevant Data
The Las Vegas Valley has a full range of welfare and

social service programs operated and/or funded by Federal, State
and Local governments or by private entities.

Many of these

programs and their funding are interrelated and cross supported,
as is the case in all other American cities.
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There is a

significant

difference from most other cities in the strong efforts, primarily
initiated at the State level, to purge the welfare rolls of those
not eligible, with the result that welfare payments per capita are
well below the national average for any given period.
A second special feature of the social services which
will bo provided in the Las Vegas Valley community is the Senior
Citizens Center to be completed with revenue sharing funds by the
beginning of 1976.

This center, which will be somewhat more

developed than most other such centers, will provide a coordinating
center for the diverse governmental or private programs available
to the aging, but often unknown to them.
A distinguishing feature of social services in the
drug abuse and alcohol abuse area is that these services, contrary
to that which might be expected from Las Vegas' reputation, confront
problems of lesser magnitude than those existing in other cities of
the size of Las Vegas.
the population.

Alcoholics constitute only two percent of

The "heavy" drug users number 3.6% for marijuana,

3.2% for psychotropics, 1.2% for stimulants with all other heavy
drug usages involving less than one percent of the population.
Usage of the more damaging drugs, heroin and cocaine, is under
one-half of one percent of the population.
Welfare and social service programs functioning in the
Las Vegas Valley are shown by supporting agency

(federal, state,

local or private) and by those served (youth, handicapped, poor,
aged, and general community) in Table 4.18.
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TABLE 4.18
Welfare and Social Service Programs in the Lac Vegas Valley
YOUTH
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Head Start (EOB)
Operation Independence
Social Security

LOCAL PROGRAMS

STATE PROGRAMS
Children's Behavioral
Services
Heme of the Good
Shepherd
Nevada State Children's
Home
Nevada Youth Training
Center
State Welfare Dept. Aid
to Dependent Children

PRIVATE PROGRAMS

Child Nursery Div.
Regina Hall (Young
License & Revenue
girls correctional
Dept, City of LV
Inst., Henderson)
(info & 1ists on
Alateen
child care fac.)
Big Brothers of Clark
Young Adult Center
County, Inc.
(Clark County School
Boy Scouts of America
District service
(Boulder Df.m Council!
to unwed mothers)
Boy' s Club of Clari;
Socially Maladjusted
Countyprog ram (Spr ing M t. Camp Fpre Girls (Las
Juvenile Home &
Vegas Area Council)
Child Haven
Catholic Youth Org.
Child Health Clinics
Dependent Youth
(Dist. Health Dept.
Activities United Way
Divine Providence
Variety Home
Ettie Lee Home for Boys
Focus Youth Services
Frontier Girl Scout
Concil (United Way)
Girls Clubs of Southern
Nevada
Henderson Child Develop
ment Center
St. Jude's Ranch for
Children

HANDICAPPED
FEDERAL PROGRAMS

STATE PROGRAMS
Services to Blind Nevada
State
Speech and Hearing Clinic
Vocational Rehabilitation
Nev. State Division
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LOCAL PROGRAMS

PRIVATE PROGRAMS

Ruby Thomas Elem.
School
William E. Orr Jr.
High
So. Nevada Vocational
Tech. Center Program for Deaf
Children (CCSD)
Clark County School
District Crippled
Children's Clinic
Variety School for
Special i'ducat ion

Children's Astlmatic
Research Inst. (CARIH
Clark County Easter Sea
Society for Crippled
Children & Adults, In
Birth Defect Planning
Clinics (March of
Dimes)
Nevada Society for the
Aurally H&ndicapped
Opportunity Village
for Retarded Citir.Mis
St. Vincents Rehabilitation Workshop

TABLE 4.18

(Continued)

POOR
FEDERAL PROGRAMS

STATE PROGRAMS

Food Stamps
Clark County Legal
Aid Society
Moapa Migrant Day
Care Center (HEW)
Com;:)unity Org., Concentrated Employment
Program, Social
Services Div.,
Family Planning,
Youth and Work
Experience Div.
(EOB)

LOCAL P R O G R M S

PRIVATE PROGRAMS

Clark County Social
Service Dept.

Poor People Pulling
Together
Boulder City Welfare
Services Inc.
United Way
Henderson Welfare
(emergency help)
St. Vincent's Dinjug
room
Economic Opportunity
Board of Clark Cour.ty
(E0B)

LOCAL PROGRAMS

PRIVATE PROGRAMS

Area Agency on Aging
Homemaker Home Health
Aide Services
Senior Citizens Tansportation Progrant
Boulder City Senior
Citizens^Center
Senior Citizen Law
Project '
Mea1s-on-Whee1s
Adult Education
for Senior Citizens

Nev. State Advisory
Ccmmittee on Aging
Senior Citizens Employment Service
Henderson Senior Citizet
Center
Seniors Local Development Project

AGED
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
RSVP-Seniors In
Action (employment
opportunities for
the Aged)
Foster Grandparent
Program, Senior
Opportunities and
Services (EOB)
Social Security

STATE PROGRAMS
Nev. Dept. of Health,
Welfare, & Rehabilitation Div. for Aging
Services
S.E.R. (Service Employment Redevelopment)

GENERAL COMMUNITY
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Clark County Civil
Defence Agency
(Federal Matching
Funds)
Alcoholism Rehabilitation, Drug
Counseling (EOB)
Social Security
Veterans Admin.
Outpatient Clinic

STATE PROGRAMS
Alcoholism, Nev. State
D iv. of
State of Nev., Dept. of
Health, Welfare, &
Rehabilitation Div.
of Health Bureau
of Dental Health
Henderson Mental
Health Center
Las Vegas Mental
Health Center
Nevada Diabetes
Assoc., Inc.

LOCAL PROGRAMS

PRIVATE PROGRAMS

Addiction Treatment
Clinic (methadone
clinic)
Adult Vocational &
Technical Education
Clark County Medical
Society
Clark County Public
Defender Office
Dist. Health Dept.
Family Planning
Prog rant,

Planned Parenthood of
Southern Nev., Inc.
REACT (Radio Emergency
Assoc. Citizens Team)
Red Cross
Alcoholics AnonymousAlanon
Altrusa Internationa)
(female service club)
American Cancer Soc.
Blow) Services
Ccdarbrook Hospital
(Psychiatric)
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TABLE 4.18 (Continued)
GEtH.'RAI, CCMM'JUITY
FEDERM. PROGRAMS

STATE PKOCKA"S
Nevada Employment
Security Dept.
Nevada State Industrial
Comm i ssion
So. Nevada Manpo\.nr
Training Center
(State & Federal)
Veteran Affairs Kev.
State Commission for
Consumers Affairs, Nev.
State Div. of

(

^

(
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LOCAL PROGRAMS

PRIVATE PROGRATIS

Homo Health Services
Immunisation Clittics
Rheumatic Fever and
Cardiac Clinics
Tuberculosis Control
Venereal Disease
Control
Che<3t X-Ray Clinic
Hotline (Personal
Crisis Hotline)
Las Vegas Metro
Police Dept, *
Search & Rescue
No. Las Vegas Police
Community Relations
So. Nev. Memorial
Hospital
Housing Authority
City of Las Vegas

City of Hope, LV
Chapter SI99
Clark County J)cnta!
Society (Welfare
Program)
Consumer League of
Nevada
Clark County Easter
Seal Treatment Cent.
Family Counseling
Service
Franciscan Center
Gamblers Anonymous
Inst, of Pastoral
Conseling for
Creative Living
Las Vegas Indian Cent.
Las Vegas Rescue
Mission
Las Vegas Shrine Club
Kerck Temple
LDS Social ServicesNevada
Lions Club
Muscular Dystrophy
Assoc.* of Amer., I:.?.
Nat'l Conference of
Christians & Jews
Nat'l Foundation of
March of Dimes
Genetic Counseling
Clinic
Nevada Catholic Welfare Bureau, Inc.
St. Vincent de Paul
Rehabilitation
Workshop
Nevada Heart Assoc.
(Heart Fund)
Nevada Kidney Found.
Nevada Lung Assoc.
Salvation Army
So. Nev. Chapter of
the Nat. Multiple
Sc 1 t-r o sis Soc i e t y
So. Nev. Sightless
Inc. (Center)

TABLE 4.18 (Continued)
GENERAL COMM')K)TY
FEDERAL PROGRAMS

STATE PROGRAMS

T-OCAL PROGRAMS

PRIVATE PROGRAMS
Society fc^ the
Prctcotion of
Alcoholi^a Reiiab.

and Education

-
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Suicide Prevent.ion
Center
United Spanish '.. <r
Veterans
Veterans of Foreign
Kars
t^tins Drug Abuse
Project
SCORE
Voluntary Action
Center of Greater
Las Vegas
Me Care Foundation
Operation Bridge
So. Nev. Drug Ahjsc
Council (3NDAC)
Frank E. Fitzsimmon
House
NIKE House

Las Vegas Valley currently does not have major welfare
or social service problems and cannot be expected to develop such
problems

in the future, provided that, as the community grows, it

can maintain essentially the character of the community now
established.

Either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 will permit the

community to continue in its present life style, with important
degrees of social mobility.^^

Further, they will bring about a

physical development of the community which emphasizes new housing
tracts in the outer portions of the city and beyond, providing an
economical and feasible opportunity for those in welfare communitie
to relocate to non-welfare areas with only a modest improvement in
earned income.
Alternative 3, in contrast, will deny the community
further

cheap housing in spacious outer areas and also raise the

costs of new housing, even of the multiple family type, beyond the
reach of most of those now in the areas where welfare living and
welfare attitudes are prevalent.

Other aspects of the slowing

growth will also have welfare and social service implications.

As

employment opportunities become more limited, job security measures
will make it increasingly difficult for those using welfare and
social services to move into steady employment.

In such

45
Loo, Chalsa M., "The Effects of Spatial Density on the
Social Behavior of Children", Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 2
No. 4, 1972, pp. 372-381. This study, while inconclusive in its
generality, indicated that, under crowded conditions, less social
interaction took place, hence less opportunity to enhance social
mobility, especially important to children in disadvantaged
environments.
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circumstances, the Las Vegas Valley would be steadily converted
to a community in which welfare and social service problems would
be more burdensome, while the income base from which their support
must be derived would be growing first at a decreasing rate and
later leveling or even declining.

However, it is doubtful that

this process would reach a stage in which the social well being
of the community would deteriorate to a level threatening the
existence of the community as an organization.
4.8.4

Summary and Conclusions
Welfare programs and social services in the Las Vegas

Valley are offered on a broad scale essentially as found in other
cities of comparable size.

Despite some strains largely associated

with an aggressive program to restrict welfare.to those fully
meeting eligibility criteria, and despite an unemployment rate
consistently one or two percent above the national average, welfare
and social service problems and tasks in the Valley are not
exceptionally difficult or beyond the effective handling of the
several governmental and private agencies involved with them.

As

is true of welfare and social services elsewhere, there are numerous
agencies involved with a substantial overlap in their functions,
authorities and responsibilities.
While there are no significant differences in the three
water alternatives insofar as their direct effects on welfare or
social services arc concerned, there is an important indirect
difference between Alternative 3 and the other two alternatives.
This difference derives from the failure of Alternative 3 to
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provide water needed to accomodate growth while retaining the
community life style, as discussed elsewhere in this study.

Further

the increasing welfare and social service problems of a growing
;;

<

but increasingly crowded community will move the community toward
a possibility of a welfare crisis, with implications for social
well being as defined and discussed in the aggregation of findings
in Chapter 5. Impact ratings assigned are:

(

Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively small (+)
Alternative 2 - Positive social impact, relatively small (+)
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively small (-)
4.9

Recreation and Leisure

4.9.1

Scope of Concern
Long term trends toward greater affluence, not only in

the United States but also in much of the rest of the world, have
made recreation and leisure time use in general Increasingly
important.

Not only do people have more time for leisure and

recreation, but they also are able to use an increasingly large
share of their income in support of recreational

a c t i v i t y .

Recreation and leisure time use are especially important to the
Las Vegas Valley as the basis of the Valley's principal industry,
as considered in Section 4.3.

Also of importance to the Las Vegas

Valley is the special need for recreational and leisure facilities

46

As a basis for affording leisure time, per capita income
in. the United States in constant (1958) dollars has increased from
$1,236 in 1929 to $2,346 in 1974, a gain of 130%. See Economic
Report of the President, February 1975, p. 269.

(
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and offerings in any effort to attract retired persons, an

effort

which appears to offer one of the better prospects of achieving
47
diversification in the Valley's economy.

Finally, the recreation

and leisure facilities and offerings to Valley residents not only
constitute an obviously important component of the current quality
of life but also are very important, through their special effects
on youth, to social well being in the future.
The water alternatives and their functional impacts
affect recreational and leisure time facilities in three ways.

The

first and most important of these is the manner in which growth of
the community will be accommodated, i.e., the overall pattern of
settlement which will evolve, with all of its implications concerning the way in which leisure time is used.

Second, is the direct

provision of water in quantities sufficient for park and green
belt area development.

Third, a water project alternative may

remove major water related recreational areas, which even though
somewhat distant from the Las Vegas Valley itself, are of increased
importance to Las Vegas residents as the community grows to nearly
three times its present size.
4.9.2

Relevant Data
The Clark County Regional Planning Council, in cooperation

with the Regional Parks and Recreation Committee and the Technical

47
The increasing acceptability of the Las Vegas Valley as
a retirement location to those who have come to know the community
well in advance of retirement is evident in the number of military
persons previously stationed at Nellis AFB who retire in Las Vegas.
See Review Journal, July 13, 1975, p. 28.
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Committee of the Regional Planning Council, has established
minimum standards for public park land and assessed immediate and
long term needs for public parks and other recreation sites.

These

48
standards are shown in Table 4.19,

The Council has also

inventoried public parks existing as of 1971, showing totals of
63 neighborhood parks (serving three to six thousand people, each),
23 community parks (serving 20 to 40 thousand people, each), nine
regional parks

(serving the entire Valley) and 19 special purpose

recreational areas (not including the one publicly owned golf
course).

Table 4.20 shows distributions of parks by community

within the Las Vegas Valley, in which almost half the neighborhood
parks, a third of the community parks and a third of the regional
parks are in the City of Las Vegas.

The locations of public parks

in Las Vegas and North Las Vegas are shown in Figure 4.2.

Parks

in Henderson and Boulder City are shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively.
In comparison with the standards adopted, the park
inventory, as analyzed by the Regional Planning Council, shows
some deficiencies in both acreage and locational availabilities for
the important neighborhood and community parks.
are shown in Table 4.21.

These deficiencies

To be brought to desired standards, even

at present population levels, total neighborhood park acreage must
48

Clark County Regional Planning Council, Parks and Open
Space Plan, 1971. It should be noted that while "tot lots" are
included within the standards, their use is not rccommcndcd by the
Council except in areas of high density where the provision of
neighborhood parks is difficult to provide at reasonable cost.
(op. cit., p. 18)
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Table 4.19
User-Oriented Park and Recreation Standards
(As established by the Clark County Regional
Planning Council)

Types of Fark

Area Pur
1,000 Pup.
(Acres)

Size of
Park
(Acres)

Service
Radius
(Miles)

Population
Served
Ea. Park (Ayc^)

1,500-5,000
3.500 Average
(Sq. rt.)

1/8-1/4

2,500

2.0

5 - 10
7.5 Average

1/4-1/2

4,500

Cornr.-iunary Parks

3.0

20 - 60 .
40 Average

Major Urban
Parks

2.5

10.0

.25

Tot Lots

Parks

Regional Parks

Special Purpose
Areas

Source:

5.0

1-1%

30,000

100 - 200
40.. Minimum

2-3

60,000

500-1,000
750. Average

60 Min.
Driving
Time

Entire
Urban
Area

Varies - sports area, golf courses,
athletic fields, etc.

As published in Clark County Regional Planning Council - Nevada, Parks
and Open Space Plan, 1971, p. 24.

Table 4.20
Suntmat- ion oi General J.^ecrea t i on
Usei--()ricnLed Areas

Number

Acreage

Number

Las Vegas

28

135.46

8

246.30

3

2900.0

North Las Vegas

13

38.32

5

110.50

2

1720.0

Henderson

5

18.17

2

29.20

2

1660.0

Boulder City

4

17.79

1

5.17

13

58.50

4

-39.00

3

52.00

23

482.17

Clark County
Metropolitan Area
Clark County
TOTAL

-

63

-

26 8.24

^Includes developed Park-school facilities
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Acreage Number Acreage

-

2
-

9

-

485.0
-

6760.0
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4.4

Table 4.21
User-Oriented Park Acreage Needs
Las Vegas Valley
1971 Urban Area

Area(Community)

1971
C*

N**

Civic Center
Nellis Road
East Bonanza
Minterwood

22
39
0
40

45
12
46
27

46
66
39
70

62
30
74
47

58
84
72
100

70
42
97
67

101

130

261

213

35*4

276

City Center
Prancisco Park
University

47
42
45

33
19
30

50
51
66

35
25
44

50 93
96

35
53
64

Royal Crest

15

14

45

34

81

58

Sandhill

35

22

55

36

107'

70

Henderson West

21

10

33

33

18

Henderson East

15

20

21

, 1.8
24

21

24

148

321

316

481

322

27

11

78

40

93

50

North Sector ' 27

11

78

40

93

50

24
51

93
93
9

57
49

120
99

75
53

0

11
21
29

47

9

47

75

61

195

153

228

175

West Sahara

54

12

105

46

132

54

TOTAL:

54

12

105

46

132

54

477

362

920

668

1,248

877

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

East Sector

South Sector

Westside
TOTAL:

Tonopah Highlands
Charleston Heights
Rancho Road
TOTAL:

Northwest
Sector

Southwest
Sector.

GRAND TOTAL:
Las Vegas
Valley
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*

ACRPACH NRKDS***
Population
Population
563,000
1,000,000
K**
N**
C*
c*

*C - Contmunity Park
**N - Neighborhood l^ark
***A11 acrcage need data is a minus quantity.

be raised from 482 acres to 959 acres.
to 563,000 persons

Growth of population

(expected sometime in the 1985-1990 period as

shown in Table 3.10) will increase total acreage requirements for
neighborhood parks by an additional 306 acres to 936 acres, and
acreage requirements for the larger community parks by 443 acres
to 1,402 acres.

Qualitative ratings oY the neighborhood and

community parks assigned by the Regional Planning Council study,
as shown in Table 4.22, list 75% of the neighborhood parks and
69% of the community parks as substantially developed.
The 6,760 acres in regional parks are more than double
the current requirement as set by the standards.

However, the

Council rated the development level of regional parks as low for
49
eight of the ten such parks listed in 1971, .. .and failed to rate
the remaining two.

In the period since 1971, a portion of about

100 acres of Sunset Park's 353 acres has been progressively
converted into a "substantially developed" area.

The Council's

1971 evaluation did not report acreage deficiencies with respect
to regional parks.
There are four major recreational areas outside the
Las Vegas Valley itself which are used extensively both by Las
Vegas residents and by visitors to the Las Vegas Valley.

These

four are Red Rock Canyon, the Las Vegas Ranger District of the
Toiyabe National Forest, The Valley of Fire State Park, and the
Lake Mead Recreational Area.

The locations of these areas are

^ I b i d . , p. 29.
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Table 4. 22

(

Par]'.:. and tiev"l<.<}<'in t'i
Nuiqhixjriicol PtO'k:. (!)avelo)."^ent L'.-v^l: S = Substantial development, M
Medium development, and L = Low developtnent)
Loreuxi i'ai.k (L)
Hend(^-r son
Wf-11:: lark (S)
Bonanza I'..nk
Henderson Youth Center (M)
Wer.tgate Freeway Tot Lots (L)
Titrmium Field (S)
M ad i son Sc! too 1 (H)
Cal-Nova (I,)
('lark County, Metropolitan Ar^a
Maslf)w Park (S)
Nort!t Lis Vegas
Parkdale (S)
Higitland V i U a q e Park (S)
Valley View Park (S)
Sunrise Recreation Center (S)
Tonopah Park (S)
Mt. View (S)**
Boris Terrace Park (S)
Paradise School (M)**
Public Safety Building (P)
Lark School Park'(M)**
College Park (S)
Ferron School Park (S)**
Joe Kneip Park (S)
Will Bcckley (M)**
Herbert Park (S)
Potosi (S)
Fay Herron Park (L)
Flamingo Reservoir (L)
Tom Williams Park (S)
Desert. Inrt Trailer Estates (S)
Rotary Tot Lot (S)
Paradise Vista (S)
Rose Garden Park (L)
Windsor Park (L)
Boulder City
LUko Whalen (S)**
Las Vegas
P.E. Field (S)**
Kermit Booker (S)**
Dept. of Water and Power (S)
^ Tot Lots Monroe & H (L)
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (S)
Stearns Park (S)
Rotary Park (M)
Mirabelli Teen Center (S)
Meadows Plaza (S)
Hyde Park Circle (S)
Huntridge Circle (S)
Summary
Mary Dutton Park (S)
Substantial Development
7 5%
Gary Dexter Park (S)
Medium
Developnent
10%
Baker Park (S)
Low
Development
15%
Kit Carson (S)**
Res Bell (S)**
Paul Cullcy (S)**
Rose Warren (S)**
Walter Bracken (S)**
Doris Hancock (S)**
Bertha Ronxonc (S)**
West Charleston (S)**
Bonanza (S)**
Ira J. Karl (<;)**
Halle Hewetson (S^**

Part J:

(
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(
Table 4.22 (continued)

(

Part II:

Community Parks (!)ev(lopment. Level;: S - Substantial development, M =
Medium development, and L = Low development)
Henderson ,
Summary
Henderson City Hark (P)
Substantial Development 60%
Medium Development
10%
American 1,eg ion Hark (L)
Low Development
3 0%
North Las Vegas
Jack Petitti (S)
Hartke (S)
Reservoir Park Site (M)
Civic Center Park (S)
Cheyenne (L)
Las Vegas
Municipal (Hd Fountain Park) (M)
Lions-Fantasy Park (S)
Jaycee Park (L)
Hadland Park (S)
Doolittlc Park (S)
Crag in Park (S)
Lorenzi Park (L)
Bonanza Park (L)
Clark County, Metropolitan Area
Paradise Park (S)
East Las Vegas (L)
Winterwood (S)
Cashman Park (S)
Boulder City
City Park (S)

Part III:

Regional Parks

North Las Vegas
Regional Park (L)
Sunrise Mountain Park (L)
Las Vegas
Tulle Springs Park (I,)
Tulle Springs Land Acquisition (L)
Angel Park (L)
Tonopah Highway Park (L)
Sunset Park (Id
Stadium Regional Hark (L)
Black Mountain Park (I,)
River Mountain Park (H)

<

)
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shown on Figure 4.5.

Facilities available at each area are

displayed in Table 4.23.
The Red Rock Canyon area, now a Nevada State Park, is
about 20 miles west of Las Vegas and is readily accessible by a
paved loop road.

It offers a number of recreational sites general

regarded as highly attractive and somq sites of special geologic
and archeological interest.

Although 17 specific sites in 'Red

Rock Canyon have been proposed for future development, it remains
largely undeveloped.^

1974 visitors to Red Rock Canyon totaled

24,615.^^
The Las Vegas Ranger District of the Toiyabe National
Forest includes the Charleston Mountains, which in their higher
portions are heavily forested, and in winter covered with snow
supporting winter sports.

The area has significant private

development and supports a variety of dispersed recreation
activities, including hiking, back-packing and mountain climbing.
The Valley of Fire State Park is about 75 miles northeast of Las Vegas and contains about 26,000 acres.

The park is

focused on a central core of heavily eroded sandstone with iron
content providing, in different levels of leaching, strong and

The individual development plans are outlined in the
Bureau of Land Management document, A Recreation Management Plan
for Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands, August 1969. Plans of the
Nevada State Park Division, which now controls the area, are not
yet finalized. Interview with Eric Cronkite, July 23, 1975.
c1
^^Unpublished data of the Nevada Parks Division,
Department of Conservation and Natual Resources.
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Existing and Potential Recreational Areas
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(3) Cold* Creek & Willow Creek
(6) Lucky Strike Canyon (7) Lc
Strike Canyon (8) Grapevine
Spring (9) Mule Spring (10) 1.3
Cabin Spring (11) Cave-in Rock
(12) Lovell Su:nmit Drive (13)
EXt.STtXG
Krupp Spring (14) Trout Spring
(13) Carpenter Canyon (16) Buc
PRRSPRVATiOX A}-.AS
Snrings (17) Charcoal Kilns
(18) Wheeler Well (1?) Wheeler
(2)oLrryiAXD!XG XAi^'RAir
Summit (20) Cougar Sy)rinf?s
(21) Cottonwood Pass (22) Bird
rrings (23) Mexican Springs
Z\!N1^ER!'RETIYE
' (24) Yellow Plug (25) Virgin
KEY E C O L O G I C A L
(t River Recreational Lands (26)
^ Virgin Mountain Natural Area
(27/ Highland Range Crucial
A
RED ROCK RECREA110X LANDS
bighorn Habitat Area (28) Las
Vn.'jas Dunes Recreation Linus
B
TOIYABE X A M O X Y L FORES^r
(29) Sunrise Mountain *-atural
Area (30) Destert View Natural
C
LAKE
X n i O X , \ L R E C R R Y l l O X AREX
Environment Area (31) Whitney
tPocket and Lone Sandstone
Camn (33) Cabin Canyon (34)
' D
^\LLEY OF FiRE STYLE PARK
Devil's Throat (35t36) Cedar
Rarin; Sunr.it Springa (37) Jean highway Rest Stop Scenic Strip (38) Seeps (40)
Sportsman Park (41) Willow Glen Park (42) wesqnitc White Rocx (43) Overton
Wildliic Management Area (4'j) Desert National '.'.'ildlifc Range
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Table 4.20
Facilities hi Ihe/trea

u*
c
-P
0
National Park Service
Lake Mead:
Boulder Reach
Las Vegas Bav
Calville B.iy
Echo Bay
Roger Springs
Overton Beach
Temple Bar
Lake Mojave:
Willow Beach
Eldorado Canyon
Cottonwood Cove
Katherine
National Forest Service
Toiyabe Nat'l Forest
-Kyle Canyon
Fletcher View
Cathedral Rock
Mary Jane Falls
Hilltop
Mohogany Grove
Deer Creek
McWilliams
(Lee Canyon)

-cw
4c-'
3

ty
-c
r-!
Cr<
O
t-1

M
A'
.c
c
.M
ai

O
^
4OJ

c
-H
M

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

c
-rl

c

O
O>

o

u

§

EL<

33 8
89

80
40

X

X

166

X

x.

X

20

X
X
--

X

149

X

X

X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

State Parks:
Valley of Fire
Red Rock Canyon
Cold Creek
Millow Creek

Sources

o
-w

X

X
2 mi.
trails

34
12

102
108

50
36

X
X
4
11
63

62

30

X

J gr.
areas

15

Clark County R e g i o n a l P l a n n i n g C o u n c i l , Parks and
Space Plan, 1971
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Open

varying color patterns.

There is an interpretive center in which

the history, geology and ecology of the
visual exhibits.
Fire State Park.

region is explained through

In 1974, 134,943 persons visited the Valley of
52

The Lake Mead National Recreation area is based on the
two large lakes created through the construction of Hoover and
Davis dams on the Colorado River.

The area covers over 3,000 square

miles in Nevada and Arizona, much of it canyon-cut picturesque
desert.

The area offers year round water recreation with the peak

season occuring during the summer, despite high summer temperatures.
Both lakes offer a variety of fishing.

The National Park Service,

which administers the area leases land to private firms to provide
marinas and living sites adjacent to the lakes.

Six separate

business organizations provide trailer parks, boat docks and
restaurants in generally well developed installations.

There are

eleven such installations scattered roughly every 10-15 miles on the
north shore of Lake Mead, the most easily accessible from Las Vegas.
In 1974, the Lake Mead Recreational Area had 5.9 million visitors
53
with 1.7 million overnight stays.
For the past several years,
Hoover Dam has been visited by an average of 1,750 visitors daily,
54
although in 1974 the daily average fell to 1,589.

The facilities

at Lake Mead Recreation Area and in the other three major

53

"Visitor and Visitor Use Statistics", July, 1975 and
unpublished data of the Lake Mead National Recreational Area.
54
Unpublished data of the Hoover Dam Visitors Center.
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recreational areas discussed above are tabulated in Table 4.23.
There is a potential fifth major recreational area for
Las Vegas Valley residents and visitors in the Las Vegas Wash.
The Las Vegas Wash itself is some 42 miles in length serving as
the main drainage channel for the Valley's 1,590 acres encompassed
within the dotted line on Figure 4.5.

The Las Vegas Wash

Development Committee, a study and recommending group appointed
by the Board of County Commissioners of Clark County, has identified the lower 11 miles of the Wash beginning at the Las Vegas Wast
water Treatment Plant as the portion of the Wash suitable for
extensive recreational development and preservation as a natural
55
area.
The marshy character of the Wash, which makes it of
current recreational interest, is not its natural condition but a
result of the growing waste water flow, combined with flows from
the near surface aquifer.

Estimated currently at 40 million gallon

per day, the waste water in the Wash has grown proportionately as
the population and industrial and domestic water use have grown,
and it now supports a marsh of about 2,000 acres with diverse
vegetation and an abundant small wildlife population.^
Report to the Board of County Commissioners,Clark
County Nevada, April 5, 1974 by the Las Vegas Wash Development
Committee, pp. 3-4.
^Bradley, W.<1. and Niles, W.E. 1973 Study of the Impact
on Ecology of Las Vegas Wash under Alternative Actions "in Water
Quality Management, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1973.
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Ecological studies of the Wash have developed a faunal list which
includes two types of fish, 28 reptiles and 41 types of mammals
(including one type of shrew, 12 types of bats, 16 types of rodents,
nine types of carnivores and one type of bighorn sheep).

Bird life

has been found to include 248 species of birds including some 65
percent of all the species known to have occurred in Nevada from
57
prehistoric records and from observations of extant species.
Much of the acquatic life in the Wash has been found to be tolerant
of the pollution emptied into the Wash from the sewage treatment
plants.

When planned improvements in water quality are realized,

the developnont of a more diverse, clean water fauna would be
favored.
Development plans for the Las Vegas Wash provide for its
development primarily as a natural habitat area with preservation
of its natural state an uppermost objective.

Specific development

items as now planned include the establishment of a bird sanctuary,
controlled hunting areas, improved foot, horse and cycle trails, a
managed fishing pond, an archery range and a target practice area.
Strong emphasis has been placed on planning for educational use of
the Wash at levels from the lowest elementary grades through
5p
university graduate work.

C.S. Lawson, A Survey of Avifauna of Las Vegas Wash and
Las Vegas Bay, Lake Mead, Clark County, Nevada, July, 1972. '
UuoteO trom Las Vegas Wash Development Committee Report to the
County Commissioners, op. cit., p. 4.
58

p. 10.

Las Vegas Wash Development Committee Report, op. cit.,
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The Regional Planning Council of Clark County has
identified additional recreational areas as preservation areas,
dividing them into outstanding natural areas, interpretive areas
and key ecological areas.

The locations of these potential areas

are shown in Figure 4.5.

While the capacities of these undeveloped

facilities can be only approximated, th&y have sufficient area to
accommodate about five million visitor days per year, comparing
favorably with the six and one-half million visitor days experienced
at the 72 Clark County recreational facilities in 1970.
Fishing and hunting, in which facilities play a somewhat
limited role and therefore

are not as indicative of levels of

activity as they are in other outdoor recreation, can be described
usefully in terms of angler days, hunter days, boat days and similar
measures of activity levels.

In fiscal 1975, there were more than

783,235 angler days in Clark County of which 531,884 were at Lake
Mead, 217,021 at Lake Mohave and 28,082 at other locations on the
Colorado River.

Of the 50,899 total Clark County anglers, 45,395

were Nevada residents, the great majority of whom can be presumed
59
to be residents of the Las Vegas Valley.

The 1975 fishing

statistics represent a considerable increase essentially on a year
by year basis, and as recently as 1970, total angler days in Clark
County were at only 426,053, and anglers totaled only 3 0 , 2 3 7 . ^
Unpublished data, Nevada Fish and Game Commission.
^ W a t e r for Nevada, No. 6, "Forecasts for the Future Fish and Wildiilc, by Robert E. Walstrom for the Nevada State
Engineer, September, 1973, p. 47 .
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Fishing success, however, has declined over the years from 3.5
fish per angler-day in 1958 to 1.45 fish per angler-day in 1974,
despite a strong stocking program in which the Nevada State Hatchery
at Lake Mead stocked 774,996 fish (174,439 lbs.) in Lake Mead and
the Federal Hatchery at Mohave stocked 523,897 fish (108,556 lbs.)
in FY 1 9 7 5 . ^

Forecasts of growth in angler-days for Clark Countv

reach 828,650 by 1980, 1,118,870 by 1990 and 1,441,950 by the year
2000, while anglers estimated for those years are 69,690, 94,060,
and 121,240 respectively.
Hunting in Clark County is not extensive.

In 1970 Clark

County hungers were limited to 52 hunting deer, 31 hunting bighorn
sheep and 13 hunting elk.

This represented a marked decline from

the 378 total large game hunters in 1970.

However, there were

5,500 Clark County residents who hunted big game in other areas of
Nevada, comprising nearly a third of all Nevada big game hunters.
Small game hunters hunting in Clark County numbered 18,672 (60-70
thousand hunter days), while Clark County hunters hunting elsewhere
in Nevada numbered 13,786 (approximately 50,000 hunter-days).
Small game included quail, pheasants, rabbits, doves, ducks, coot,
and wild geese.

There are three national wildlife refuges and four

wildlife management areas in Clark County or in the nearby Nye and
Lincoln Counties.
Private outdoor recreational facilities

include some

which are essentially non-profit in nature, and which serve in
much the same manner as sites operated by or owned by governmental

^Unpublished data of the Nevada Fish and Game Commission.
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agencies.

The Boulder Dam Area Council of the Boy Scouts of

America operates two summer camps attended by approximately 700
youths yearly and a weekend camp at Potosi in the Spring Mountains
visited by substantially larger numbers of scouts during its year
round ooeration.
49,000.

In 1974 the Council's summer camping

days exceeded

Clark County scout organizations include 143 Scout troups,

164 Explorer units and 130 Cub Packs.

Scouting membership of

13,500 has been growing approximately in proportion to the population
increase, except as modified downward by the effects of the declining
62

birth rate of recent years.
Private outdoor recreational facilities also include
those operated wholly on a profit-making basis in themselves or as
a service facility for resort hotels.

Golf courses comprise the

most important of the facilities in this category.

There, are 12

private golf courses and one 18 hole military golf course in the
Valley, ten of which are designed and kept at championship levels
of quality.

All of these courses are irrigated, 10 with water taken

from the basin through on-site wells and three with treated
effluent.

Average annual use of essentially potable water on golf

courses is estimated to be in the 7,000 to 9,000 acre feet
63
annually.

Higher costs of pipeline delivered water has caused

those golf courses which can be served by either well water or water
from one of the pipeline distribution systems to continue to pump
^ D a t a are furnished by the Boulder Dam Area Council from
the Report to Contress of the Boy Scouts of America and internal
records of the Council.
^ A s noted above, the State Engineer reported golf course
usage of 6,907 acre feet in 1970. The L^V.V.D. estimates current
(1975) usage in the Valley at 9,000 acre feet.
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water from the basin.

In part, this cost differential reflects

the fact that almost 60% of the water in the Las Vegas Valley
Water District System must be lifted approximately 1,000 feet to
the Valley, whereas pumping directly from the basin under the
golf courses involves a lift typically below two hundred feet.
Costs per day during the summer peak water season of shifting from
well water to pipeline water have been estimated at
64

350 dollars

per day per 18 hole golf course.
Private outdoor recreational facilities also include
riding stables, a motor speedway, archery lanes, gun clubs, tennis
facilities

(including temperature controlled indoor courts), an

ice rink, flying and glider flying clubs and airports and numerous
smaller outdoor facilities.

The Las Vegas Valley is liberally

served by private swimming pools, both in condominiums and
apartments, almost all of which have pools open generally from the
beginning of May through September.

An estimated 15 percent of all

single family homes have private swimming pools (see Section 4.6.2).
An inventory of major private outdoor recreational facilities and
activities is shown in Table 4.35.
Non-participatory and indoor recreational activity include
a wide variety of public and privately provided programs.

Attendance

at sports events of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and of the
Clark County School System comprises one major category of such
recreational activity.

In this group the UNLV basketball program

is the best attended with a nationally ranked team and ticket sales
64

Based on costs obtained from the Las Vegas Golf and
Country Club.
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of approximately 108,000 annually.

Football at UNLV, which was

begun in 1968, is less attended with 11,900 ticket sales but has
a strong growth rate.

Sports events of the Clark County School

System, and especially at the high schools while not individually
attracting audiences comparable to those attending university
sports events, are important when taken together involving an
estimated total attendance for football, basketball and other
sports of 45,000; 30,000; and 8,000 respectively.*^
Non-spcrts presentations for audiences by the university
and, to a lesser extent by the school system, supplemented by
the dramatic and muscial presentations of the Reed Whipple Cultural
Arts Center provide a second major category of indoor and nonparticipatory recreation.

The UNLV Judy Bayley Theatre and a

second, smaller theatre stage some 60 to 70 performances annually
with total ticket sales of more than twenty thousand.

In addition,

the Confederated Students of the University arrange a wide variety
of speeches, entertainment and other presentations at the Student
Union.

Still further public entertainment at the university is

provided in the several auditoriums, including lecture series.
Cultural recreational activities in addition to the above
include approximately 100 smaller activities based around such
formal organizations and looser organizations as historical and
collector's groups, festival groups, music centers, poetry clubs,
dance clubs and competitions, ethnic groups, drama groups, labor

65
Derived from internal revenue data of the Clark County
School System.
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66

union social activities and church or other religious groupings.
Libraries within the Las Vegas Valley include the James
Dickinson Library at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the
Clark County Main Library and three Clark County branch libraries,
the North Las Vegas Library, the Las Vegas Library and the Boulder
City Public Library.

The Clark County Library District also

provides bookmobile service.
Private indoor recreational facilities are dominated by
those of the resort industry.

Intended primarily for visitors but

available to residents are 24 major hotel/casinos offering major
shows and lounge shows with entertainment by nationally acclaimed
performers.

Lesser facilities include smaller casinos and night

clubs offering more limited entertainment.

More conventional

indoor entertainment is provided by 46 separate motion picture
screens in the area.

Church recreational activity is also

extensively provided by the 145 churches and 3 synagogues in the
Valley.

Radio and television stations add a different dimension

to private enterprise provided entertainment (see Section 4.11.2).
4.9.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
The recreation sector of the Las Vegas Valley community,

perhaps more than any other social sector, is directly affected
by the differences among the water alternatives.

Only Alternative 1

would permit the continued maintenance of the high level of recre-

^Cultural Arts Directory, published by the Cultural Arts
Specialists, city of Las Vegas, 1975.
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ational facilities and activities available to the community's
residents.
further

It would provide water for park maintenance and needed

development.

It would permit the maintenance and continued

development of golf courses and green belt areas.

Above all, it

would permit the development of a community liberally implemented
with single-family residences with lawns and shrubs, and in many
cases, also with pools.
Alternative 2 would provide most of the recreational advantages of Alternative 1, except that it would seriously damage, if
not destroy completely, the recreational capabilities and potential
of the water source area chosen.

This would be a matter of

considerable importance as the community grows beyond a half million
persons.
The no project alternative would require almost
immediate changes in recreational development in the Las Vegas Valley
Virtually no new water-using parks would be allowable after 1930.
By the mid-1980's new educational campuses would need to be developed
to be non-water using.

In the private sector, it would be necessary

first to shift as many golf courses as possible to the in-valley
irrigation system and to severely limit any new golf course
development, and then, as the water constraint became more and more
pressing, to prohibit further golf course construction, and finally,
perhaps, to take out of use a significant portion of the golf courses
Golf would then be restricted largely to visitors sponsored by
course-owning hotels and to high income residents able to pay the
costs of private club membership.
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The direct recreational effects of no project outlined
above, would be joined by even more important indirect effects as
the community takes on the characteristics of a high density
community.

Recreational activity, particularly for children, will

necessarily become more organized and less spontaneous.

As indicated

in the discussion of the communication sector, television viewing
will become a relatively larger user of recreational time for'all
age groups as outside space becomes less available.

Privately

sponsored recreation will shift in emphasis from outdoor sports
such as Softball to non-sports recreation and will diminish in
popularity.
4.9,4

Summary and Conclusions
The Las Vegas Valley is.widely endowed with recreational

facilities and opportunities.

These are important to its existing

residents, to its visitors and, of perhaps even greater importance
in the long run, to the Valley's prospects of attracting retired
persons as a means of economic diversification.
There are some important deficiencies in park development,
but progress in their elimination is being made and future park
development is well planned.

The implementation of these plans

depends in great part on liberally available water for park use.
Alternatives 1 and 2 would provide the necessary water, whereas
Alternative 3 would not.

Alternatives 1 and 2 also would support

the further
development of private recreational facilities and
especially of golf courses to an extent which would keep golf
within economic reach of the average family.
not do so.

Alternative 3 would

Of even greater importance for recreation than the
direct effects discussed above are the indirect effects of the
alternatives as they differently shape the community.

Alternatives

1 and 2 allow for spatially open community containing, for a substantial fraction of its people, single-family yards, shrubs, and
in many cases, pools.

Under these alternatives, there will be

nearby parks and open undeveloped areas as well.

Alternative 3

provides multiple-family living and the recreational patterns which
attend such living, including more structures recreational activity,
less outdoor play for children and the other features of high
density recreational patterns.

Impact ratings assigned are:

Alternative 1 - Positive social impact, relatively large (+4
Alternative 2 - Positive, social impact, relatively small (+)
Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively large
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4.10

Transportation

4.10.1

Scope of Concern
Transportation plays an instrumental role in modern

interdependent American society.

Each area produces goods and

services in which it enjoys a comparative advantage.

Area outputs

are distributed regionally and nationally as well as locally.
In 1973, transportation industries employed 2.7 million
workers, or 3.6% of all non-agricultural workers in the United
States.^^

Most of these transportation workers

(1.8 million) were

engaged in the transport of freight by rail, truck and pipeline.
Much of the effort devoted to passenger transit was in service to
commuters, business travelers, and tourists and was thus in support
of productive activities.

The production of transportation equip-

ment directly engaged an additional 1.9 million workers or 2.5%
68

of the 1973 industrial workforce,

while many more workers

manufactured inputs to the transportation equipment industry,
serviced the stock of transportation equipment, constructed roads,
airports and other facilities for transport use and provided
energy for transportation.
The private automobile is by far the most important mode
of passenger transportation in the United States, accounting for
86.8% of total intercity traffic (passenger miles) and almost all
of intraurban traffic in 1972.^^
'U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U.S., 1974 , pp. 347-349.
*
Ibid.
69

Ibid, pp. 547-556.
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Estimated average operating costs of 16$ per mile, including
depreciation, repairs and insurance, and annual automobile mileage
of over 1,000 billion vehicle-miles in the United States, suggest
that over 12% of gross national product is devoted to automotive
70
transport.
Social concern with transportation is evidenced by
federal, state and local government regulation of common carriers,
intended to assure quality service throughout the regulating agency'
jurisdiction and to prevent destructive competition that does not
serve "present or future public convenience and necessity."
Governments subsidize or operate transit services which
cannot cover the costs of socially desired levels of service from
fares.

Examples of such subsidized transportation enterprises

include the Penn-Central Railroad, most municipal bus and subway
systems, and school bus systems.

Government has also assumed almost

total responsibility for the provision of streets, highways and
airports to facilitate transportation in the United States.

This

reflects the social importance attached to adequate and well-planned
transport arteries which serve all communities and are available
to all community members.
In Chapter 3 it was established that Las Vegas Valley's
economy was heavily dependent on tourist recreation and leisure.
A tourist economy implies a high dependence on both efficient
transportation to and from the Valley and efficient transportation

70ibid, pp. 556, 560, 373.
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within the Valley.

Hence, effective transportation for the

Valley implies economic survival.
In addition, a high dependence on transportation is
incurred by the heavy reliance of the Las Vegas Valley on outside
manufacturing and agricultural products.

The relative isolation

of the Valley from manufacturing and agriculture centers increases
this dependence on goods transportation.
Population and tourist activity growth conditioned by
water availability will necessitate expansion and diversification
of transportation, both in the Valley and to and from the Valley.
The present dependence within the Valley on automobile transportation
as in most western communities, may change if a compact, densely
populated community develops, making an efficient mass transportation
system feasible and much needed.
The expected growth and diversification of the Valley's
transportation, the absence of a warehousing tax, and the geographic
location of Las Vegas as a hub (see Figure 4.6) give Las Vegas good
prospects for development into a transportation and distribution
center.
4.10.2

Relevant Data
Several modes of transportation are available to tourists

enroute to the Valley.

These include air travel from virtually ail

major cities in the United States, automobile travel, bus travel,
and occasional rail travel, primarily from Los Angeles.

The Las

Vegas air terminal served (arrivals and departures) 5,397,000
passengers in 1973 and 5,825,000 passengers in 1974.

In 1973,

495)670 passengers were from the Los Angeles area representing
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Figure 4.6
Mileage From Major Western Cities to Las Vegas

j Salt Lake )

Reno

San Francisco
564

440
--^^buqucrquc)

Las Vegas
(Los Angeles^'*' 283
San Diego

590
286

^

330

Phoenix

18.4% of the total passengers served in 1973 (see Table 3.2
Table 3.3).

and

The trend in air travel continues upward in 1975.

The Las Vegas Valley is served by three major highways
(1-15, US 93, US 95).

Interstate highway 1-15 handles approximately

50% of the total daily traffic flow with 7,265 autos per day.

The

trend in auto travel was down in 1974 because of high gasoline price
and the 55 mile per hour speed limit.
Interstate and intrastate buses constitute a small percent
age of total tourist travel but provide an important dimension to
the tourist's transportation options.

Tourist rail travel, while

not now an important factor, also lends another passenger transport mode which could become very important as fuel costs increase,
The dependence of Las Vegas residents on the automobile
is exemplified by the fact that in the last "normal driving year"
the average Las Vegan used 566 gallons of gas per year in 1970,
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12.5% above the national average of 503 gallons of gas per year.

71

In addition, in Las Vegas approximately 75 motor vehicles per 100
people were in use in 1972 against a national average in 1972 of
72
57 motor vehicles per 100 people.

This high auto use and gasoline

consumption is expected to continue because of the spatially open
community atmosphere and geographic distances between population
clusters in the Valley.
Many tourists and some residents rely on taxicab service
to the various hotels and the variety of recreational complexes.
The Valley presently supports 15 taxicab companies, which are
controlled by the Taxicab Authority.
Bus transportation within the Valley is provided by the
Las Vegas Transit System and seven other commercial firms.
organizations provide both route and charter service.

These

The d i s p e r s e d

population in the Valley puts financial strains on route bus systems
trying to cover costs from fares.
The modes of transportation most used for manufactured
and agricultural products are railroads, trucking, and airlines.
The Valley is served by the Union Pacific Railroad and two other
smaller rail firms.

The trucking industry consists of 43 truck

lines, which are variously licensed by the ICC to service designated
routes.

The air cargo industry provides a fast and diverse but

Ibid, pp. 12, 516.
Nevada, Twelve Months of 1972.

Bank of Nevada Report from Southern

72

Ibid, pp. 12, 555. Clark County Regional Planning
Council Current Population and Economic Statistics, 1973, pp. 24.
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costly frieght service for the Valley.

Presently, 19 firms

provide air cargo service to the Valley.
The Valley is a heavy consumer of goods, while it
manufactures very little.

This characteristic creates a problem

for the goods transporter who is faced with the problem of delivering
full loads to Las Vegas and returning empty, making profitable
operations difficult.

Any growth in the Valley's present indust-

rial sector will help reduce these empty miles.

Las Vegas

manufacturing activity, however, has experienced only minor growth
since 1957 (see Table 3.7).
4.10.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
The only direct impact on transportation exists if no

project results in the need to ship water by tank cars or trucks
under very extreme conditions.

This is seen as an extremely low

probability event and is not considered an impact of the no project
Alternative.
The expected low density and large population supported
by either Alternative 1 or 2 will significantly impact both travel
within the Valley and to and from the Valley.
on automobile transportation will continue.

The present reliance
The difficulty of

operating an economical bus transportation system also will continue.
Congestion along major streets and highways will increase creating
pressure for further road construction.

The net result for the in-

valley transportation system will be a decrease in mobility.
The two water-providing alternatives will impact the tofrom Las Vegas transportation in a favorable manner.
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The present

high level of airline service for the Las Vegas Valley will
continue to improve as additional population growth is experienced.
The improved service over time may lead to Las Vegas becoming a
hub for air transportation in the southwest and thus provide for
the potential development of transportation related and transportation dependent industries.
The development of the Valley into a larger population
center will attract more visitors and create the need for more and
improved roads, bus service, and rail service.

These improved

and diversified transportation systems will benefit the residents
of the Valley.

Thus, the net effect of Alternatives 1 and 2 on

the Valley's to-from transportation will be an increase in diversity,
quantity and quality.
The no project alternative is expected to encourage a
compact high density population center.

The social and economic

impacts of this type of growth are significant for both within
Valley and to-from Valley transportation.
The compact population will make it economical to develop
modern mass transportation systems.

The diversity and convenience

of such a system will benefit the residents and visitors.

However,

the compact high-density population center will result in low
73
automobile mobility.

The net impact of Alternative 3 on within-

Valley transportation will be neutral due to the balancing of the
73

See Buchanan, Colin. "The Outlook for Traffic in Towns"
in Taming Megalopolis, Doubleday & Company, 1967, pp. 369-372.
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two subimpacts.
Alternative 3 is expected to support a smaller population
than the first two alternatives.

This smaller population will

create less demand for diverse and improved to-from transportation
systems, but some demands will, of course, be made for improvement.
For this reason the net impact is considered to be neutral for tofrom transportation.
4.10.4

Summary and Conclusions
In the transportation sector, significant but opposite

indirect impacts exist for the in-valley and to-from Valley cases.
Since these contrasting effects are of approximately equal importance, the result is a cancelling of positive and negative impacts
to produce neutral impacts for each of the three alternatives.
Impact ratings assigned are:
Alternative 1 - Neutral social impact (0)
Alternative 2 - Neutral social impact (0)
Alternative 3 - Neutral social impact (0)
4.11

Communications

4.11.1

Scope of Concern
The two general types of communications that are of

interest in this study are peron-to-person and mass media.

Although

the effects of the alternative water projects are likely to affect
these communications areas in indirect ways, the impacts are
certainly worth considering.

Population density, for example,

can potentially affect both types of communication.

Individuals

in crowded urban areas may well communicate less, and in less
friendly terms with the people they encounter in daily activites.

Experience has shown that a rather suspicious, fearful motive
often replaces what might have been an outgoing, friendly attitude
toward others.
Another effect of population density may be seen through
the media of television.

If the result of an increasingly crowded

community, with a diminishing number of recreational outlets, is
an increase in television watching, certain "undesirable" habit
patterns may develop in children as well as adults.

Antisocial

behavior associated with television viewing, testified to by the
Surgeon General, is noted in Section 4.11.3.
4.11.2

Relevant Data
A listing of Las Vegas radio and television stations

appears in Table 4.24.
4.11.3

Impacts of the Alternatives
The alternative water projects could have varied effects

on person-to-person communications.

One effect might be triggered

if individuals or groups of individuals become extremely vocal
about one or another of the projects.

This scenario is easiest to

justify under Alternative 3 since it is the one most likely to
alter the character of the Las Vegas Valley.

If the resistance,

for example, to Alternative 3 crossed the normal "boundaries" of
socioeconomic, racial and other groups, an increased level of
communication between these groups might result.

Such reactions

are substantiated in the literature of the social sciences.
example, the emergence of a "common enemy" is likely to bring
what were formerly bitter rivals into close collaborative
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Table 4.24
Radio and Television Stations in the Las Vegas Valley
Radio Stations
KBMI
KENO
KFMS
KILA
KLAV
KLUC

1400
1460
102
95.5
1230
1140
98.5
94
920
97
1340
970
92.3
1280

KLVM
KORK
KRAM
KVEG
KVOV

AM
AM
FM
FM
AM
AM &
FM
FM
AM &
FM
AM
AM &
FM
AM

News
Rock
Soft Rock
Religious
Easy Listening
Contemporary
Easy Listening
Contemporary
Easy Listening
Modern Country
Adult Contemporary
Soul and Rhythm & Blues

Television Stations
KLAS-TV
KLVX-Educational TV
KORK-TV
KSHO--TV
KVVU-TV
Source:

Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel

8 (CBS)
10
3 (NBC)
13 (ABC)
5

Cultural Arts Directory of Southern Nevada, 1975,

(
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,

effort.
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Person-to-person communication is also likely to be

affected by the increased population density brought about under
Alternative 3.

For instance, the higher crime rate (presumed or

actual) found in compact, urban centers is a factor which might
cause people to be more suspicious and thus less open in personal
interactions.
The impact of mass media on people is considerable.

To

evaluate the effect that the alternative water projects would
have on mass media, it is useful to follow a scenario for Alternative
3, essentially as set forth in Chapter 1.
If, under Alternative 3, increased population density did
occur, it is reasonable to project that children would likely
engage in fewer outdoor recreational pursuits (see Section 4.9.3).
It seems likely

that adult recreation might be affected similarly.

It is further assumed that this dearth of outdoor facilities would
result in more television viewing, the primary indoor recreation
outlet.

Such an increase in television viewing could have detri-

mental effects on the tendencies of individuals toward violence and
antisocial behavior.

In the words of a former United States

Surgeon General, "...it is clear to me that the causal relationship
between televised violence and antisocial behavior is sufficient to

74

Behavior in Organizations: A Multidensional View,
Robert E. Coffey, Anthony G. Athos, and Peter A. Reynolds, Prentice
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, p. 236.
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' 75
Warrant appropriate and immediate remedial action;"
Summary and Conclusions
The impacts of the water project alternatives on pgtson€6-person communications would be most evident ih implementation
of Alternative 3.

Increased population density w6iiid, in time,

proRa&iy result in a modification of interaction levels due to
sttAr influences as imagined or actual high crime rates and other
similar factors.

This is considered to be a higher probability

event than the bonding together of disparate groups to "fight"
implementation of Alternative 3.
The ultimate impact of the water projects upon the mass
media is likely to fail principally under Alternative 3.'

The

chain of logic that would tie increased antisocial behavior to
Alternative 3 is fairly lengthy, however.
The links between the alternative water projects and
communications is perhaps stronger in a theoretical than a
practical sense.

The strongest connection in terms of docummen-

tafion is between television viewing and antisocial behavior.

The

development of the cause and effect relationship is, however,
dependent upon the linking of urban density to restricted recreational
Outlets to increased television viewing.

The presumption is also

that the amount of violence shown on television would remain reia-

75
Excerpt from Hearings, March 1972, by the U.S. Public
Health Service's Surgeon General before Subcommittee on Communications of Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate on the Surgeon
General's Report by the Scientific Advisory Committee on Television
and Social Behavior, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972*"
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warrant appropriate and immediate remedial action."
4.11.4

75

Summary and Conclusions
The impacts of the water project alternatives on person-

to-person communications would be most evident in implementation
of Alternative 3.

Increased population density would, in time,

probably result in a modification of interaction levels due to.
such influences as imagined or actual high crime rates and other
similar factors.

This is considered to be a higher probability

event than the bonding together of disparate groups to "fight"
implementation of Alternative 3.
The ultimate impact of the water projects upon the mass
media is likely to fall principally under Alternative 3.

The

chain of logic that would tie increased antisocial behavior to
Alternative 3 is fairly lengthy, however.
The links between the alternative water projects and
communications is perhaps stronger in a theoretical than a
practical sense.

The strongest connection in terms of docummen-

tation is between television viewing and antisocial behavior.

The

development of the cause and effect relationship is, however,
dependent upon the linking of urban density to restricted recreational
outlets to increased television viewing.

The presumption is also

that the amount of violence shown on television would remain rela-

(

75
Excerpt from Hearings, March 1972, by the U.S. Public
Health Service's Surgeon 5encraT"bcforc Subcommittee on Communications of Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate on the Surgeon
General's Report by the Scientific Advisory Committee on Television
and Social Behavior, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972 J
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( .
tively constant.

Impact ratings assigned are:

Alternative 1 - Neutral social impact (0)
Alternative 2 - Neutral social impact (0)

,

Alternative 3 - Negative social impact, relatively small (-)

-

f
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CHAPTER 5
MATRIX OF SECTOR EVALUATIONS AND AGGREGATION OF FINDINGS
5.1

Matrix of Sector Evaluations
This first section of Chapter 5 consists of a summary

and display in matrix form of the directions and strengths of the
impacts of the water project alternatives on social sectors as
evaluated in Chapter 4 (see Table 5.1).
In Chapter 4, the analysis proceeded by social sector
with consideration given to the impacts of each alternative on
each sector as that sector was discussed.

In this chapter, the

analysis proceeds by water project alternative, considering for
each alternative the whole of social impacts.

While the summary

analysis in this chapter is guided by the evaluations and symbols
displayed in Table 5.1, it is not reduced to a numerical comparison
of the totals of each type and level of impact.

Such a procedure

would be confusing because of the many overlaps in impacts, and
would also suggest that water project alternatives can be compared
in terms of their socioeconomic effects with a degree of qualitative
precision which is simply not possible.

Albeit largely in quali-

tative form, the evaluations of impacts, especially when taken
together, do portray socioeconomic differences among the alternatives which are meaningful for decision purposes.
Alternative 1 is judged to be strongly positive in its
socioeconomic impacts, especially in the sectors of education,
economic base and employment, law and justice, and housing and
neighborhood.

There are lesser but still positive impacts on
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TABLE 5.1
Matrix of Water Alternatives and Their Social Sector Impacts

Social
Sector

Alternative 1
(Second Stage of SNWP]

Alternative 2 Alternative
(Import Water) (No Project)

Education
Economic Base,
Employment and
Income

++

++

Law and
Justice

++

++

Housing and
Neighborhood

++

++

Health

+

+

Social Services
and Welfare

+

+

Recreation and
Leisure

++

+

Transportation

0

0

0

Communications

0

o

-

Government
Operations and
Services

++
+
0
—

=
=
=
=
=

Positive impact, relatively large
Positive impact, relatively small
Neutral impact or insignificant impact
Negative impact, relatively small
Negative impact, relatively large
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government operations and services, health, social services and
recreation and leisure. The analysis finds significant but conflicting impacts for Alternative 1 on transportation and communications, as is reflected by a neutral designation at the Alternativ
sector intersection in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 shows that Alternative 2 differs from Alternative 1 in its impacts on the social sectors only in that the
impact on education is relatively small rather than relatively
large, reflecting some negative effect on university research in
Alternative 2 water source areas.

The similarity between the

impacts of Alternatives 1 and 2 is to be expected, since they both
provide additional water for the accommodation of growth of the
Valley.

This similarity suggests that the choice between Altern-

ative 1 and 2 is to be made, not on the basis of significant
differences in socioeconomic impacts in the Valley itself but on
the basis of differences in costs,supply reliabilities

and the

Socioeconomic and ecological impacts in the water source areas.
The assessment of Alternative 3 shows it to be strongly
negative in its impacts on the social sectors examined.

This is

especially true for the sectors of economic base, employment, and
income, law and justice, housing and neighborhood and recreation
and leisure, the first three of which are sectors in which both
Alternatives 1 and 2 have relatively large positive effects.

These

negative effects follow from the assessment that the population of
the Valley, as it grows will require additional water to maintain
the same life stylo and the no project alternative simply does not
supply the necessary water.
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5.2

Aggregation of Findings

5.2.1

Introduction
To complete the assessment process of this study, it is

necessary to aggregate the information and findings of the previous
chapters.

Three separate constructs provide a basis for such an

aggregation.
being; and

These are:

(1) the quality of life;

(3) relative social position.

(2) social well

These constructs do not

readily lend themselves to quantitative analysis or even measurement, and an attempt to reduce them and the water project effects
on them to dollar measures or any other quantitative measures
would so constrain the analysis that virtually all of the socioeconomic impacts which most deserve consideration would be ignored
in the process of deciding among the water alternatives.

The

inability to make quantitative comparisons of the alternatives does
not, however, establish the inability to compare them on the basis
of other considerations which have their own values.

Such other

considerations are the essence of this study, as developed in the
previous four chapters.

The methodology is designed

specifically

to insure comprehensiveness in the perceptions of the study through
a step by step procedure reducing the risks of oversight in an
analysis which is necessarily judgemental.
5.2.2

Quality of Life
As used in this study, the quality of life is primarily

individual and family oriented.

It embraces those social goals

which have personal meaning for most people, such as; good health,
a reasonable standard of living, healthy development of children,
happy family life, a decent home and neighborhood, peace of mind,
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recreation, and confidence in community stability as its impacts
on individuals.
Each of the sectors studied in Chapter 4 has meaning
for persons and families as such, as distinct from the meaning
these sectors have for larger social groups and for the community
as a whole.

Correspondingly, each of the water alternatives, with

its own direct impacts and through the functions it serves, has
personal and family meaning.
In general, the level of personal and family quality
of life as now existing in the Las Vegas Valley would be continued
under either Alternative 1 or 2.

Exceptions of minor nature are

first that Alternative 2 would reduce personal and family recreational opportunities by eventually removing water from an
importation source area of increasing recreational importance
as the community grows.

A second detrimental effect of Alternative

2 on the quality of life is its higher annualized costs will
reduce real disposable incomes of Valley residents.

The no project

alternative, however, with negative impacts in every social sector
considered, would have a strong negative effects on the quality
of life of persons and families in the Las Vegas Valley.

Further,

the total effect would be greater than the sum of the effects of
the individual sectors as a steadily diminishing quality of life
in turn adds impetus to the deterioration process.

The possible

gradual damage to the educational system at the public school
system level, as outlined in Chapter 4, and all that it means
to families perceiving that their children may become educationally disadvantaged adults, is particularly discouraging for those
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who were themselves educationally disadvantaged, many of whom
are black and Spanish-heritage persons.

The problem of law and

justice under Alternative 3 could generate personal and family
insecurity for middle class families who want protection of the
property they have acquired.

Unlike the wealthier families, they

cannot afford to live in walled and privately patrolled enclaves
already coming into use in the Las Vegas Valley.
In recreation and leisure, quality of life under Alternative 3 would tend to substitute organized recreation for individual
and family recreation.

It might also mean the end of Las Vegas'

status as the city with perhaps the most accessable golf courses
in the world, at least as far as persons and families of low and
middle income are concerned.

In the sectors of health and social

services and welfare, the analysis again indicates lowering of
the quality of service and options available to individuals and
families as Alternative 3 contributes to an increase in population density.
There is an additional effect of Alternative 3 on community peace of mind as an element of the quality of life.

The

Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project or water
importation from elsewhere in Nevada will provide an assurance of
adequate water availability and a resulting assurance of the
development of the community essentially as presently desired
and expected.

If Alternative 1 or 2 are not adopted, they will

remain year by year as options which may be adopted, with
corresponding uncertainty and unwillingness on the part of persons
and families to accept the stringencies of the no project alternative as they grown more and more binding.
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The resulting resent-

ment potential could

represent a serious impairment to the

quality of life as persons and families begin to lose respect for
the political and economic leadership of the Valley.
5.2.3

Social
Unlike the quality of life, which is an expression of

the degree to which individuals and families can enjoy their lives
on a personal basis, social well being is evaluated at a higher
level of aggregation and is the expression of social values at
the level of the community and its constituent groups.

Social

well being is concerned with the viability and stability of organizations and institutions, such as the Clark County School District,
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the Community College, the
area's hospitals, its government agencies, including especially
those involved in assistance to the needy or disadvantaged and all
other such organizations.

Social well being also encompasses the

community as a whole.
Most of the discussion in Chapters 2 and 4 is directly
applicable to social well being and it is necessary here only to
make the main points seen from the perspective of the organizations
and institutions of the community.

While the Clark County School

District will certainly survive the high-density education problems
projected under Alternative 3, the already existing strains between
administration, teachers, and teacher organizations will be greatly
increased by the negative impacts of the no project situation.
The institutions of higher learning in the Valley, the
University and the Community College, also will have problems
under Alternative 3.

The Community College will be affected as
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early as the mid 1980's, as the lower income groups it serves
become the first affected by the constraints of the no project
condition whiqh restricts their options.

In terms of numerical

growth, the effect of Alternative 3 on the Community College may
initially be positive since the no project alternative will
enlarge the fraction of the population in the groups normally
served by community colleges.

Later, however, as the diminishing

quality of life begins to reduce the Valley's potential as a
resort area, the Community College could move through zero
growth and on the negative growth rates now occurring in manv
colleges nationwide.

The University would escape negative effects

from Alternative 3, at least as far as its general

institutional

status is concerned, until the no project conditions finally begin
to reduce community population growth, at which point growth in
enrollment could turn downward.

Additionally, as the no project

alternative's conditions discourage the movement of retired
persons to the Valley, the University and Community College would
lose a very important potential source of students to supplement
enrollments of persons of traditional college ages.

Reduced

enrollments mean fewer new programs offered by the area's
institutions of higher learning and hence reduced educational
opportunities below what would otherwise be available.
Hospitals of the Valley, as institutions, could be
affected adversely by the no project alternative in at least
two ways.

First, the uncertainties concerning the duration of

the no project situation will lead to difficulty in planning
for hospital facilities, which is already an area of considerable
concern and dispute in the Valley. Some hospitals may not survive
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even into the 1980's unless
can be made effective.

a plan for area hospital development

Hospitals also will be affected by any

failure of the community to realize its potential as a retirement
community, as discussed above in connection with the University.
In the long run, such a failure to achieve economic diversification
will make hospital development in the Valley precarious and cause
development generally to be below potential.
Non-educational government agencies at all levels of
government will grow as the community grows under Alternatives
1 or 2.

They will also grow for a period of time under Alternative

3, and in some cases such as that of the police departments, their
tasks and their staffs will be enlarged by the conditions associated with the no project alternative.

Ultimately, however,

given the cessation of growth, government agencies will tend toward dormancy.

This situation will be anticipated within the

agencies as it approaches, causing personnel strains and emphasizing
job survival as the overriding objective of agency personnel. The
agencies will survive, but in many cases it will be an undesirable
survival, as the absence of growth removes flexibilities associated with an expanding environment.
Under Alternative 3, welfare and social services tasks
will be magnified both in volume and in difficulty as high population density becomes characteristic of Las Vegas Valley.

The

fund base from which such social services and welfare can be
supported, however, will remain at earlier levels, or even decline.
Good personnel will leave these agencies under these circumstances,
which could result in the agencies becoming less effective.
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Under the conditions described above for Alternative 3,
it has been observed that if it is usual for organizational
relationships to solidify with all sides taking entrenched positions
from which they oppose any change for fear it might be a negative
change from their points of view.

With rare exceptions, the result

to be expected is survival, tut dormancy.
Evaluation of social well being can be concluded with
consideration of the impact of the alternatives on the total
community as an organism of social purpose.

There is a strong

community spirit in Las Vegas as a one-of-a-kind gaming and
entertainment community famous on a world-wide basis.

The

elements of the community and attitudes toward its gaming
intricate and delicate.

are

It cannot continue to exist in its out-

standingly successful pattern without support from an overwhelming
majority of its citizens, its elected officials and its representatives at state and national levels.
The water alternatives differ in respect to general
support of a good community attitude toward business and political
leadership.
continue.

Under Alternative 1, the current attitude should
Under Alternative 2, there could be some resentment

regarding an assumption of failure of leadership to obtain practical availability of Colorado River water which the public regards
as rightfully Nevada's water.

Under Alternative 3, the community

attitude toward government could be made seriously negative bv
two factors.

First, the projected crowded conditions under the

no project alternative could lead to general discontent with
leadership.

Second, the public may resent failure to obtain

Second Stage water.

Continued viability of the community as it
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in now, with its special requirements for public tolerance of an
often criticized activity, gaming , will bo brought into question.
5.2.4

Relative Social Relationships
Evaluation of different water project alternatives is

not complete without a view from the perspective of different
social groups, to include the wealthy, the middle class and the
groups of persons who have been disadvanted by disability, age,
educational deficiency, language problems, discrimination, or
other causes of low economic and social status.

The water project

alternatives in this study do have different impacts on different
social groups, particularly when the grouping is arranged according
to income status and with considerable overlap, according to race,
with the blacks and Spanish-heritage Americans disproportionately
represented in the lower income brackets.
Alternatives 1 and 2, in providing sufficient water to
accommodate the growth pattern essentially as it is, can support
the high degree of social mobility characteristic of the Las Vegas
Valley and which has been increasing at an accelerated rate as
affirmative action programs have been implemented by industry and
government.

Alternative 3 could tend to pin lower income groups

into residential areas which reinforce disadvantaged

status,

especially for children who then mature to join the ranks of disadvantaged adults.

This pinning would be especially reinforced by

the high price of land under any new single family home and the
inability of disadvantaged persons to afford even the new multiple
family homes which increasingly will house the middle classes.
All of the other effects of the no project alternative,
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as it encourages high density living and as it has the effects
noted in Chapter 4 on each of the social sectors, impact first
on the social, groups in the lower income levels, even to include
f
the impacts on law and justice, in which the poor continue to be
the most victimized of all groups preyed upon by criminals.

From

the point of view of status in the community, it is clear that
Alternative 3 will lower the status of those already in low
status, but this is true only in a relative sense.

The middle

and wealthy clases eventually will be hurt by the premature
termination of growth in the Valley, not only because potential
economic opportunities would not be fully realized but because
the mechanism through which gowth will be reduced is the method
of diminishing quality of life and social well being in the Valley
sufficiently to discourage inmigration.

Of these two, the wealthy

and the middle class, the latter will be most damaged as impairment of recreational opportunities, quality in public school
education, employment opportunities, communication and health
services occurs.
In summary, Alternative 1 and 2 not only preserve the
existing order of social groups but generate a trend toward its
equalization through a continued growth in economic opportunites
and the high social mobility associated with such an environment.
Alternative 3, in contrast, tends to confine those socially
disadvantaged to their neighborhoods and stifle opportunities
for social mobility.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has evaluated the socioeconomic impacts of
the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project and has
compared that project, from a socioeconomic point of view, with
the alternative of importing water from Nevada areas outside the
Las Vegas Valley and with the alternative of having no project.
6.1

Conclusions of the Study
Essentially in the order in which they were developed,

the conclusions of this study are:
1)

The process of constructing the Second Stage of the
Southern Nevada Water Project, or any construction
associated with its alternatives, either through
the local spending involved or through the disruption
such construction may cause, will not have any
significant socioeconomic impacts on the Las Vegas
Valley, all such impacts being very small in com1
parison with overall economic activity.

2)

Las Vegas Valley population having several decades
of strong growth momentum behind it, will continue

^This is not to say that the alternatives have no effect
on the construction industry. As discussed in Section 1.4 and
again in Section 4.6, there are major differences in the type of
housing constructed under the no project alternative and the type
constructed under Alternatives 1 or 2. Additionally, the eventual
choking of growth under Alternative 3 will have strong indirect
negative effects on the long run future of the construction industry
in the Las Vegas Valley, as discussed in Section 4.6.
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to grow in the absence of any serious water constraint, toward a population between 7 50,000 and
850, 000 by the year 2, 000.

Eventually, however, and
r

quite independently of the water situation, Las Vegas
Valley, like most communities, will achieve its full
economic potential.

Rates of growth will necessarily

diminish as that potential is approached.

Either

the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada Water Project
or the importation alternative will permit growth
toward full economic potential to continue essentially
consistant with the present living pattern.
The no project alternative will combine with the lack
of effective means to limit growth to force the community into a water limited living pattern from the
beginning of the 1980's onward.

The negative socio-

economic impacts on the community will grow at an
increasing rate as the water constraint under the no
project alternative becomes more severe.

Finally,

at a population in the region of 500,000 to 550,000,
well below the projected economic potential of the
Valley, given no water constraint, socioeconomic
impacts of the no project situation will cause
growth to cease.

The most noticeable of these effects

would be an increase in population density toward the
levels of major United States cities now beset with
severe urban socioeconomic problems.
Compared in terms of their impacts on the socio<economic functions water projects arc typically

designed to serve, both the prime alternative and
Alternative 2 are far superior to the no project
alternative.

The first two alternatives differ from

the third primarily in respect to the function of
life support and accommodation of growth, a critical
matter for the Las Vegas Valley for the next several
decades.

The function of land use also involves-very

important differences in impacts of the alternatives,
with either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 essentiall
permitting the spread of the built up area of the com
munity to further outlying lands, whereas the no
project alternative does not provide sufficient water
to economically justify serving such areas or to
permit the level of water usage which characterizes
such outlying areas.

Differences among the altern-

atives with respect to most of the other functions
served by water projects are of lesser

importance,

primarily because the scopes of the projects.are
limited to adding to the existing water availability
rather than generating a new supply.
In terms of their impacts on major social sectors,
either directly or through the functions the alternatives serve, Alternatives 1 and 2 are strongly
favored.

As in the case of functional impacts, the

indirect effects of the water alternatives are by far
the most important in evaluating these alternatives.
Further, those indirect effects deriving from the
function of life support and growth accommodation,
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especially as ill served by the no project alternative, are of overriding importance.

Reduced to its

essence, the analysis of impacts by social sectors
leads to the conclusion that without more water,
the Las Vegas Valley community will grow

into a

crowded city with worsening problems in almost every
social sector.

Problems in education, the long term

economic base, housing and law and justice can be
expected to be particularly severe.
Almost directly deriving from the social sector
evaluations are parallel differences in the effects
of the water alternatives on the quality of life as
it effects individuals and families.

Alternatives

1 or 2 provide the water needed for a high quality
of life.

Alternative 3 is strongly negative in its

effects on the important effort to maintain a high
quality of life.

Additionally, there is special

concern for the security and predictability of an
individual's situation under the no project alternative, since it is doubtful that its alternative
will be rejected once and for all with the result
that"no project" will always mean "perhaps no
project."
With respect to social well being, viewed as the
expression of values at the level of the community
and its constituent groups, the no project alternative must be regarded as highly inadvisable.

The

very survival of cities of the type which Las Vegas
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would become under the no project alternative is at
issue.

The position of groups in political and

economic leadership, will become especially unstable
f
as the water constraint impacts first on residential
requirements while the governmental sector and the
resort industry continue in necessary but seemingly
unfair uses of water at liberal levels.

Among other

groups and institutions which will become increasingly
unviable as organizations under the no project alternative, the Clark County School System faces perhaps
the worst prospects.

Others which will be less

affected but still in serious difficulty are the
hosptials, the University and the Community College.
In contrast with the situation for the community
and its groups as described in the previous paragraph,
the situation under Alternative 1 or 2 is highly
favorable.

As a community with a worldwide reputation

Las Vegas receives from its permanent residents a
valuable loyalty, which will help the community great!
in maintaining social well being given the water
necessary to continue the life style under which that
loyalty was developed.
With respect to relative social relationships, seen as
the status of people when grouped by income level,
race, color or other similarly import characteristics,
the no project alternative is again foilnd to have
radically different effects from the water furnishing
alternatives.

The lower positioned groups, including
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the poor, blacks, and Spanish-heritage Americans,
and many of the elderly will be pinned into their
neighborhoods under the no project alternative,
losing much of the social mobility which accompanies
a. move from an old neighborhood to a new subdivision.
The middle classes also will be disadvantaged,
primarily because the impact of water scarcity
under the no project alternative will be to limit
new residential developments, where the middle class
has typically dominated the social scene.

The middle

class also will lose position with respect to
recreation and leisure-

Golf, for example, will cease

to be every man's game and became affordable only by
the well-to-do and the relatively free spending
vacationer.
Recommendations
The recommendations of this study are:
1)

That the no project alternative be rejected because
of its strongly negative socioeconomic impacts.

2)

That either the Second Stage of the Southern Nevada
Water Project or its water supplying alternative,
importation of water from valleys outside Las Vegas,
be iniated in the very near future.

3)

That the decision between the Second Stage of the
Southern Nevada Water project and the water importation alternative be based on cost considerations and
impacts in the importation water source areas.
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This

recommendation reflects the conclusion that socioeconomic differences between the impacts of the
Second Stage and those of importation on Las Vegas
Valley, while favoring the Second Stage, are n6t
sufficiently great to dictate a choice between them.
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